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IMTRODUCTIOM

Distinguished Guests,
Comrade Deleg1te1:

ere

PolfflCll Publl1hera, Av1nld1

•t,

No. 2202, P11y1, H1v1n1, Cubi

These
unu1u1I, dlfflcult times. No country 11 lsol1ted from
the rest of the world tod1y. No country llves or could llv• In 1
gl111 house. Whit one n1tlon - no matter how small - does,
can hive repercussions In other nations. The Importance of each
event ind new experience Is proved by the presence of the
worthy representatives of more than 140 Parties and democratic,
progressive and revolutlonary organizations from all over the
world here In this Congress.
The strength of 1 small tountry such as Cub1 Is neither mllltery
nor economic but moral. The last country to free Itself of Spanish
colonlallsm, It has become the first nation in this hemisphere to
free Itself of Yankee imperialist domination, the first to choose
the way to higher forms of socioeconomic life and the first to
take the road of soclallsm In our continent. Everything In our way
of llfe Is new, and It has not been easy. We had to confront the
most powerful lmperlalist country In the world, Just 90 mlles off
our coasts, and fight against reactionary ideas that have existed
for hundreds and even thousands of years and the bitter hatred
of the ·exploiting classes. We had to stand up against isolation,
hostility, threats, llbel and an Implacable campaign launched by
the monopolles that control a large part of the world's mass
media. To continue advancing, we had to defy attacks and even
run the risk of being exterminated. Not everything we did was
wise; not all our decisions were correct. In no revolutionary
process have all actions and decisions been always the right ones.
Vet, here we stand, nearly 22 years after January 1, 1959. We have
not retreated or made any concessions to imperialism. We have
not renounced a single one of our ideas or revolutionary principles. This honest, firm, staunch, heroic, irreproachable political
attitude is charact~ristic of our Revolution.
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Feer end v1clll1tion have never spreed through our people's
ranks. We have never hesitated to recognize our errors end mistakes end sometimes this requires more courage then risking
your life.
.·
·
·
The stock of experience end revolutionary ldees that we Inherited from our own history end that of mankind Is our most
precious treesure. Through practice end example we should constantly add to this stock; This Is 1 Hcred duty for 111 revolutionaries that demands the most rigorous criticism end self-criticism
end the most complete honesty. ·
Wiii the Cuban experiment be interruptedr Will Imperialism
menage to wipe Cube's example off the face of the earth? Never!
Storms ere sweeping through our hemisphere end the rest of the
world, end the ultra-rightist reactionary forces ere entrenching
themselves in power In the strongest Imperialist country In the
worl~, b~t we still Hy "Never!" Cube can be erased physically,
but 1t will never be humllleted or subjected1 it will never surrender, end we ere.firmly convinced that our example will endure.
As Marti Hid, "The sees to the north end south will meet, end
1 serpent will be hatched from the egg of en eagle before we
stop trying to make our homeland free end prosperous."
Ever since the time of the Paris Commune, real Communists
have been noted for their heroism. In 111 of 111story, no one hes
excelled them In their capacity for self-Hcriflce, spirit of solidarity
dedication, self-denial end reediness to give their lives for thei;
cause. No other political idee in the course of the development
of hu~en society hu been taken up so strongly or elicited such
selfless devotion es communism. The best end purest feelings of
human beings have been expressed throughout the battles to do
1w1y with the age old exploitation of men by men. Only the first
Christians, In the time of imperial end p1g1n Rome ere comparable
to communists. Marx, Engels end Lenin were not bearers of
mystical ideas, however, end their self-secrificlng followers did
not seek their reward in another world. It is here on earth where
1
m1n s future should be changed, end they were reedy to face the
cruelest repression end unhesitatingly give their lives to do this
- that is, give everything in exchange for nothing for themselves
but everything for others.
It Is Infurlating to note that, in our time the word "revolutionary" is still being used sometimes to descrlbe people who are not
at all upset by either the exploitat:on of some people by others or
~he cruel inequality which this exploitation implies - and who,
in fact, promote It. The bourgeoisie sometimes calls reactionaries
"revolutionaries". We cannot deny that anyone who struggles to
obtain his homeland's Independence from a colonial or neocolonial
power or for freedom from tyranny is a revolutionary, but there
is only one higher way of being 1 revolutionary in today's world:
that of being 1 Communist, because Communists embody the idea
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of Independence, freedom, true justice, equality among men and,
most Importantly, lnternetlonallsm - that ls, brotherhood, solidarity
and cooperation among all the peoples end nations In the world.
When the Ideas of Independence, freedom, equality, justice end
freternlty among peoples and nations ere combined, they are
Invincible.
.
This Is whet we went to be: Communists. This Is whet we went
to keep on be.Ing: Communists. This Is our vanguard, 1 vangu,ard
of Communists. This Is our Congress: 1 Congress of C~mmun11ts,
becked by the people, 1 people of Communists. There hes never
existed, nor can there exist, any force In the world that can
prevent this.
This Is the first thing that we went to state, repeat and proclaim
on opening our 2nd Congress.
We do not went this report by the Central Committee to the
2nd Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba to be too long
- but, unfortunately, It wlll have to l:se quite extensive. Therefore,
we· wlll try to summarize our record for the 1975!"80 period, our
goals •nd the general guidelines for our future national and International pollcles.
We should begin by saying that the economic plan approve.d
In the 1st Congress could not be carried out In full. As early 11
September 28, 1976, we explained to the nation that, In view of !he
plummeting price of sugar, worldwide inflation, the deterioration
In trade relations and the. aggravation of the International economic crisis, the economic goals set for the five-year per:od could not
be met. We told the people the truth very frankly.
We did not •chleve the 6-percent annual growth r•te that we
had proposed, but we did attain two thirds of that goal. The
admirable heroic efforts that our working people and the members
of our Party made end their tremendous achievements in the herd
and difficult years between 1975 end 1980 should not go unrecognized. Remember that many capitalist countries - even
developed ones with larger resources than we have - were forced
to retrench, cutting beck production In some years, while the!r
indices of Inflation, unemployment end socioeconomic crisis
rocketed. Our socialist country, with en underdeveloped ec~nomy,
advanced In the .sphere of .materiel production end registered
,
Important social progress during this five-year period. , .
All ·the experiences of this period have been considered in
drawing up the economic directives for the coming five years,
employing the most realistic criterion possible, based on reliable
figures. The main idea Is to surpass, not f111 short of t~ese gc:'els;
to pledge the Party to carry out the possible, not the 1mposs1ble.
This Is 1 matter of re~ponsibllity, honor and prestige that in no way
absolves us of our duty to do our utmost, for we w.ould be
neither honest nor revolutionary If we were to do otherwise.
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I. SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
General Aspects

The p~esent, 1976-80 five-year period, which Is Just ending,· hes
wltne11ed tremendous advances In the organization of our economy, In the struggle to create the conditions nHded to raise
efficiency In the use of our productive resources 11 well es In
terms of meaningful gains In our economic development end In
mHtlng our people's needs to en ever greater extent, even though
It hes been 1 period fllled with objective dlfflcultles, both Inside
the country end on the lnternetlonel scene, that have kept us from
achieving everything we had set ourselves to do.
In referring to our prospects for the present five-year peri·od
In the report to the 1st Congress of the Party, we warned that,
even though the Soviet Union end other socialist countries had
guaranteed 1 satisfactory - even profitable - price for our
sugar, this was not true of the capitalist countries end we pointed
out the impossibility of making firm prediction~ es to how our
convertible currency Income from the se!e of our main export
product ~ould develop In the next five years ..
In the frrst four years of the present five-year period, the price
of sugar averaged 9 cents 1 pound ·-·that Is, around $200 a ton,
or aro1.1nd 55 percent of its world average production cost having felle.n off. sharply fro~ the levels of the last· two years of
the preceding f1ve-year period, when it averaged 30 cents a
pound in 1974, a little more than 21 in 1975 and even went up
to 63 cents. In contrast to the drop in the price of our main
export product, the prices of the imports our country needed
to. purchase on the world market, continued to rise, keeping up
with the galloping inflation that still affects the capitalist world.
In 1980, the last year in the five-year period, the price of sugar
began to recover, though - naturally - it has not yet begun to
compensate for the previous four years.

This situation h11 mHnt that our trade relatlons with the c1plt1ll1t world, the so-celled terms of exchange, dropped 53 percent
betwHn 1975 end 1979. Thus, with the 11m• phy1lc1I volume of
exports, we were not 1bl1 to 1cqulr1 11 many products In this
five-year period 11 In the 1971-75 one.
The Interest r1t11 on our foreign debt and on the loins we
obt1ln1d to pay for equipment, turn key plants end other products.
on the world market 1110 rose sharply during th••• years of Cl•
plt1ll1t crisis, es did freight rates end rental fHs for ships to
transport our m1rch1ndl1e.
In addition to these dlfflcultles of en lntern1tlon1I nature, our
1grlcultur1I economy w11 hit by several plant end 1nlm1I dl1e1111
et the end of the flv•·YHr period. A third of our 1ug1r c1n1
pl1ntlngs were hit by rust, which reduced our sugar production
con1lder1bly In 1980; for two yHrs In 1 row, blue mold bllght
effected our tobacco harvest, destroying 1 fourth of the crop In
the first year end nHrly .90 percent In the second. Then African
swine fever struck our hogs early this y11r In the 111t1rn pert
of the country.
Quick responses to natural disasters - 111 ol which hit 1t the
11m1 time, strangely enough - resulted In their being surmounted
end effectlvely controlled in a very short time.
Notwithstanding this and the fact that we were engaged In
the successful Introduction of 1 series of lnstltutlonal end org1nl11tion1I changes whose diversity, complexity, depth end scope era
perhaps unmatched In ell the years of Revolution, we have scored
1 positive achievement of an acceptable economic growth rate,
p1rtlcul1rly considering the present world situation and the conditions facing the non-oil-producing underdeveloped countries.
Over these five years the annual average lncr111e In our Gro11
Soclel Product h11 bHn 4 percent et constant prices.
Not only h1v1 we attained this rite of growth, but we h1v1
1110 Improved our efficiency In various w1y1. Labor productivity
h11 rl11n et en 1nnu1I rate of 3.4 percent, which means that the
wage 1l1m1nt 11 2 centavos le11 In each peso of overall production·
co1t1. Pr1llmln1ry 1tudl11 show that Input of m1terl1l1, the chief
component In productive consumption, 1110 dropped In relative
term1, 11 reflected In greater efficiency In the u11 of raw materl1l1,
energy end fuel - although we ere stlll far from achieving the
efficiency we should end can obtain.
During this period, 1 significant lnltlel effort w11 made. to
lncrHs• exports end replace Imports, e1p1cl1lly those from the
c1plt1ll1t market. Exports h1v1 lncr1111d more then Imports
compared to th• previous period.
Th••• changes In the proportion Ind structure of our foreign
trade, determined by our commercial exchange with CMEA
countries h1v1 helped, In large measure, to counter the n1g1tlv1
effect that constantly fluctuating lntern1tlon1I prlc11 and dev11t1t·
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ing unequal terms of trade, set by developed c1plt1ll1t countries,
have on qur economy - end on the economies of •II the under·
developed countries.
·1ndustri1liz1tion became the most important factor In our
country's economic development during this five-year period.
t;onel economic integration 1dv1nced, end the country'I' Infra·
structure was extended. Investments rose to 13.2 billion pe101,
1 75-percent increase over the previous five-year period 1ncf'thr••
times 11 much 11 during the 1966.:70 period. Some 4.57 billion
pesos - 35 percent of the total - were invested in industry. This
was three times es much 11 in the previous five-yHr plan 1nd
1 billion pesos more then the total amount invested in Industry
between 1961 end 1975. Agriculture received only 19 perc•nt of
the investments, 1 considerable drop from the 40 percent e1rm1rked for this sector in preceding periods, when 25-30 percent of 111
investments went into indust,ry. This feet is in correspondence with
the agreements of the First Congress on the emph11!1 on the industrieli zetion process during the 1976-80 five-y•1r period.

N•·

.,

Sugar lndustr'
Sugar production during the five harvests included in this peri~d
showed 1 25-percent increase over the previous five-year period.
The 1979 sug1rc1ne harvest of 7 992 000 tons was the second
largest in the country's history.
Industrial c1p1city increased by more then 10 percent, end better
use was made of f1cilit:es especially in the early years of this
period. The 1ver1ge recovery rate was 84.5 percent, es compared
to 82 percent in the previous period. In 1980, oil consumption
was one gallon for every ton of sug1rc1ne th1t·w11 ground, half
as much es in 1976.
Investments in the sugar ind"'stry rose to 968 milfion pesos,
more than double the amount for 1966-70, which had been the
previous peak investment period. More then 40 sugar mills were
enlarged or modernized; two new ones were incorporated in
the 1980 hctrvest, one in Piner del Rio end the other in C1m1guey;
two ere nearly finished; end earth removal will start for two
others in 1980. These sugar mills - the first. to be built in Cube
in the last half century - were designed by Cuban technicians,
and approximately 60 percent of their equipment was made in
Cub~.
.
Our railroad system was improved, and 195 diesel locomotives
were added. The networ.k of cane-conditioning centers was
extended. Four new bulk-loading sugar terminals went into
operation, increasing our sugar ·exports loaded in this way by
53 percent.
10
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Nine of the 1O scheduled torul1 yeast pl1nts were completed;
1 factory for making b1g1sse panels was finished, end two others
are under construction.
1
Agricultural yields in sug1rc1ne rose from 49 900 1rrob11 per
c1b1Uerl1 in 1971 .75 to 60 .200 2 in 1976-80, in spite of the sugar·
cane rust that hit 30 percent of the 1980 crop, interrupting the
steady increase begun .in 1973.
.
.
Crop care has improved: 2.5 times 11 much land was n1trogenfertilized in 1980 as in 1975; herbicide treatment increased by
over 40 percent. This year, s'ug1rc1ne fields were given the best
hand weeding since the triumph of tho Revolution ..
An additional 10 000 c1b1ll1rl11 3 were planted to sugerc1ne,
twite as much ci11ne was irrigated - 1 total of 34 800 e1b1ll•·
rl11 4 - and ten new sug1rc1ne varieties were introduced.
The sugarcane harvested by combines rose from 25 percent .of
the total in 1975 to 45 percent of the total in 1980, and daily
productivity per cane cutter increased by 53 1rrob11 r•• Moreover,
75 000 fewer cutters were needed.
There are over 75 schools and polytechnic institutes related t.o
the sugar industry with a capacity for 45 000 students. Twenty-six
of these schools were built during the five-year period. Moreover,
four of ou·r universities offer courses to train specialists for the sugar
industry; the National Training Center for the Sugar Industry was
built.
The sugar industry end ·sugercane agriculture were integrated
this year and four agroindustrial 'complexes are bein~ set up.
This year various measures have been taken to 1mpr~ve the
performance of this important sector. A weekly rest. perio~ e~d
1 system of bonuses were introduced for working night shifts 1n
the mills; wages of all sugir mill and sugarcane enterprise workers
were raised by 15 percent; 1 seniority component was added
to the wages of industrial workers an~ combine. oper~tors; the
wages of agricultural workers were raised; and 1ncent1ves w~re
established for continuing work through the harvest and meeting
quality standards.
Under a program of incentives sugarcane workers will be 1~le
to purchase certain articles that are in great demand. Special
work clothes have been designed for various harvest jobs, and
the quality ol work tools has been improved.
.
This year, the industry has been reinforced by 541 ~ore u.n1versity graduates in various specialties. A stock of basic equipment and spare parts has been set aside to deal with the problems
that arise during the harvest .

•

' 42.8 tons per hectere.
' St.6 tons per heclere.
' 134 200 hecteres.
4 467 000 hecteres.
' 610 kg.

,,

Suger production will continue to be the cornerstone of the
economy end should etteln e pHk level of efficiency. Sug1rcene
suppliu end industrial c1peclties will have to be lncrHsed to
ensure thet 111 the sugar mills operate for the 150 harvest deys;
the w4ste of work-time must be reduced, the rite of recovery
must be raised; new refinery c1p1citie1 must be added end the
efficiency of the existing ones improved; the production of
machinery for sugar mills must. be further stepped up ind the
by-products industry developed; sug1rc1ne yield must be relied
end impurities eliminated; ell methods of cultivation must be used
~nd wHding, lmpr.oved; better use must be made of m1chlnery
1n h1rve1tlng, planting end cultivating sugarcane; work productivity
must be relied and the number of top cen-·cutters' brlg1de1
incre11ed; 1grolndustri1I complexes must gradually be developed;
and priority attention must be given to 1ocl1I problems so· 11 to
Improve the quality of 1ervlce1 ind living conditions In the
1ug1rc1ne communities. In short, better organization 11 required,
In order to obtain gr11ter efficiency.

While 20 percent le11 lend w11 pl1nted with rice, the yleld w•
44 percent higher, so th1t tot1I production w11 lncre11ed.

Agrlculture
Seriously affected by

pl1gu11, di1e11e1 and negative climatic
including 1ug1rc1ne production - grew at an annual rite of 3.S percent.
Arable land lncre11ed by more then 850 000 cf11red hectares;
dam capacity by 2.6 million cubic meters, and irrigated land
incrHsed from 44 700 c1b1llerl11 1 In 1975 to more then 63 300 2
in 1980. The tilling of 1t1te f1rm1 Is now fully mechanized end
the mech1nl11tlon of cultlvetlon h11 1dv1nced. The number of
tractors h11 lncrHsed from 54 000 in 1975 to 70 000, with grHter
1ver1ge power.
The use of fertilizers h11 risen from 959 000 tons in t 975 to
t.574 m,llllon tons In t 980, pesticides from 7400 to more then
t t 000 tons and herbicides from t t 500 to more then t 6 000 tons.
More then 1 thou11nd construction projects were finished,
lnch.:dlng 555 d1lrle1 with 1 t09 000 cow c1p1clty, 95 nurseries
for 73 000 c1lve1, and 61 poultry f1rm1 ind fHdlng f1cilltle1 for
t 60 000 hogs.
Root-crops production went up from some 45 million~ In t97t-75
to more thin 90 milllon quintals 4 In t 976-80, while 30 percent
more veget1bles were produced In this flve-y11r period thin In
the previous one.
con~itions, 1gricult!Jr1I production -

I
I
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t2

600 0oo htcl1rt1.

150 000 htcl1rt1.
2 070 000 ton1.
4 140 000 lon1.

'
f

Tob1cco w11 severely hit by blue mold bllght, dr11tle1lly reduc•
ing e·11ports.
Clt,us frult production lncrHsed 60 percent over the previous
five·yHr period, rising to more thin 400 000 tons In t 980, h11f
for eaport. Seven p1ck1glng pl1nts were built end refrlger1tlon
end le>eding f1cilitl11 were enl1rged.
Efforts to recover coffH end c1c10 production were f egun by
improving the pl1nt1tions: some 2000 c1b1llerl11 ~ hive been
planted to coffee; st1te pricH on coffee end c1c10 seeds were
raised 34 percent while workers' wages incrHstd 20 .percent;
end the socioeconomic structure of productive 1re11 began to
change. The lest coffee h1weat yielded 24 000 tons.
.
Although the cattle popul1tion decre11ed by 7 percent, m11nly
due to i 20 percent reduction in the agricultural sector, SS percent
of the herds are composed of milk cows. Pasture variety has been
improved, hey production end silo-storage capacities doubled
end numerous molasses end cush-cush mixing plants were set up.
Some 3.7 billion liters of fresh milk were produced, 1 54 per~ent
incrHse over the 2.4 billion liters produced in the previous
period.
.
.
Pork production increased, from 140 000 tons 1n the period
1971-75 to ebout 290 000 tons in 1976-80. Poultry production
nearly doubled in the pest five years. More then 2.1 billion eggs
were produced in 1980, 300 million more then in 1975; the annual
laying rate is 240 eggs per hen, 4 units higher than in 1975.
Three hundred million seedlings were planted, forestry classification was completed on 440 000 hectares of land and silvicultural work was increased.
More than 5600 university agricultural specialists and 1S .000
high school agricultural technicians were graduated in this fiveyHr period.
.
Agricultural development will be attained if we achieve a s1gnif icant improvement in our yields; use high-quality seeds; apply
the proper technology and increase the amount ~f i.rrigeted. I.and;
improve livestock feed, management and hygienic con~1t~ons;
increase the number of milk-giving cows and increase the birthrate
of the herds; multiply the cattle population on both state and
private farms; implement labor regulations to mak~ .optimum use
of the ·workday; and link . ages to full-scale tilling of plots.
Reforestation should be continued and additional measures taken
·to protect flora and fauna.
26 840 heclarH .
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Basic Industry
Basic industrial production increased at an annual rate of 5 percent.
Installed capacity in the electric power industry increased by
1069 megawatts, practically doubling the 1975 capacity. Electric
power pr~duction grew at an 8. 7 percent annual rate, whllt fuel
consumption decreased from 319 grams per kilowatt-hour in 1975
tb 285 in 1980. In 1980 electricity reached 74 percent of all'homes
~ompared to iust over 70 percent in 1975 while per capita ehtctric~
~ty consumption rose from 705 kilowatts-hour in 1975 to 1028
1n 1980.
. Five hundred mi.Ilion pesos were invested in the electric power
industry; 11 900 kilometers of lines were installed and the con'
nection on 220 kilovolt lines is being completed.
In spite of ihis progress, we are still not meeting maximum
demand d~e to p~rsi.st~nt diffi~ulties in transmission, distribution
and operation by ind1v1dual units and the system in general, aggravated by the excessive demand for electric power which must
be reduced by launching a vigorous campaign anl taking firm
measures.
·
Special· light meters are being installed throughout the state
sector and rates have been increased for these installations and
for in~i.vidual users as well, in order to promote the saving of
electricity.
Some 5.5 million more tons of oil were processed than in the
previous period. Kerosene consumption increased though dis
t~ibution difficulties have persis~ed. A plant for :nanufa.cturin~
kitchen stoves was completed. 011 and gas prospecting continued
'
but known reserves are still insignificant.
Complete-formula fertilizer production reached the 4.S million
ton mark in comparison to the 3.3 million tons produced in the
previous period. Nitrogen fertilizer production tripled.
Construction began on the Sanct4-Spiritus paper complex which
will have a production capacity of 60 000 tons of pap~r and
surplus pulp for other paper mills. Work also begin in Havana
on a cardboard and bristol board plant. Investments were made
in plants for the production of chlorin.e, industrial gases glass
containers, ~ecapping, rubber industrial items e.nd tires fo~ agricultural equipment.
.
Geolo~icel prosp~cting, ~hich covered only 5 percent of the
country in the previous period, now covers 15 percent.
Nickel production has not changed during this period but
overhauling of the Nicaro and Moa plants continu•s and tw~ new
pl~nts, . each with an annual capacity of 30 000 tons are being·
built.
The iron and steel and machine industry grew at an annual
rate of 6. 7 percent; more than 1000 sugarcane combines have
been manufactured; steel smelting increased from 1.1 million tons

'.

in the previous period to more than ·1.5 mllllon tons In this one,
while the production of corrugated bars Increased by 60 percent;
9500 buses were built compared to 5500 In the previous period;
the production of refrigerators Increased from 182 000 to 210 000,
radio• from 223 000 to more than 670 000 and televlalon sets fro"'
25 600 to almost 225 000; the manufacture of wire end electric
cebl., batteries, agricultural equipment Increased end spare part
production almost doubled the figure for the preceding period.
About 440 million p•sos were Invested In this sector·and several
pro)ects - a laminating system In the Antlllana steel plant, the
sugetcane combine factory, a battery factory, two plants for lrrlga.
tlon components, one for producing wheels and bearings and
a stainless steel smelting plant. - have been completed.
More than 5000 workers er• receiving on-the-,ob training,
end other 3389 have already been trained as skil ed workers.
More than 12 mlllJon pesos' worth of Iron end steel and machine
products were elltported ·In 1980.
During the next few years, steps must be taken to save energy;
use Installed capacities to the fullest; Improve maintenance service
·and strengthen technological and operational plant discipline;
reduce blackouts; improve fuel distribution; raise efficiency In
starting up new construction works; increase the manufacture of
spare parts, and of equipment for turn-key factories and production lines.

Construction
Seven billion pesos were spent on construction pro)ects in the

1976-80 period, about 2.8 billion more then In the previous five
years.
·
While 480 million pesos were spent on Industrial pro)ects In
the 1971-75 period, these expenditures came to more than 1.35'
billion pesos In the pr•s•nt five-year period, in which . more than
300 construction pro)ects were completed. There has bHn delay
in completing some investment pro)ects, h9wever.
The number of hydraulic projects increased by more then 29
percent. Work began on 27 large dams, 24 of which have already
been completed, end on numerous smell ones. One hundred and
forty-one kilometers of main canals were dug, end Irrigation
systems wer.e built for almost 300 000 hectares of lend, some of
which will be used next year. More than 1000 agriculturctl pro·
jects were completed.
More then 836 kilometers of reedbeds were built, end 7800
kilometers of thruways, highways and roads were graded thousands of kilometers of which have been paved, Including
334 for the national thruway. Improvements were made at more
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thin 25 1lrports end !ending strips. Twice 11 m1ny port projects
were completed In 1976-BO 11 In' the previous flve-yeer period.
Educ1tlon1I f1cllltle1 were doubled. Wheree1 1chool1 for 1BO 000
1econd1ry school students were bullt between 1971 end 1975, the
lncree1e In the present flve-yeer period w11 400 000. Twenty-four
nursery schools were built in the 1971-75 period, end around 200
were finished In the lest five yeers. Four hospitals have been built
end three others enlarged, making 3000 more hospital beds 1v1il1ble. Seventy other heelth cere facilities were built. In the field
of tourism, 22 new hotels were built.
Housing construction wes one of the branches of our economy
thet had to confront the most problems; even so, the Ministry of
Construction built B3 000 units, 1 figure sirTiiler to the number
built In the previous five-yeer period. There wes 1 60 percent
Increase In hydraulic projects, with 3360 kilometers of conduits
end 335 kilometers of sewers built.
Around 125 million pesos' worth of construction work wes done
In 10 foreign countries.
The construction m1terl1ls Industry hes neerly doubled Its c1p1clty since 1975, permitting en increese in seles to the population. The new factories thet hive been built Include two cement
plants, with 1 c1p1city for turning out nearly 3 million tons of
cement; 33 crushed rock end send plants, two asbestos cement
complexes; three concrete pipe plants; two lines for plumbing
fixtures; end two for tiles. Cement production in the previous
five-yeer period hed totalled B.2 million tons; the present figure
Is 13.4 million.
We should work on projects thet reduce the consumption of
m1teri1ls, especially those thet must be imported. The number
of projects under construction should be reduced. We should
Improve their quellty end reduce the time for planning, building
end putting these works Into operation.

Transportation and Communications
Tr1nsport1tlon hes grown by 31 percent.
More then 35 million tons of merch1ndl1e were handled by our
country's ports in 1980 ·- en 111-tlme high end 35 percent more
then in 1975. Twenty-five million tons of this amount w11 In
foreign and 10 in co1st1I trade.
Twenty-three ocean-going ships hive been added to our national fleet. Deadweight rose from 550 000 tons in 1975 to 81S000
tons now. Coastal shipping increesed by 1.0 percent, from
87 000 tons deadweight in 1975 to 128 000 tons in 1980.
Our ports handled an average of 638 000 tons of dry cargo
1 month in 1980 (as compared to 553 000 in 1975), and 80 million
pesos were invested in port facilities.

.I
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Warehouse f1cllltles with 1 total floor aree of 300 000 square
meters were built, and 74 new cold storage chambers were put
Into use.
R1llro1d freight lncree1ed by 26 percent. Twenty mllllon people traveled by train In 1980, B2 percent more than in 1975.
One hundred and two heevy-duty locomotives and 1B60
freight end passenger cers have been added. More then 750
kilometers of track In the central railroad were built.
Trucking lncreesed from 7.7 million tons of freight in 1975 to
some 1S million tons In 1980, an annual increase of almost 14
percent. A total of 39B7 trucks were added.
More delays occurred In loading end unloading ships, reilwey
freight cers end trucks, linked to port operations, in the last three
years, but the situation hes Improved significantly in the last six
months, due to greeter org1nlzetlon1I end mobilizing efforts.
Bus transportation increesed by 17 percent between 1975 and
19BO, end 10 BOO units were added during this period, more than
9000 of them built In Cube. H1v1n1 now hes 2400 city buses; in
1975, It had 1400.
Taxi service did not improve In this five-yeer period.
The number of 1irpl1ne passengers on lnternetlonal flights
tripled, reechlng 194 000 in 19BO. Seven planes were added; the
H1v1n1 end C1m1guey airports were remodeled, and new
airports were opened In Les Tunes, Bayemo end Manzenlllo.
Communications services were considerably Improved. All the
provlnciel c1plt1ls end other 'cities now hive direct dialing with
H1v1n1.
A modern microwave system end radio end televlslon transmitters were Installed; 1 range of medium-wave broadcasts was
lncreesed, covering more then 90 percent of the nation, end telex
services were lncre11ed. Four hundred end thirty kilometers of
coaxial cable were laid. lntern1tlon1I communications services
were enlarged and modernized, Incorporating the use of 11tellltes.
Traina have not always run on schedule, service h11 been poor
end operational end maintenance norms have been violated.
H1v1n1's bus service faced some crltlcel 1ltu1tlons during part
of this five-yeer period. Meesures were taken to off er 26 000
trips 1 day during the lest few months of the present yeer reaching our goal of 29 000 - over 50 percent more trips than
before.
These difficulties in transportation must be overcome, since
they hive made it impossible to fully exploit available resources
end consolidate our Investment efforts. Special attel'ltion should
be given to offering more efficient service.

\
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previous output, and two new corrugated cardboard box factories
increased production by 120 million units a year.
Production suffered because of shortages of raw materials,
equipment failures, investment delays and the lack of rigorous
quality controls.
Production lines should be diversified and quality raised. Special
attention should be given to work clothes.

Food Industry
Production In the main branches of the food· industry rose by
14 percent. with Increases In the production of pasteurized milk,
cheese, butter, yogurt, Ice cream, wheat flour, p.ista and fruit
and vegetable preserves.
The production of alcoholic beverages grew by 33 percent,
and that of beer, by 15 percent. Soft drinks production wa1 ~O
percent higher in 1980 than in previous years. New production
lines were introduced in the meat industry.
.
This branch· faced difficulties during the five-year period due
to shortages of packing and raw materials and because of delays
in some investments.
Over 360 million pesos were invested in the food industry.
Two wheat flour mills, six bakeries, four candy factories, six soft
drinks plants, three cannery lines, several oatmeal and corn flake
factories, two for producing animal meal, a glucose plant, eight
pasteurization plants, 16 ice cream storage plants and the citrus
fruit complex on the Isle of Youth were completed, and 'new
capacities were installed for processing evaporated milk.
We should improve the quality and appearance of products,
offer more variety, make the greatest possible use of raw materials, diversify packaging, increase recycling and develop our citrus
industry in general.

Fishing
The 1976-80 fishing catch amounted to some 930 000 tons, 29
percent more than in the previous five years.
The 1978 catch was a record 213 000 tons. The establishment
of a 200-mile limit for our territorial waters and the abrogation of
some fishing agreements placed limitations on our high-seas
fishing fleet. During the 1976-80 period, we exported more than
400 million pesos' worth of seafood - more than twice ,s much
as in the previous five years.
Over 600 million pesos. were invested. Twenty-one large
trawlers, four refrigerator ships and an oil tanker were added to
our fishing fleet.
We must work to increase the catches of our fishing fleets,
especially our high-seas fleet; ·maximize our exploitation of the
resources of the continental shelf; obtain larger catches from our
ponds and reservoirs; and provide more fish for the population.

Light Industry
Light industry grew by 23 percent. Textile production, which
had been 600 million square meters for the previous five-year
period, rose to more than 750 million square meters for this fiveyear period. Two hundred and forty million ready-made clothes
were manufactured, as compared to 197 million in 1971-75.
Twenty-one million pairs of shoes were made in 1980, but this
figure Is still relatively'low. Laundry soap production was lower
in 1976-80 than in the previous five-year period, but the production of detergents rose by 19 perceiit. Toothpaste production
increased by 16 percent. The production of corrugated cardboard
boxes was 60 percent higher in 1980 than in 1975.
More than 400 million pesos were invested in light industry.
A textile mill with a capacity for producin~ 60 million square
meters of cloth a year went Into operation in Villa Clara; a factory
for turning out 1O million towels a year and a textile plant with
an annual production capacity of 20 million square meters of
cotton sacking were Inaugurated In 1980. Three factories for
making school desks wenf into operation, practically doubling
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Foreign Trade
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During thi1 five-year period, the main features of our foreign
trade have been the improvement in trade terms with the other
socialist countries and the reduct:on of imports from the capitalist
area.
A series of measures were taken during this five-year period to
mitigate the negative effects that the world economic crisis has
on our economy. Credit and price agreements with other CMEA
countries, the coordination of five-year plans, guaranteed supplies
of fuel and other raw materials, and other steps have decisively
contributed In this regard.
Hard currency imports were reduced to an absolute minimum,
and efforts were made to switch purchases to the soc.ialist area.
All this had positive results.
Seventy-eight percent of our total trade in 1979 was with the
other members of the Council for ,Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA), as compared to 56 percent In 1975. Sixty-seven percent
19

of this w11 with the Soviet Union, 11 compared to 48 percent
In 1975.
Foreign tr1de oper1tlon1 were 1tr11mllned, with emph11l1
pieced on exports, lncr111lng our tr1dltlon1I export products ind
Including smell qu1ntltle1 of 1 wide r1nge of new export Items.
Trade with the developing countries lncreued during this
period but 11 stlll rel1tlvely low.
Exports should be lncreesed by finding new markets and
streamlining operations, raising the quality of our products,
coordinating the operations of all enterprises, studying the possibilities for including new pi'oducts .in our trade with the socialist
aree and promoting trade with the developing countries.

Economic Cooperation
International cooperation continued to develop during this fiveyear period.
Within the framework of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, special emphuls has been placed on developing the
production of sugar, citrus fruits, nickel, machinery for the sugar
Industry and computers; geological prospecting; and science end
technology. Cuba is a member of the Council's banking system
and participates in a series of multilateral programs In other
member countries. Bilaterally, the mixed commissions systematically provide the operational procedures for fulfilling intergovernmental agreements related to investment projects and other forms
of economic and scientific-technical cooperation.
We hive received soft credits and grants from governments and
intern1tion1I organizetlons, most of which were used for h11lth
ind education.
This year, 4300 1pecl1llsts, mainly from the other socl11i1t countries, have provided technlc1I 111lst1nce In Cube, while 11 000
Cubans are working in more than 30 developing countries.
During this five-year period, we have purchased Important
lndustrlal plants by means of compensatory oper1tlon1, using
a pert of production to p'ay off their purchue price.
All forms of multilateral end bilateral cooperation, with International organizetions and others, will be further developed in
the coming years; new financing methods will be used. Efforts
will be made to improve the contracting and delivery of supplies
for turn-key plants. We should make the best possible use of
foreign +echnica1 assrstance while continuing to help the other
developing countries.
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Science and Technology
Some 80 million p1101 1 y11r hive b11n Invested In scientific end
technologlcel work carried out by "'ore then '23 000 workers,
Including 5300 university gr1du1t11.
The most Important results hive b11n the selection of new
1ug1rc1ne varieties, the obtentlon of new p11ture varieties, the
development of equlpmen,t for the sugerc1ne Industry, advanced
technologies for the recovery of nlckel ind cobalt, electronic
equipment ind computers. The work done to er1dlc1te African
swine fever w11 extremely succe11ful. The Center for Anlmel
H11lth w1s ln1ugur1ted In this period,
The res11rch program for the joint Soviet-Cuban spice flight
w11 of major Importance.
The n1tlon1I system of st1nder(ill11tlon, weights end me11ures
end quality control w11 pertlelly Implemented and more then
6000 norms were est1bll1hed.
A nucl11r res11rch center wlll soon be built end work must be
done to develop .soler and other energy sources, protect the
envlroment and use natural resources more rationally. The jlan
for scientific end technologlcal development with the Councl for
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) member countries should
also be developed.

Retell Trade end Services to the Popul1tlon
Siles to the populetlon grew by about 20 percent compared to
1975, but they still do not m11t the people's n11ds completely.
The levels of b11lc foodstuffs were m1lnt1lned. An Important
lncr11se WH registered In the distribution of root vegetables
- 59 percent more In 1980 then In 1975. Eggs, yogurt, butter
end other products were unr1tloned. V erlous kinds of preserves,
ch11se, milk end other products wer, offered for 11le unretloned
et higher prices. Difficulties were encountered In the supply of
coff11, rice and cornm11I. The firm market for unr1tloned produee begin operating this y11r. The number of people getting.
m11ls In nursery schools, workers' end school c1feterl1s w11
lncr1111d.
In 1980, 1ver1ge dilly food /nt1ke Included 2866 celorles, 244
more then In 1975, end 74.5 grams of proteins, 3.1 more then
In 1975.
A conslder1ble boost w1s given to the distribution of durable
goods, made po11lble by the people's lncr111ed purch11lng
power1 the extension of the country's electrlc power network1
end lncr11111 In netlonel production levels end Imports from other
socl11i1t countries, melnly the Soviet Union.
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In the preceding flve-ye1r period, around 460 000 televl1lon
sets, 160 000 refrigerators, 890 000 radios, 82 000 washing machines and 28 000 f1n1 had bHn distributed. In this one, the ap·
proximate figures were 770 000 televl1lon sets, 420 000 refrigerators, 1 350 000 ridlos, 465 000 washing machines end more then
400 000 fens. Thi• me1n1 that, for every 100 homes with electricity the number of televl1lon sets rose from 33 to 74 betwHn
1915 end 1980; refrigerators, from 15 to 38; washing machines,
from 6 to 34; and radios, from 42 to 105, or Just over one per
femlly,
· The distribution of lndultrlel articles for personal use, such ea
men's and women'• clothing and some notions ind tolJetrles, was
Improved. FootwHr supplies, however, were Insufficient.
Advances were achieved In the sphere of personal services,
though their quality h11 been uneven. With regard to repairs. of ·
household 1ppli1nce1, the material b11e has not bHn 1dequ1tely
developed to keep up with distribution.
Ninety-on• million pesos' worth of housing repairs ind m1lnt•·
nance work w11 done during the flve-yHr period, but this w11
still not enough. The last two ye1rs of the period also 11w Increased 11le1 of building m1terl1l1 to the population.
The workers' c1feterl11 should be Improved, both In terms of
1upplle1, which were adversely affected In the l11t flve-ye1r
period, ind In terms of the quality of the cooking ind variety of
dishes. lncre11e1 In the number of more expensive ind normally
priced unretloned goods should not hive adverse repercussions
on the consumption of rationed Items. S1le1 of locally produced
1rt1 and crafts should be promoted, 11 should 11les of building
m1terl1l1 to the popul1tlon ind reconstruction end maintenance
work on housing. Services In general should be Improved, offering the public higher quality, gre1ter cleanliness and better
service.

Publlc Health
Health services were Increased and Improved during the five-year
period. Four ho1plt1l1 were completed end three enlarged, providing en Increase of some 3000 hospital beds, thus raising the
ratio In 1980 to 4.9 beds for every 1000 inhabitants. Fifty polyclinics were completed 1mo11g the new end remodeled facilities,
25 dental clinics, 17 old people's homes end 12 homes for the
physlcelly handicapped begin operating. The number of doctor's
visits per lnheb:tent rose from 4.1 In 1975 to 4.6 In 1980, end dental
visits, from 0.8 to 1. Infant mortality for babies under 1 year old
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dropped from 27.3 for every 1000 live births In 1975 to 19.3 In
1979, and the mortality rite for children from 1 to 4 years old
dropped by 10 percent. Deaths In childbirth dropped from 68.4
for every 100 000 live births to 47.4 In 1979.
Life expectancy Is now nearly 74 years for women, over 71 for
men ind almost 73 for both sexes. '
~
Four thou11nd six hundred end eighty-eight doctors were graduated In this period. We now hive one doctor for every 626
lnh1l:>lt1nts; In 1975, this ratio w11 one for every 1000. One
thousand ind fifty-five dentists were gr1du1ted; we now have
one dentist for every 2600 Inhabitants. Moreover, 8870 mlddlelevel technicians ind 12 641 nurses were graduated, end 1 B.S.
In nursing Is now being offered,
A boost WIS also given to the construction of medical schools.
Their enrollment rose from 5973 In 1975 to nearly 14 000 In the
present school year, ind enrollment In dental schools rose from
862 to over 2000. Eight polytechnic Institutes In the field of
health were opened, and their enrollment rose from 13 500 In
1975 to 19 500 In 1980. A Health Development Institute WIS created. 'The work of the Tropical Medlcin• Institute was strengthened
. and It Is now playing a very Important and useful role.
Inconsiderate treatment In hospitals and polyclinics led to
complaints from the people. This situation was Improved In the
last few years - especially during 1980 - by the most diverse
kinds of solutions, Including the purchase of several million pesos'
worth medical equipment and en Incentive program for the nursing
personnel.
·
Total production of medicines rose from 108 million pesos' worth
in 1975 to around 137.3 million pesos' worth in 1980, to meet
81 percent of our needs. A semisynthetic antibiotics plant ind
an optical complex are in their final stages of construction, end
other projects ere either in the planning stage or under construction.
Public health expenses rose to 445 million pesos in 1980 - 22
times as· high es they had been In eny year prior to the Revolution.
More then 2500 Cuban health workers ere now working In 27
different countries.
.
.
The quality of medical care is being ·constantly raised, but more
concern should be given to developing humane end sympathetic
relations with patients and their relatives. ,Moreover, all polyclinics should be brought into the community health program, better
use should be made of existing facllities, maintenance should be
improved, health legislation should be applied end complied with
end an all-around program of health education should be developed.
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Education
Educ1tlon h11 been const1ntly Improved. During the l11t five
yHrs, 1 293 000 students were gr1du1ted from the 6th grade
(nHrly twice 11 m1ny 11 In the previous flve-yHr period), 575 000
from Junior high school (1 620-percent lncrHse), 105 000 from
senior high school (1 340-percent lncre11e), 194 000 11 skilled
workers ind technlci1ns (1 400-percent lncre11e), 62 700 from
college (1 200-percent lncrHse) ind 67 900 11 element1ry school
tHchers (1 260-percent lncrHse). Pr1ctlc1lly ell students ;r1du1ted
from the 6th grade In the 1979-80 school yHr continued studying.
Some 25 700 students were gr1du1ted 11 Junior high school
tHchers end 4800 11 physlcal education Instructors; 115 000
1dult1 were graduated from 1econd1ry school ind 41 000 from
the Worker-Firmer Education Progr1m. The Manuel Ascunce Do·
menech Ped1goglc1I Detachment h11 1lr11dy gr1du1ted 9597
tHchers. Enrollment In specl1I education for tl'\e h1ndlc1pped
hes doubled. Approxim1tely 16 000 foreign 1cholerll1lp students
ere studying In Cube, 11 ere over 35 percent of our people.
More then 970 schools, worth about 800 mllllon pesos, h•v•
been built, with 1 capacity for over 550 000 students; th••• Include
258 Junior end senior high schools in the countryside, 251 urban
Junior high schools, 1SO elementary schools, 63 polytechnlc In·
stltutes, 13 mllltery schools, four vocational schools, six schools
for training nursery school educators end five tHcher-trelnlng
schools. Equipment hes been purchased for 877 leboretorle1 end
workshops.
We now have 216 900 teachers, 51 400 more then In 1975. All
of our elementary schools teachers have obtained tHchlng certlf.
lc1te1, end 152 407 students - 103 131 of whom ere workers ere being tr1lned es teachers.
The Ministry of Higher Education w11 crHted to direct 1 n•t·
work of 39 colleges end universities. Enrollment figures for this
level rose from 84 000 In 1975 to more then 200 000 In 1980,
Including 30 000 - melnly workers - In extension courses. More
then 20 000 students were gr1du1ted from higher education In
the 1979-80 school yHr - more then double the number of
students enrolled et 111 levels of the university prior to the R•v·
olutlon.
Nursery schools were Integrated In the organic ltructure of our
edue1tlonel system, end tot1I c1p1clty w1s lncrH11d from 47 000
to 87 000. In 1975, only 1 llttle over 2 percent of the nursery
educ1tor1 hid received specl1llzed training; now, th1t figure h11
risen to 20 percent.
In 1980, some 1.34 bllllon pesos, or 137 pesos per person - 16
times 11 much 11 In the yHr. before the Revolutlon came to
power - were spent on educ1tlon.
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The Che Guev1r1 lntern1tlon11ist Detachment and the Frank
Pals and Augusto C'uir Sandino Elementary School Teachers'
Contingents are working In Angola and Nicaragua. All in all, more
than 3500 teachers and educational consultants are doing Internationalist work in 20 countries.
The balance sheet for our educational system is encouraging,
but It h11 not been free of difficulties; there have been disciplinary problems, end the students in some schools - especially the
boarding schools - have not shown the proper respect for public
property and personal ttlf ect1.
Work will continue to Improve the quallty of education and
link work and study more closely. Science and technology clubs
wlll be promoted, 11 ~Ill vocational ectlvltles. Our schools f1cll·
ltle1 will be Improved, end r.rlmery and second1ry education wHI
be consolidated In genera . Steps must be taken to Improve
higher education. All .adolescents, young people and workers
wlll be urged to finish the 9th grade; adult education, women's
advancement end technlcal and professional training wlll be boosted. Education will continue to receive priority attention 11 one
of our people's Important goals.

Culture
We can feel satisfied with our achievements In the field of culture.
A very creative atmosphere h11 prevailed In this Important sector
of 1ocl1I work.
·The merging of various cultural agencies In a single Ministry of
Culture, the work done by the National Union of Writers and
Artists of Cuba (UNEAC) and the consolidation of our young artists'
social organizations have resulted In a coherent cultural policy.
People's Cultural Councils were set up to coordinate and promote cultural activities. People's Power has worked hard to
provide the basic cultural facilities that were needed In each
municipality; 117 such centers have already carried out 86 000
cultural ectivitles. Cultural weeks and festivals have been held
In veriou1 municipalities, and the Saturday afternoon entertainment
in Hav·1na'1 Cathedral Square and the cultural soir,es on Heredia
Street in Santiago de Cuba have become quite famous.
In line with our art education policy, 8 new vocational schools
ere under construction and more than 5000 students are enrolled
in our 16 basic and 21 intermediate art schools and in our Art
College.
The amateurs' movement h.as been consolidated. We now have
around 33 000 amateur groups, with more than 250 000 members.
In 1975, there were only 18 000 groups, with around 200 000
members.
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The more experienced theater groups have been stebillzed,
. and work has been done with nouveau, musical end itinerant
theater groups. The opening of the National Theater was highly
significant.
The prestige of the Netlonel Bell~t· of Cube hes continued to
grow. The three billet festivals organized In our country 1ttr1cted
the most outstanding internetlonel figures In the world of dence.
Cuban music now hes greeter Influence then before among
young people end the rest of the population. Eight mllllon records and 2.96 million muslcel Instruments were produced,
October 20 has been named Cuban Culture Dey. A Study
Center on Marti end 1 Cuban Music Research ind Promotion
Center were created. Laws were Issued on our cultural patrimony,
national and local monuments, munlclpel museums end copyrights.
Ninety-one new netlonel monuments end 59 local ones have been
created. The country now has 78 museums, more then 40 of
which were founded during the lest five years. The original section of H1v1n1 will be restored.
Progress hes been made in defining the m~in guidelines for
artistic end literary produclion. Measures wlll be taken to change
the traditional concept of plastic arts end assign them 1 broader
social role, relating artistic work to production.
More than 200 million books were published (5000 different
titles). The Juan Marinello Printing Complex in Gu1ntin1mo,
which can turn out 30 million books 1 yeer, hes started up operations. Book sales have Increased considerably, rising from en
average of 4.1 books per reeder in 1975 to 6 In. 1980. The production of children's books 1110 increased - to 29 million (489
titles). Reading clubs now have 5000 members.
Cuba's movie industry produced 36 full-length features, 196
documentaries, 260 newsreels end 72 cartoons. Forty-one movie
theaters were built, end the color movies laboratory went Into
operation.
The Casa de las Americas hes consolidated Its well-deserved
international prestige.
The 3rd CARI FEST A held in Cube was 1 greet success. Hundreds
of foreign artists have visited C:.Llbe, .and h.undreds of Cu.ban artists have performed in other countries, winning 223 prizes end
mentions in international contests. The Miguel de Cervantes S11vedra Prize, awarded to illustrious Cuban writer AleJo Carpentier, was especially important.
All the workers in this field of activity have been evaluated,
and ways and means have been found for promoting stability in
this sector.
Cultural activities should fill more of our leisure time; the
amateurs' movement should be promoted; art should be taught
in our schools; and our mess media should be used more. effectively to promote culture end stimulate the arts to make en active
contribution to production of materiel goods.
,
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Sports
Our sports movement continued 1dv1ncing during this five-year
period. Twice 11 many people took pert In sports activities 11
before, end p1rticlp1tlon In recreational 1ctlvltie1 ind physical
education 1110 rose.
·
Ninety-four sports f1cllitle1 were bullt, end seven athletes'
training colleges ind five for training 1pecl11i1ts were opened.
Four thousand eight hundred middle-level technicians ind our
first 663 higher-level physical education t1chnlcl1n1 were graduated. The sporting goods Industry turned out slightly over 11 million pesos' worth of Items In 1980.
We held on to our first pl1c1 In the Central American Gemes
ind second In the Pen Amerlc1n G1me1 - winning more medals
In both events thin ever before. In the Olympics, we rose from
14th piece In 1972 to 8th pl1c1 In 1976 end to 4th place In the
1980 Moscow Olymplcs (In which some c1plt1llst sports powers
did not p1rtlclp1te). Several Cubans hold Olympic ind world
records; we ire the world ~h1mplon1 In boxing, b11eb1ll ind
women~s volleyball; ind we hive 1110 done well In other sports,
some of which, such 11 handbill ind field hockey, were pr1ctlc1lly
unknown In Cube up until 10 years 1go.
Nevertheless, we leek young athletes In many sports who c1n
m1lnt1in our present standing or r1i11 It - 11 shown by the few
new Cuban athletes who p1rtlclp1ted In the Moscow G1me1 ind
our somewhat poor performance there In several sports. This w11
mainly due to the feet that we have not 1lw1y1 promoted m111
p1rtlcfp1tlon in sports but have pushed indivlduel champions,
piecing more emphasis on winning every event - no matter how
Important - then on developing new 1thl1t11. The critical, ob)ectlve 1n1lysls begun on these problems should lead us to correct
our mistakes 1nd obtain better results.
We provide technical 111lst1nce In this field to more thin 30
countries, ind around 200 young people from 14 countries ire
studying in our sports schools.
Better use should be m1de of our sports f ecilltles, ind miss
p1rticlp1tion - especially by schoolchildren - In sports, recreation end phy1ic1I education should be Increased 11 one of
the best w1ys of spending leisure time ind guaranteeing 1 strong
sports movement.

Tourism
Four thousend three hundred rooms were added to our tourist
c1p1cltles, 2800 in hotels end 1500 In villas. Twenty-two hotels
were built, 21 of which hive already been opened.
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Around 340 000 foreign tourists (not Including Cubans living
ebroed) visited our country during this period, more then 100 000
In 1980 alone - 2.6 times. 11 meny es In 1975.
Around 10 000 Cubans visited other socialist countries.
Seven million Cubans made use of tourist feclllties within the
country. Camping, tourist trips end tours were promoted.
The quality of services should be improved slgnlflcently, better•
use should be mede of existing facilities, .end more choices should
be offered.

Labor Polley and Soclal Security
The organization of labor w11 somewhat bogged down In the
eerly yeers of the five-year period, but 725 000 Jobs were normed
In 1980, end 8 .percent more workers' wages ere linked to their
fulflllment of norms. At present, the wages of 1.12 mllllon workers
ere linked to productivity, end more then helf 1 million hive bHn
Included In the bonus system.
A general wege reform wes approved this yeer end 1lreedy
benefits more then 1 mllllon workers. When fully 1pplled, It wlll
meen 1 total w1ge Increase of 1round 670 mllllon pesos 1 yHr.
The reform relied the w1ges of workers with the lowest Incomes.
Its 1ppllc1tlon 11 conditioned on Improving l1bor org1nl11tlon end
linking w1ge1 ind productivity. In order to help underwrite the
added expenses entailed In the w1ge reform, 1 retell price reform
11 planned - to compensate for It In pert. Other mee1ure1 will
also be taken, Including offering the people more goods end
services.
Women workers now cons'titute 32 percent of the total labor
force (27 percent In 1975). Around 11 000 young people ere
working end gaining new skills In other soclellst counfrle1, end
20 000 workers ere providing technical 1ssist1nce end doing construction work 1bro1d.
The government Issued 1 decree on the labor rights of lnternetlonallst workers. A .law w11 Issued prohibiting the creation of
eny more tr1dition1lly fixed 11l1ries. It w11 agreed to. gr1du1lly
apply the system of directly contracting the labor force, which will
be applied later on in Havana and City of H1v1n1 Provinces:
A law on work safety end hygiene was issued, end the Institutes of Work Safety end Labor Medicine were created. A social
security law was issued that provides more, better quality welf ere
services. The number of people receiving social security benefits
was increased by more than 150 000, to nearly 700 000, end 715
l'.llillion pesos - 122 million more then in 1975 - were set aside
for this purpose.
In order to strengthen labor discipline, two legislative decrees
were issued, one empowering the administrations in the work
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centers to Impose end apply dlsclplln1ry me11ures ind the other
curbing Infractions of dlsclpllne or responslblllty by 1dmlnl1tr1tors
and other offlclels.
We should consolidate the ~rg1nl11tlon of work, struggle to
raise productivity, set better norms, finish Implementing the wage
reform end watch its results, give 1 boost to the bonus 1y1tem,
promote the creation of useful new Jobs, b1l1nce the number of
gr1du1te1 from the v1rlou1 1pecl1ltles so 11 to mHt the needs
of our economy end ensure that mee1ure1 on l1bor 11fety ind
hygi~ne ere applied.

The Economic Management System
Positive steps hive been mede In gradually 1pplylng the Economic
Planning end M1n1gement System to increese efficiency, "ie our
natural resources to better advantage end raise the economic
consciousness 9f our political end 1dministr1tive cadres.
Important tasks have been carried out in planning, end the plan
has begun to play its proper role as the guiding factor in economic
activity. ·Methodology in formulating annual and five-year plans
hes advanced, and efforts are now concentrated on developmen~
projections up to the year 2000. Schedules for drawing up
the plan have been improved each year, and participation by the
enterprises and workers has increased. Such categories as Investments, costs, profits end profitabilify have been Included; plans
have been developed for the various economic sectors; end the.
org1nl11tlon1l b1si1 for developing territorial planning hes been
created.
The sy,tem of economic contracting is being established end
developed, even though difficulties hive arisen due to leek of
full understanding of the Importance of such contracts in carrying
out the plen. The process of drawing up end approving the regulations governing contracts hes been slow, end delays hive oc. curred In est1bll1hlng the state 1rbltr1tlon igencles which provld11
en Important llnk In economic dlsclpllne.
The State Committee for Statistics was created, end 1 n1tlon1I
network for d1t1 collection wes orgenlzed, with offices In 111 the
munlclp1lltles. St1tlstlc1I lnformetlon systems hive been set up
et the n1tlon1I end local levels, end complementeri· services hive
been provided In en effort to eliminate requests for unauthorized
end overlapping Information.
Systems of cl111lflc1tlon and codification for economic activities
ere being drawn up, en Inventory hes been mede of beslc m1terl1ls end their value, end several surveys end censuses thet ere
very Important for the economy hive been completed. A struggle Is being w1ged to achieve higher efficiency end quality In
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statistical services, and preparatory work is under way for the
population and housing census that will be made in 1981.
The State Committee for Finances was set up, and since 1979
budget-making has been extended to the municipal level. The
Organic State Budgetary Law was adopted, budgetary income
from enterprises and other sources has been set, the enterprises
are drawing up their financial plans in line with financial norms,
a national accounting system has been put into operation and
rates of amortization have been set according to the regulations
governing the amortization fund, but we still have 1 great deal
to do on these last points.
Banking has been restructured, and collections and payments
among state agencies have been reinstituted. The cash plan is being
drawn up to permit planning, control and analysis of the money
in circulation. The system of short-term credits has been established for enterprises, and the National Bank controls the funds for
wages and investments. The savings bank Is being set up with
a view to facilitating and encouraging inqividual savings accounts.
The State Committee for Prices was established. Its first function
was to register and determine rates and prices, following which
it set recharge and discount rafes so that commercial enterprises
and food services could operate on the basis of economic account!ng. Regulat:ons were established for planning, estimating
and registering costs, and, what is even more important, the 1981
plan was based on the new wholesale prices set by the price
reform. Retail prices are being adjusted now.
The State Committee for Technical and Material Supply was
established after this activity was reorganized on 1 nationwide
basis throughout the country. Procedures have been simplified
and made more flexible, and norms have been set for the use
of storage facilities and conservation of products and for lnvento~
ries and material consumption - In w~ich delays, nonfulflllment
and lack of discipline are still evident. Efforts are being made
to recover raw materials and other inputs and to reduce Idle
stock, creating the basic conditions to establish 1 system of state
reserves.
The basic factors in developing labor organization and determining wages have been established. A monetary Incentives plan
based on effic'.ency and other sociocultural measures have been
adopted and implemented in 200 enterprises on an exper'.mental
basis. In the next five-year period, this system should be ext1Jnded
to all enterprises, In the interests of the workers and the economy
as a whole.
The State Committee for Standardization was established and
has laid the basis for ensuring product quality in the next five-year
period.
"
An Institute for computer technology was set up and has
begun to establish new networks, develop old ones and organize
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collective computer centers t. ~rovide certain services in the~pro
vinces. Computer equipment ls gradually being introduced in
enterprises; automated managemed systems - and, to 1 lesser
extent, computer systems for technok,".lical t,..ocesses and projects
·
- are being designed.
Progress has been achieved In the train J of economic cadres
and administrators. Some 10 000 hive been trained In the National
School of Management (which has recently become 1 college)
and In the provincial school. For various reasons however 30
percent of the directors and depufy directors of e~terprises have
not attended these schools, and the resources available for this
purpo~e have n~t, therefor,, bHn fully used. Starting with th~
1980-81 academic year, regular universfty courses are being offered l'n economic management.
In the general education system, more than 6000 technicians
were graduated from the university and more than 18 000 from
polytechnical institutes, speclallzlng ir\ different economic branches.
The network ·of ·enterprises has gradually been organized and
the number r.educed from· 3050 to 2420, some 95 percent of which
are implemer)flng the basic elements of cost accounting - though
with ll~lt,tl~ns, shortcomings and disciplinary failures which must
be overcome.
General regulations have been drawn up for the enterprises,
determining their degree of autonomy and Independence In economic matters, but they have not yet been fully applied.
More Information has been Issued on the system this year, but
it is still not enough.
The basic elements and main factors of the Economic Planning
and Management System were established during this five-year
period. When we decided to Implement this system, we were
aware that It would be 1 long time before we could hope to reap
any benefits from It, but we have been pleasantly surprised - we
have obtained positive results right from the start.
The dlfflcultles Involved were analyzed at the two plenary
meetings, called by the N1tlon1I lmplementatlon Commission, set
up by the Party Congress, end It was decided to adjust the system
to meet eicistlng conditions and eliminate errors end shortcomings.
In the next five-year period, 111 the parts of this system will be
developed and Improved .as much 11 possible, and everyone
- the Party, first of 111, but also the central state bodies and
agencies, enterprises, workers, mass org1nlzatlons, economic and
administrative cadres and economic managers - will have the
revolutionary responsibility end politic•" duty to struggle consistently and make every effort to purposefully and resolutely
implement this system, in spite of all shortcomings.
We are duty-bound to keep trying to strengthen and improve
our work, thus steadily Increasing the economic efficiency of the
enterprises and our economy as 1 whole.
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lnstltutlon1I Aspects
In the period since the 1st Congress, the revolutlon1ry stet• hes
med• a conslderable progress In lnstltutlonallzatlon,
On Febru1ry 24, 1976 - 1nnlver11ry of the beginning of th•
1895 war of Independence - our soclallst Constitution was
promulgated, 1fter being 1pproved by 97.7 percent of the voters
In 1 pleblsclte In wt'llcf\ 98 percent of the ellglble voters took
pert. I~ w1s 1 clHr, free, honest end popul1r C:leclslon.
Throughout 1976, 1 sub1t1ntl1I ch1nge w11 m1de In the polltlc1I·
1dmlnlstratlve division of the country. FourtHn provinces ind
a speclal munlclpality directly '1ubordln1te to the centr1I power
were formed, replaclng the six old provinces, end 169 munlclpl·
lltles to replace the 407 old ones. The 58 regional divisions,
midway between the munlclpal and provincial levels, were ellmlnoted.· The new terrltorl1I division hes made It possible to bring
the leadership levels closer to the grassroots, f acllltating the tasks
of direction, organization and control by the state, the Party and
the various political end mass organizations. It has given a more
rational dimension to the provinces and municipalities and made
it possible to greatly reduce the number of administrative employees and cadres. This radical transformation, ho~ever, has
caused many difficulties throughout the process of Its implementation since it made it necessary to reorganize all the state, political a~d mass institutions, upsetting the normal' work pace for a
while.
I '
Within these new territorial frameworks, the bodies of Peop • s
Power were created throughout the country. Eleetions of dele·
gates and Deputies were organized and held, and the correspond·
ing Assemblies were set up - the most Important step t1ken by
our Revolution In the lnstitutlonallzatlon process.
The bodies of People's Power cre1ted the best possible conditions for the exercise of soclallst democr1cy, the highest form
of democracy, by ln1tltutlon1liy f1cllltatlng the messes' partlclp1tlon
In governing society, 1t both the local end national levels.
More then 1O000 deleg1te1 to the 169 Munlclp1I Assemblies,
elected In completely democr1tlc procedures end con1t1ntlr.
controlled by the messes, represent our people 1t the loc1I l•v• •
They ere empowered to 1ppolnt end repl1ce' the 1dmlnl1tr1tlve
leaders end offlcl1l1 1t the munlclp1I level end mike b11lc decisions on loc1I affairs. They 1110 elect the deleg1te1 to the Provlncl1I Assemblies end Deputies to the N1tlon1l Assembly, the
highest-rinking stet• body, m1lnly from among their own members.
The loc1l bodies of People's Power ere In ch1rg• of the m1ln
1ctlvltles In services related to educ1tlon and public hHlth,
sports, culture, recrHtlon, community services, the 1tor1ge of
agricultural produce, retail tr1de, public re1t1ur1nt1 ind rel1ted
units; rep1lr services, loc1l tr1n1port1tlon ind m1ny 1ctlvltle1 relit-
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ed to industrial production. These basic institutions of our state
have engaged in intensive economic, administrative and socioeducational activities, making a meaningful contribution to the
central government agencies in such important activities as the
sugarcane harvest, the tobacco harvest and investment controls,
paying an increasing attention to the activities they control.
The delegates have met regularly with their electors, and the
Assemblies and their executive bodies have also met regularly.
The delegates have done self-sacrificing, outstanding work in
their electoral districts as representatives of the people. They
have analyzed and tried to find solutions for the problems raised
by the people, even though they have not always been able to
give the best possible reply to the issues raised.
The achievements of People's Power may be described as a
victory for our people and their socialist Revolution and have
confirmed the correctness of the decisions adopted by the 1st
Congress with regard to their creation.
In spite of these advances, however, some important aspects
of the functioning of these institutions must still be improved. In
the next five years, we should work hard to further bolster the
prestige and authority of our representative institutions and
increase the role of delegates and deputies, giving them more
support so they can carry out their functions better. We should
struggle to eliminate the causes that have led many rendering-ofaccounts sessions to become mere formalities. We should strengthen the activities of the local administrations; improve the functioning of the delegates, assemblies, executive committees and
administrative leaderships; and keep up a permanent struggle
against the tendency toward bureaucratic deformations, stickiness
in problem-solving, red tape, negligence and indifference to
the problems and needs of the population. The local bodies of
People's Power should be more demanding with regard to the
administrative dependencies, enterprises and units, so as to make
them work more efficiently in providing adequate solutions to
the problems raised by the people and give them satisfactory
explanations when immediate solutions are not possible.
In order to adjust the government's activities to the Constitution and to the Economic Planning and Management System, the
central state administration, composed of the Council of Ministers,
its Executive Committee and the main agencies was reorganized
in 1976. In the first phase, there were 43 such agencies, which
were reduced to 35 in the second phase of rationalization, that
started in January this year. In the same proc:ess, state arbitration
and such central agencies as the State Committees for Finances,
Prices, Statistics, Technical and Material Supply and Standardization and the Institute for Computer Technology - all of which
have an important role to play in the Economic Planning and
Management System - were established. The institutions of the
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central government have been simplified and improved, but more
work is required to make our state administration less bureaucratic
and more efficient in expediting matters at all levels. We should
bring more technical rigor to our studies of organizational mechanisms and define the functions and relations betwen these
institutions and the local bodies of People's Power more clearly.
The juridical and fiscal bodies were also restructured during
this period, to make their organization fit the new political-administrative division and the existence of the bodies of People's
Power better, and several laws related to the work of these
bodies were issued. Nevertheless, in spite of these changes, important shortcomings in the administration of justice were observed, both in the field of juridical regulations and in their practical
application. These shortcomings are now being overcome by the
People's Supreme Court and the Attorney General's Office, but
it will also be necessary to undertake an overall revision of legislation related to the judicial system and to study and define
more concretely the activities of the Ministry of Justice with regard
to the functioning of these bodies.
As we said in the Main Report to the 1st Congress, the current
Constitution binds us to complete the process of eliminating
the legality set up by the society cf exploiters and to establish
our own legality - socialist legality - in its place. To do this,
we must eliminate thousands of anachronistic clauses contained
in old laws, codes and regulations that were created by bourgeois
society and replace them by socialist juridical norms.
The fruitful legislative work, done by the National Assembly,
the Council of State and the Council of Ministers and its Executive
Committee during the years that have passed since the 1st Congress, has made a considerable contribution to the development
of socialist legality in our country. This experience reveals the
advantages of having a legislation plan, establishing priorities with
a view to promulgating laws to meet our development needs.

The 1981-85 Period
The drafting of the 1981-1985 five-year plan has been in progress
for the past two and a half years and its target figures are included
in the economic and social guidelines that will be submitted to
tbis Congress.
According to the agreements reached after coordinating plans
with the Soviet Union, the Germdn Democratic Republic, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Vietnam and Mongolia; those that are close
to completion with Rumania; and those in advanced stages of
discussion with Hungary and Poland, trade with these countries
will increase by 30 percent from the current five-year period, while
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credits will double. In drawing up these agreements, nearly 900
items - three times as many as in this period - and the quantities that will be imported each year, have been specified. Careful
plans have also been made for trade in the capitalist market, on
which our economy still depends to a certain extent. In short, we
consider that the plan has been conceived on a realistic basis.
The plan enables us to forecast a general annual economic
growth of approximately 5 percent during the period 1981-85,
which will be higher than the 4 percent achieved in the current
period.
A significant feature of this plan is its marked emphasis on
increasing exports and replacing imports, in an effort to reduce
our dependency on foreign markets. The plan foresees a higher
growth in exports than in the Gross Social Product and a lower
average annual growth in imports than in our overall economic
growth. The volume of traditional exports will be increased and
priority will be given to new export lines. We will try to attain
a 15 percent reduction in imported resources for each peso's
worth of production.
The plan is aimed at gradually meeting our people's needs,
especially those that have not yet been met, and at solving some
of the bottlenecks in our economy. In this regard, it is not basically an investment plan, although investments will grow by 15-20
percent, including some that will contribute significantly to our
economic development. The rate of accumulation, or the part of
the national income earmarked for the expansion of production,
investments included, will be slightly lower than it has been in the
current period.
The tendency will be to complete investment projects under
way rather than to start new ones, and to shorten construction,
assembly and testing periods.
Priority will be given to industrial projects and housing, with
a view to completing approximately 200 000 new houses in the
coming five years - two and a half times as many as in the current period.
Some 1200 specified projects and programs will be initiated
and 1000 of them completed.
The plan envisions the completion of some 500 industrial projects
and programs out of a total of 560, more than 250 schools, approximately 150 health care centers and more than 1000 agricultural installations.
The resources allotted for the construction of storage facilities
have been doubled compared to the 1976-80 period: special attention will be given to cold-storage plants and to loading and
unloading terminals, in an effort to solve a traditional bottleneck
in our economic management due to insufficient storage capacity
(and the consequent deterioration of products). The Plan will also
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seek to allev.iate transportation problems, giving priority to resources for port facilities.
Resources for buildings maintenance will be doubled and the
network of aqueducts and sewage systems will be extended considerably, mainly in the cities of Havana and Santiago de Cuba.
The projected volume of construction in other countries will be
several times higher than that for the· present period and more
than twice as many workers will be involved.
Sugar production is expected to increase by from 20 to 25
percent over the figures for the present five-year period. An
important investment plan will be applied in this branch, to increase daily potential milling capacity by 13-15 percent. At
least eight new sugar mills will be completed in the next five
years. The construction of other mills, to be completed in the
next five-year period, is also under way.
Sugarcane agriculture should average more than 70 000 arrobas per caballeria 1 nationally - and 80 000 2 to 90 000 3 in some
provinces. More than 50 percent of the cane should be cut by
machine. Twenty thousand more caballerias 4 of land will be planted to sugarcane, and more than 30 percent of the total area will
be irrigated. The number of combines and tractors will be increased, and their distribution will be improved. Some 50 000 housing
units will be built in qrder to improve the living conditions of
sugarcane agriculture and sugar industry workers.
The generation of electricity will be increased by more than
50 percent, and 1000 to 1200 more megawatts of electric power
will be used. At the same time, work will continue on the Juragua
nuclear-powered electric power plant and the water pumping
storage plant for the central part of the country. Problems will
still arise during peak load periods, but they may be considerably
reduced if the measures that have been proposed for this purpose
are taken. For example, meters will be installed to measure how
much electricity the 5400 or so state enterprises that consume 55
~percent of the energy provided by the national system require
at peak load times. This will make it possible 1o set high rates
for these large state consumers, to discourage unnecessary consumption. Moreover, the new rate for home owners that has just
gone into effect should encourage them to be more sparing in
their use of electricity. As a contributory measure, sales of fluorescent lights will be promoted, for these lights provide better
illumination with a reduced consumption of electricity. At present,
every 100 family units use an average of only 1.8 fluorescent lights;
by 1985, this figure should be raised to 250, for an average of two
and a half of these lights in every home.

1

1
2

3
4

60 tons per hectare
68,6 tons per hectare
77, 1 tons per hectare
268 400 hectares
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A 10-15-percent increase in available fuel is planned. The enlargement of our refineries will result in considerable increases
by the end of the five-year period for domestic production of byproducts, including liquid gas and kerosene for home use. The
production of processed lubricants will also nsoc:. Investments in
this branch, which will be more than two and a half times those
made in the last five years, will include finishing the remodeling
and enlargement of the l'lico Lopez and Hermanos Diaz Oil
Refineries. Work will continue on the first stage of the new refinery
in Cienfuegos and on beginning the supertanker base in Matanzas.
Nickel production will rise when the overhauling of the Moa
and Nicaro plants is concluded and when the Punta Gorda plant
goes into production near the end of the five-year period. Construction will be begun on the new Las Camariocas Nickel Plant,
and on a plant to process the zinc, lead, pyrite and barium oxide
deposits and produce sulphuric acid in the Castellanos Mine, Pinar
del Rio.
In the field of chemistry, fertilizer production should increase
by 30 percent; pharmaceuticals, by 25 perce.n~; and inner tu~es
and tires, by around 50 percent, by modernmng and enlarging
existing plants. The production of liquid chlorine and caustic soda
will be more than doubled. The production of industrial gas will
rise by more than 40 percent, and increases will also be registered in soap, make-up and cosmetics. Plant capacities for pr~du~
ing detergents will be used to better advantage, and a l1qu1d
detergent plant will be built, with a capacity of 15 000 tons per
year.
.
.
. .
The investment program for this branch includes building a concentrated insecticide plant, beginning work on a plant to produce
semi-processed resins· (for use in making paint) and. resin~ .for
artificial wood panels, enlarging our saltworks and modernmng
our soap and canvas shoe factories. Salt production in the next f.ive
years will be 50 percent greater than at present, bottle produch~n
will be doubled, and the production of paper and pasteboard will
be increased by more than 50 percent.
.
.
The first stage of the new plate glass factory v.:111 go mt~
operation in Pinar del Rio Province, and the fac!ory in San Jo~e
de las Lajas will be enlarged. A bottle factory will be ope.ned in
Las Tunas. The Paper Combine in the Uruguay Sugar. Mill ~nd
a new toilet paper line in the Tecnica Cubana Pl~nt w.'11 go into
operation. The Damuji and Pulpa Cuba Paper Mills will be modernized and enlarged, and the Santa Cruz del Norte pasteboard
and bristol board factory will go into operation.
The third stage in the enlargement of the Antillana Iron and
Steel Plant will be begun, as will construction of the integrated
iron and steel plant in Holguin. The production of corrugated
steel bars will be 15-20 percent higher in the next five years
than in the last period, and the production of sugarcane combines
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will be more than doubled. The produdion of buses
trucks will be increased by more than 40 percent - especiellY
in the case of 11-meter city buses. The produdion of batteries
will be more than doubled, and the produdion of irriqetion
equipment in the Manzanillo and Cienfuegos fadories will also
be increased.
More spare parts will be produced by making better use of•
existing capacities and opening up some new ones.
A plant for turning out discs for plows and harrows, the Martyrs
of the 26th of July Farm Implements Plant, a sugarcane trailer
plant and a number of diesel and gasoline engine repair shops
will go into operation.
The construction of equipment and turn-key plants will be .developed both to .replace .imports and for export. Railroad passenger coaches will be built, and the production of transistor and
other. ~adios and television sets will be more than doubled. Color
telev1S1on sets will be produced in Cuba for the first time The
production of kerosene burners and spare parts for them wiil also
increase .
.Tex~ile pr~duction w~ll go .up by 50-60 percent. The spinning
mill will go into operation, with a capacity for turning out 15 000
ton.s of !hread, as will the Santiago de Cuba Textile Combine,
which will ~e able to turn out 80 million meters of cloth a year.
~ur tanneries ~nd shoe factories will be modernized, and other
inv~stments will be made to produce higher-quality, longerlasting, more comfortable shoes and increase the variety of styles
The production of mattresses, pads and household furniture wili
also be increased considerably.
.Cement. prod~ction will reach 4.5 million tons in 1985, which
will make 1t possible to both meet our national needs and increase
~ur exports; the production of crushed stone and sand will be
increased by. 14 and 40 P.ercent, respectively, in comparison with
the current f1ve.-year period. Construction on 50 prefabricated
panels plants will be begun, and 35 of them will be completed
by the end of the next five-year period in order to fulfill our
ten-year housing construction plan. Investments will be made in
the buTlding materials industry to meet the need for installation
and finishing materials.
Production in the food industry will increase at an average annual rate of 4 to 4.5 percent. Meat production will jump 2cf percen! over this year's ~igures, and more canned meat will be made
available; the production of processed fruits and vegetables will be
nearly doubled.' with the citru.s fruits industry playin~ a major role.
. The production of alcoholic beverages will be increased considerably; half again as many-bottled soft drinks will be available
~s were produced this year, and beer production will also be
increas~d, stressing quality. The five existing breweries will be
modernized; a new one will be built in Camaguey; and construe38

tion will begin on another one, at the end of this five-year period,
to start up in 1986-90. Five lines of soft drinks will be installed
in four new plants, and two new bottled mineral water plants will
be opened. As the damaging effects of blue mold blight are
overcome, the production of cigars and cigarettes should recover.
In the fishing industry, gross catch is expected to grow by 10
percent a year, and agriculture will be given a boost by c;reating
10 fingerling-breeding centers and more than 20 hatcheries.
In agriculture, significant growth is anticipated in coffee, tobacco, citrus and other fruits, grain and especially root and other
vegetables.
Thirty-three new reservoirs and other water projects will be
built by 1985, an additional 18 000 5 to 19 000 caballerias 6 of land
are expected to be placed under irrigation (not including sugarcane fields). There will be many more tractors. As to soil nutrients, the use of fertilizers is expected to increase by 40 percent
and some 3500 kilometers of secondary roads and 30 000 housing units will be built in agricultural areas.
It has been decided that all the state agricultural enterprises,
including the sugar mills and cattle farms, should produce enough
vegetables, over and above those to be sold to the state, so they
can supply their workers' cafeterias and the families of farmers
and sugarcane workers. Additional offers of food will be available
in the farm markets for unrationed produce.
Citrus fruit production should be about two and a half times
as high and milk production about 30 percent higher in this fiveyear period. The production of beef, pork and poultry will increase on a sustained basis, and egg production will surpass the
high levels already achieved. It has been decided to develop
grain production, especially beans, in order to replace imports
and meet the people's needs,
Railroad passenger transportation should improve with the
completiol'l of the central railroad and the construction of railroad
switch points, stations and spurs. Urban passenger transportation
will be reinforced with the addition of 2500 buses, to meet most
of Havana's transportation needs. Some of the buses now operating in Havana, plus more than 4000 Giron V buses, will be added
to the fleets in other r.ities.. Around 13 000 new taxis, 16 new
planes for long- and intermediate-range flights and over 30
ships will be added to our transportation system. 1he national
thruway will be extended approximately 250 kilometers. More
than 600 kilometers of roads will be built and 1000 kilometers
of the existing ones will be repaired .
An additional 84 000 telephone lines will be strung; a coaxial
cable will be laid in stages, for completion in 1985; and city-to•; 241 560 hectares
" 254 980 hectares
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city direct dialing will be introduced throughout the country.
The ~tandard of living will rise throughout the period, with
emphasis ·on individual consumption - which will increase by
more than 4 percent a year. Social consumption will increase at
an annual rate of about 3 percent.
Real per capita income in 1985 will be 15 to 20 percent higher
than it is at present.
In the field of nutrition, daily consumption should reach 3155
calories and 81.7 grams of proteins per person. From 250 to 300
pounds 7 of root and other vegetables per person will be raised
annually. The production of other basic foodstuffs will also increase,
though not to such high levels.
Supplies for restaurants and other eating places should also be
increased, with priority placed on improving the quality of
workers' cafeterias, which had dropped in the last few years.
Textile supplies will be increased by around 3 percent per
year, and towels, by 150 percent. More work clothes will be
produced. In shoe production, emphasis will be placed on quality
and styles, with some increase in quantity.
The plan also calls for using resources to produce labor safety
and hygiene devices.
The availability of household appliances and other durable
goods - television sets, refrigerators, radios, washing machines,
electric fans and, for the first time, air conditioners - will be
increased substantially. A plant will be installed to reactivate
50 000 television tubes a year. Some 30 000 cars - double the
figure for the previous years - will be sold to workers on the
basis of need and other specific qualifications, and approximately
60 000 motorcycles will be made available to the people in
general.
More than a million new stoves - mainly kerosene burners will be produced and stove repair shops will be opened. Fuel
supplies will be increased and deliveries to individual consumers
will be improved.
A series of new food and industrial products will be sold in
the parallel market, gradually reducing the number of rationed
products and providing an outlet for surplus goods, without affecting low-income families.
Price reductions on such important retail products as medicines
and price increases on items whose production costs have risen
are now under study. While this price reform will produce an
iRcrease in overall expenses, this increase will remain well below
the income increases that are being made through the wage reform and the introduction of the bonus system.
An income tax for farmers is also under study, with a view to
having them contribute along with the rest of the people, to the
7

115 to 138 kilograms
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development of our economy and the financing of suc:h Important
public: services 11 health and education. Income taxes on farmers'
cooperatives will be lower than the Individual farmer's Income tax.
Major 1dv1nce1 will 1110 be made In public health: the number
of hosp Itel beds for every 1000 Inhabitants will be increased from
4.9 to 5.2, end we will have one doctor for every 440 Instead of
626 lnheblt1nt1 end 1 d'ntlst for every 1900 Instead of 2600 In·
h1blt1nts. Ten new hospltel1, 80 polyclinics end twice 11 many
old people's homes 11 were builf In 1976-80 will be completed.
In the next five years the structure of school enrollment will
c:h1nge In llne with the overall educ1tlon1I development end the
expected modifications In the age pyramid, To cope with this
situation new schools wlll be bullt et 111 levels of education.
By 1985, we wlll hive nursery schools for 12 percent of all
children under the age of 4 (the present figure Is 11 percent), day
schools with lunch programs for 30 percent of the children betw11n 6 end 11 (the present figure Is 20.8 percent), junior high
boarding schools for more then 40 percent of our young people
between 12 end 17 (the present figure Is 35. 7 percent) end uni·
verslty f1cilltle1 for 3.9 percent of the population over 17 years
old (the present figure Is 3.4 percent), Repair brigades will be
organized to work on 100 junior high schools 1 year.
Cultural end recreational f1cilltle1 will continue to be Increased:
40 new movie houses will be built end severe! theaters remodeled,
Thirteen new hotels wlll be completed, end existing ln1t1lletions
will be repaired end modernized, providing nearly 6000 1ddition1I rooms.
While setting modest goals, the plan provides for major Improvements In the st1nd1rds of living, end economic development
11 well, In view of the present world situation of economic crisis
and the fact that ours is an underdeveloped country subjected to
economic blockade and US Imperialist aggression, an average annual growth rate of 5 percent will undoubtedly constitute a great .
victory. We are, therefore, duty-bound to do everything we possibly can to ensure that the socioeconomic guidelines discussed ,
in this Congress and the goals set for the five-year plan are Implemented fully.
.
.
Many aeeds, desires and hopes are not reflected In this plan,
and, In our eagerness to solve the people's problems, we tend
to be ldeallstlc and Impatient, seeking to ,meet all their needs
as qulckty as possible, but we must be reallstlc, aware of our
!Imitations. Our people understand this when we explain It to
them, when we point out the reasons why we were unable to
achieve 111 we had hoped for tn I given period.
We should work to Implement this plan, 1d1pt It to our Immediate needs end ensure that It responds to the people's b11lc
dem1nd1 end necessities, while at the 11me time working toward
long-range 1olutlon1, that we will not be able to provide now
nor put Into practice until after the next five years.
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Perspectives for the Veer 2000
The first steps toward drawing up what has since come to be
known 11 the Strategy for Socioeconomic Development through
the Year 2000 were taken 1 llttle more than two years ago. Hundreds of specialists and administrative cadres from 111 agencies
have worked hard to draw up prlnclples and goals for our country's
future development.
These studies are still In 1 preliminary stage, but the aim Is to
make our next five-year plan on the basis of long-range perspectives.
The main goal of our country's socioeconomic development Is
to finish creating the technical-material base for socialism by means
of socialist Industrialization and 1 sustained rise in the efficiency
of social production; gradual economic evolution toward 1 r1tlon1I structure of production that will permit relatively high, sustained growth; the development of economic specialization, cooperation and integration both nationally and with· foreign countries·; Increasing satisfaction of the people's material and spiritual
needs; and their integral development - so Cuba gradually attains the level of development of the European countries that
belon,g to the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance.
The sugar industry, mining and metallurgy, the machine and
electronics industries, the chemical industry and the industries that
produce consumer goods should be given priority in this development program.
Constant increases should be maintained for sugar, our main
export product, and sugarcane by-products should be promoted,
diversified and increased.
In mining and metallurgy, the most efficient methods must be
used to extract full value from existing mineral deposits, on the
basis of low-energy technologies and growing Integration with
the machine Industry, Increasing steel production 11 much as possible.
The machine and electronics Industries must increasingly guarantee 1 supply of the machinery, equipment and spare parts needed for lndustriallzatlon, combining domestic needs with export
po11lbllltles.
Development In the chemical Industry should combine options
for production based on sugarcane by-products with those based
on natural resources that use little energy.
In the Industrial sectors that produce consumer goods, specially In the food and light Industries, development must be based on
meeting consumer demands and Increasing export products, promoting local arts and crafts.
Agricultural production should continue to be one of the most
Important factors in our economy, growing at higher rates and
on 1 sustained basis. To 1ccompll1h this, agricultural yields will
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hive to be Increased through more r1tlon1I use of l1nd, w1ter
ind 111lgned resources; crop rotation; the development of 1 n1tlon1I 1nlm1I feed program; Improved 1nlm1I and plant protection; ind stepping up t~e cr11tlon of 1ddltlon1I 1grlcultur1I cooperatives.
The sectors of production that provide tr1nsport1tlon, communications and trade 1ervlce1 mu1t be developed to meet the
production, distribution 'ind consumption nHd1 of the economy
Our ·country'• lndu1trl1llzatlon 1110 requires that the lnterrel1~
tlon1 1mong the v1rlour branches of the n1tlonal economy
be 1trenghtened and that large productive complex11 be 11tab·
ll1hed to permit the best po11lble use of av1ll1ble r11ource1.
Prospects for Integrating three major production complexes
- one for 1ugarc1ne and 1grlculture, one for food, agriculture
ind Industry ind one for mining, metallurgy and machinery are good.
As 1 key factor In economic development, the country wlll have
to set aside considerable resources for an Increasingly complex
Investment program to expand the . machine and equipment Industry; enlarge our construction capacities and building materials
Industry; develop our projects Infrastructure; and organize, plan,
manage end make Investments on 1 much broader and more
sophisticated scale.
The polic:y of saving energy and using it efficiently should
continue; more el•ctrlcity should be generated for our economy,
basically In nuclear power plants; end domestic energy sources
- especially the renewable end "on-conventional ones - should
be developed.
Knowledge of our country's net11r1I resources and their efficient
use and protection Is essential for extending the national raw
materials base. Generally speaking, our country has few natural ·
r11ources, and some of our known resources ere being used up;
others are not expected to last past the end of this century. This
Is why our arable land, forests, water resources, continental shelf
ind mineral r11erves should 111 be considered strategic r11ources.
Sclentlflc-technlcel progress should be closely linked to the main
lln11 of productive development. Since this Is the case, st1nd1rdlzatlon, weights ind measures, quallty controls and Improvements
In d11lgnlng more sophisticated technQloglcal equipment are
going to play 1n Important role. At the 11me time, Improvements
must be made In planning and managing scientific and technlcal
efforts, e1pecl1lly In terms of Introducing 1clentlflc-technlc1I 1dv1nc11 In production.
Our labor re1ourc11 wlll btt a primary factor In OL•r 1ocloeconomlc development during the next 20 years. In order to m11ke
the most of this labor force, technologl11 must be carefully selected 10 advanced techniques are Introduced wherever nece111ry,
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yet other leu costly meesures that require 1 larger labor force
can also be used where feasible ind r1tion1I.
The number of technicians end their specl1ltles should be close·
ly linked to this question of how our labor resources ere used,
keeping In mind, too, the needs other underdeveloped countries
may have for our cooperation In technical 111lst1nce.
The r1tlon1I growth of the volume, quality ind variety of dC'·
mastic consumer goods should be 1 constant priority, In order
to meet basic socl1I needs gu1r1ntee development of our socl1llst way of llfe and follow' the principle of distribution based o~
work productivity ind quality.
The demand for 1ddltlon1I food products, durable goods ind
other Industrial goods should gr1du11ly be met through n1tlon1I
production.
Special attention should be given to the lndlvldu1l's general
development by creeting the m1terl1I conditions that will encourage him to expre11 himself In cultural, artistic, scientific ind educ1tlon1I activities and participate In sports, physical education
ind n1tlon1I tourism, mainly .to meet his nHds for rest ind recreetlon. The amount of free time should t~erefore be Increased,
and It should be used more r1tlon1lly.
' Housing needs can only be met through Integral development
b11ed on an extensive, sustained construction program, the selection of housing units according to the composition of the family
group and the building sites, and the extension of community
services.
Public health should be consolidated and improved In this period. Out-patient services and h«;>~se calls should c«;>n~lnue to be
increased and preventive medicine extended. S1m1l1r efforts
should be made in the field of dentistry.
As regards hospitals, the hospital be~s: populatio.n ratio should
continue to be increased. A qualitative change 1n emergency
services is envisaged so as to provide higher quality, fas.ter service. More specialized medical attention should be given to
workers, and social services for old people and the handicapped
·
,
should be broadened.
Hygiene and epidemiology should continue to receive more
attention, especially as regards measures to ellmln1te environmental pollution, reducing its effects on the population, especlally In Industrial 1rees.
The educ1tlon1I system in the coming period should perspectively concentrate on consolidating past achievements while slmultaneously developing training and advancement f1cllltles for
skilled workers 1t the higher and Intermediate levels.
The labor force should be distributed throughout the country
so 11 to transform the terrltorl1I structures, promoting 1 mor• ef.
fectlve distribution of productive activities, the fullest ind rfiolt
r1tlon1I use of natural and human resources and more b1l1nced

and Intensive deveiopment In the more b1ckw1rd provinces;
gradually raising the standard of living throughout the country to
the same high level; and adopting meesures to guide popul1tlon
shifts within the country and structuring a consistent urban system,
Our economy's foreign relations should stimulate development,
promote the growth of our traditional exports, and boost export
of products with added value which traditionally were not exported. Exports should rise and surpass Imports.
These aims ·should be achieved by means of broad lntern1tlon1I
cooperation that Is mainly aimed at deepening economic end
scientific-technical Integration within the framework of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance - especially with the Soviet
Union - and actively promoting specialization and cooperation
In production and 1 deepening of our economic relations with
other underdeveloped countries (especially those in Latin America and the Caribbean), keeping in mind the positive trend toward recovery of th, country's netural resources, that creates
opportunities for Cuba to participate in the economic and commercial associations set up in this region.
In the coming years, we should finish drawing up our plans
up to the year 2000. In this regard, a general outline of socioeconomic. development should be made together with other socialist countries, setting forth the best way to achieve long-range
development, structuring our programs and Sp41\cific measures for
guaranteeing its implementation and defining lhe main lines in
which our country can participate in the socialist International
division of labor.
The creation of this outline will require a great effort, close
coordination among all the agencies in the country, better organization and strict discipline. Its successful conclusion should
provide our country .with an overall view of where It Is heeded,
a long-term economic: program that will guide the work of the
Party, the government and all the people. We have tried to draw
up our five-year plan within the framework of this program 11 a
concrete expression of our goals - a plan whose fulfillment should
be our main economic: task.
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11. THE REVOLUTIONARY ARMED FORCES

'In view of the tense clrcumst1nce1 thet prevell 1t present, It 11
especlelly Important to 1n1lyze the progre11 th1t h11 bHn m1de
by the Revolutlonery Armed Forces (FAR), In order to determine
the policy to be followed end teke the concrete mH1ure1 th1t
ere needed to gu1r1ntH the continued strengthening of our
country's defense c1p1clty.
During the l11t few yeers, the org1nl11tlon1I structure of our
Armed Fore•• h11 been Improved, reducing the number of posts
In commend end logl1tlc1 1ector1 end 1lmpllfylng their structure
end the llne of commend 10 11 to crHt• more f1vor1ble conditions for 1tr1teglc deployment In the defense of the n1tlon1I territory.
The central stet• 1dmlnl1tr1tlve 1gencle1' ind local bodies of
People's Power's p1rtlclp1tion In t1sk1 related to our country's
defense hes been especlelly Important. More 1y1tem1tlc llnk1
should be estebllshed In this regard with the FAR to prepare the
n1tlon1I economy end the country 11 1 whole for the m111lv•
p1rtlclp1tlon of the people In cese of wer.
Accordingly, the Revolutionary Armed Forces should continue
to lncreese their moblllzetlon c1p1clty end combat rHdlne11,
complete end consolidate their org1nl11tlon1I work et 111 levels
end give special attention to m11terlng 1rm1 technol~gles both
now end In the future. The combat reedlne11 end preparation of
our chiefs end general stiffs should elso continue to be Improved
to keep UP, with the latest 1dv1nces In mllltery science.
In keeping with the guldellnes drawn up by the 1st Congre11,
1 new recruiting policy w11 established for drifting more end more
young men with en ever higher cultural leYel, men who ere more
generally c1p1ble In every sense, for active mllltery service. This
pollcy should be consolidated In the future, setting the drift 1ge
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et 18 or 19, so es to enable young men to finish their secondary
education end acquire the required psychologlcel end physical
maturity before doing their military service.
A new sys!•m hes been de~eloped for drifting the gr1du1tes
of technolog1c1I end senior high schools before they continue
their university studies. With this system It Is often possible to
use the reduction of up to 1 yeer's mllltery service 11 1 reward
end to f1cllit1te their entering college liter on. As 1 result 1 merk~
ed progre11 hes been mede In training our soldiers, end 0 ur college rinks hive been enriched with the presence of young men
with 1 more extensive pollticel, morel end patriotic background.
The P1trlotic-Milit1ry Training Club w11 formed to prepare the
new generations for military service end educate children end
adolescents In our people's fighting spirit end In love of our Revolutionary Armed Forces, promoting p1rtlcip1tlon In sports thet
mey be applied to mllitery llfe end petrlotlc-mllltery activities.
During the next flve-yeer period, top priority should continue
to be given to the training of reserves, using 1 plen which, while
m1lnt1lnlng the present number of reserve troops, will enable us
to mike qu1llt1tlve Improvements, concentrating on the lndlvlduel
prep1r1tlon of the officers, sergeents, semi-skilled workers end the
specl1ll1ts we need. In this regard, It Is absolutely nece111ry to
m1lnt1ln the policy of drifting skilled personnel for the units,
providing 1dequ1te training for most of our workers, while ensuring thet 111 key personnel stey on the job so 11 to gu1r1ntH the
continuity of production end services In special situations.
The files of drift cards In 111 our work centers should be consolldeted In the next few yeers, es should the Inventory of economic meens end equipment, whose technical reediness coefficient should be raised. All this constitutes 1 1ocl1I necessity,
both for lncreeslng the mobilizing c1p1clty end combat reedlne11
of the Revolutionary Armed Forces end for achieving greeter
·control over end Implementing the nation's· economic plans.
Our new officers who hive been gr1du1ted from mllltery 1c1demle1 In both Cube end the Soviet Union hive gained experience
by working with the troops. In meny cases, they hive obtained
degrees. For example, some hive elreedy received degrees 11
C1ndld1te Doctors In military, technical end social sciences, end
others ere working toward similar degrees.
The 1st Congre11 of the Party 1dvoc1ted thet the living end
working conditions of the officers end troops be gr1du1lly Improved, In view of the complexity of the t11ks end .ml11lons they fulfill
end the social Importance of their work. In spite of the attention
thet hes been given to this activity end the progre11 thet hes been
mede In meny respects, we ere still fer from meeting our goel of
providing housing for thou11nd1 of men who ere working selfle11ly, et times even risking their llves, 1w1y from their femilles for
months or even yHrs et 1 time while carrying out lntern1tlon1llst
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missions - men who are working with revolutlon1ry dedlc1tlon
to defend our country ind our/eople's crHtlve work ind who,
with their exemplary conduct •r.i spirit of self·Hcrlflce, hive made
It po11lble for the Revolution to carry out Its 11cred lntern1tlon1llst duties.
The org1nlzetlon1I ind ldeologlc1I work of the Party's branches
ind grass-roots org1nlzetlon1, combined with the polltlc1I activity
of the chiefs, polltlc1I cadres ind offlcers,h11 hid 1n Influence on
the life of the Revolutionary Armed Forces. The Party's branches
ind gr111-roots organizations have 1d1pted their methods ind
work styles te> the specific conditions of military life, Improving the Party's work of educating cadres end comb1t1nts, gu1r1nteelng the successful completion of the units' missions, ind
strengthening discipline end the central commend more efficiently.
The Marxist-Leninist education of officers, the tHching of social
sciences in our military academies end the polltlcel education of
combatants end civilian workers show the efficient political work
of the Party end other organizations In the Revolutionary Armed
Forces.
With regard to the Perty'J education of Its members three levels
of education have been set up to promote the musiv~ systematic
study of Marxism-Leninism by Party members end c1~dld1tes.
The sustained efforts of the polltlcel bodies, Party organizations
end their members to increase their own .end 111 other personnel's polltlc1l-ldeologlc1I understanding hes had very positive
results end should be acknowledged.
The Army of Working Youth hes become 1 school In which
thousands of yo1Jng men are shaped by working under difficult
conditions. It continues to make en Important contribution· to our
country's economy while maintaining Its status 1s en organized
military force.
During the present five-year period, members of the Army of
Working Youth cut 3 billion 1rrob1s 1 of sugarcane - almost 20
percent of 111 the hand-cut cane in the country. One hundred
end seventy-two members of the Army of Working Youth have
become Heroes of the Sugarcane Harvest 11 participants In the
high-yield cane cutter's movement. In construction work, its members have completed 1 total of 58 projects, mainly schools worth
approximately 70 million pesos, end have also done en o~tstend
ing job on the central r1ilro1d, laying 422 kilometers of track.
Our Armed Forces could not have achieved their present development or been so excellently equipped without the exceptional aid of the USSR - which, ~ver s~nce the difficult days of
the attack et Playe Gir6n, hes generously supplied us with the
armament necessary for our defense. Selfless, exemplary, modest
end efficient Soviet advisers have been working with us for the
put 20 years.
1

37,5 mllllon tons
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We must lncrHs• our defense c1p1clty so not only our regular
troops but 111 the people ire rHdy for action.
The vlt1lly Important t11k of crHtlng Territorial Troop Mllltl11
Is 1lrHdy under w1y. Our Party, the state, the polltlcel end mess
org1nlzetlons should give them top priority 11 en lndlspen11ble
pert of our country's defense system. The Militl11, together with
our regular troops ind the reserves, will constitute the greet people's 1rmy of our Revolution 11 w1s stated on Mey Dey of this
year In response to the Yankee lmperl1llsts' threats end military
maneuvers 1g1lnst Cube. The wey the broad messes of our people hive responded to this ·Idea Is yet another proof of their
patriotism ind revolutlon1ry spirit, whose highest expression
Is their wlllingnen to prepare for the 111-out defense of their
country's sovereignty ind the achievements of socialism. Millions
of men end women now claim this right, expressing their firm
polltlc•I convictions. Needless to say, our arms reserves ere limited, but we will h•t rest until every Cuban who wants to def end
his nelghborhood 1<hls municipality, his work center ,end his country - block by block, Inch by Inch - hes 1 rifle, a grenade or
1 mine ind his been given the necessary training for carrying out
his 11cred duty of defending his homeland to the death.
The idea of the Territorial Militias must be combined with the
principle that every Cuban patriot - man or women, young or
old - should always be reedy to fight and destroy tl'le enemy
under any circumstances, even if pert of our territory were to be
occupied by the Imperialist aggressors. Our country must become
a herd nut for the Yankee Imperialists to creek and a deadly
thorn In their side If they attempt an aggression.
.
No summery of the work done by our Revolutionary Armed
Forces In this five-year period would be complete without mentioning the rapid, resolute ind brilliant missions of lnternatlon1llst
aid In Angola and Ethiopia that the Party entrusted to them.
Thou11nds of miles away from their homeland, our troops - who
Included a high percentage of members of the reserves - tog~th
er with the heroic Ethiopian end Angolan combatants unhesitatingly fought and defeated the aggreuors, who, at the service of
lmperl1llsm, were threatening the territorial Integrity, Independence end revolutions of those two sister African nations .
For the first time in history, one of the peoples of our hemisphere, descendants of the hundreds of thousands of slaves :"~o
where cruelly uprooted from Africa .by the voracity of colon1ahst
rule sent thousands of Its best sons to help peoples that were
fighting for liberty and dignity In Africa.
Imperialism end international reaction unleashed 1 violent
slender campaign 1g1lnst our country because of these acts of
solidarity but the peoples of Angola and Ethiopia and 111 other
progress!~• and revolutionary forces fully appreciate Cube's noble
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end selfless gesture, which constituted 1 brilliant end beautiful In·
ternetionelist chapter in the history of the revolutionary movement.
We, Cuban revolutionaries talk reluctantly about the 1olid1rlty
we have given other revolutionary mov•m•nts or peoples for
we consider this to be nothing more then our. Jnter.netloneU.t duty.
However, on en occasion such es this, It 11 only fitting that we
honor those men who willingly give their lives fer from their
country for the noble cause of liberty, Justice end human dignity.
It is also fitting for us to express our deep-felt gratitude to end
love for the tens of thousands of our fellow countrymen who ere
standing guard, together with their Angolan end Ethiopian brothers, In trenches In southern Angola, Ogeden end elsewhere end
those who ere helping to defend other countries end training
their armed forces.
This hes been no easy task. Therefore, we should 1110 expre11
our gratitude to the chiefs, officers, poliftc1I bqdles end Party
gresMoots organizations, general st1ff1 end soldiers who, In spite
of the absence of thousands of their commending officers end
specialists, have meneged to lncreese the fighting c1p1clty ind
combat readiness of our armed forces end to m11ter new types
of arms and technical means of combat, thus Increasing our firing
power end the fighting ability of our troops.
More than 100 000 Cubans - the lnltlel troops end their successive replacements - have been sent to Angola end Ethiopia
es members of our Revolutionary Armed Forces.
We are much stronger in military terms now then ever before.
Our people, whose sons are reedy to· fight to the death In any
part of the world, unhesitatingly risking their lives 1000 times for
their homeland, will never be vanquished.
'
The dauntless members of our Revolutionary Armed Forces
deserve the respect, recognition end love of our people.

so

Ill. THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR

As regards the Ministry of the Interior, the efficiency end exemplary attitude that hive ch1r1cterlzed Its members In 111 these
yHrs of heroic end extr1ordin1ry struggle declined 1omewh1t In
certain flelds. Not 10 1g1ln1t the counterrevolutlon1ry enemy,
1g1ln1t whom their fighting spirit end lmpreulve efficiency hive
never flagged. However, the Ministry of the Interior attends to
countle11 t11k1, 111 of them of fund1ment1I Importance to the
country ind the Revolutlon. Some showed 1 tendency tow1rd1
burHucr1tl1m end 1 wHkenlng 1en1e of dl1clpline end rigor. The
dirk 1pot1 cannot atop us from 1Hlng the sun, but we went our
Ministry of the Interior to 1lw1y1 be 1 1potle11 sun.
We ere working herd to overcome th••• dlfflcultles, ind progre11 h11 bHn made end positive re1ult1 obtained.
Our State Security h11 detected, firmly opposed end neutr11lzed
the actions organized 1g1ln1t our country by lmperl1ll1m, the CIA
end whet remained of Internal counterrevolution. Polltlc1I end
economic e1plon1ge hes been carried out during the l11t five
years end the enemy concentrated Its efforts 1g1in1t our trade
rel1tl~n1. It 1110 promoted diversionary activities, seeking to create
ldeologlc1I lexne11 end destabilization within the country. Security countered these plans and hostile acts, confirming their role
11 firm, unf1lllng end powerful defenders of the Inter.eats of the
people end their Revolution.
.
Our security bodies strictly observe the principle of never using
violence 1g1ln1t 1 captured enemy. Their oper1tlon1I c1p1clty
end Intelligence work hive benefited from this policy, which h11
heightened their authority end revolutlon1ry morale.
Together with the other bodies that mike up the Ministry of
the Interior, State Security played 1n out1t1ndlng role In the Im·
portent lntern1tlon1I evAnt1 that were held In our country, such
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11 the 11th World Festive! of Youth end Students end the 6th
Summit Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement.
Special mention should be made of the comrades who, with
proverbial revolutionary 1tolcl1m, carried out delicate minions
within the r1nk1 of the enemy throughout these yeers.
The heroic, 1elf-11crlflclng members of our Border Petrol, who
keep 1 close watch over every Inch of our coasts, 1110 merit our
people's recognition.
With regard to Internal order, the Revolutionary N·1tlon1I Police, during the greeter pert of the lest five years, did not respond
es It should have to the cell for 1 redoubled struggle 1g1lnst robbery end theft end In the other tasks assigned to It. Other problems Included leek of due rigor on the pert of the cadres; Insufficient discipline, faulty selection of personnel end leek of decision end firmness In the struggle against antisocial elements. The
main difficulties lay In the commend end In some legal mechanisms
that did not promote e more active and efficient struggle against
crime.
Firm steps were taken early this year to eradicate these problems, end, eve,, though their work Is not yet perfect, the members of our Revolutionary National Police ere, In general, doing
e more effective job.
One of the first steps In this direction was taken In late 1979
with the adoption of strong measures to neutralize highly dangerous elements with serious crime records.
This measure, the scum's departure for the United States end
better operational work against delinquency reduced crimes
against property, which had been on .the rise since 1975.
The number of reported burglaries In 1980 was 23 percent
lower then In 1979, end robbery also dropped considerably, this
year's figure being 23 percent lower then the one for 1975.
Traffic accidents, which had been on the rise In the first few
years of the period, ere now decreasing, end the number reported for 1980 (19 percent less then for 1979) was the lowest for
any of the last few years.
Though fewer in number, these accidents are having more
serious consequeaces, with more people killed or hurt, end greater materiel losses. We must never cease to perfect our struggle
against negligence, which is et the root of ell traffic accidents.
Special mention should be made of the decisive role that the
men and women of the Ministry of the Interior end the rest of
our fighting people played concerning the events et the Peruvian
Embassy end the US Interests Section end the entlsoclel elements'
departure from Meriel. Our Revolutionary National Police, In
particular, was mobilized for several months, end It carried out
Its tasks with a· high sense of responsibility, thus making en out- ·
standing contribution to this imi: :>rtent pollticel end moral victory
of our homeland.

Important progress h11 been mid• In the fleld of fire prevention. Speclel mention should be fMCle of our firemen'• c1lm,
courage end efficiency when the lives ind property of our people
ere endangered.
In compliance with the e1t1bll1hed policy 1 n1tlon1I progredm
h11 bHn launched to Improve our penl tenfl1ry 1y1tem end mo •
ernlze Its f1cllltle1. During this period, over 78 percent of the
ellglble prison lnm1te1 hive agreed to do 1ocl1lly useful work,
with the corresponding pay.
In coordination with the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of
the Interior 11 giving 1pecl1I attention to minors with beh1vlor1t
problems.
During the most difficult days of the war In Angola, the Specl1I
Troops b1tt1llon of the Ministry of the Interior joined our ;lorlou1
Revolutionary Arm•• Fore•• In supporting the Angolan patriots
In their struggle 1g1ln1t the South African racist Invasion, fighting
herolc1lly end carrying out very Important missions. During the
lest five years, the Ministry of the Interior h11 also provided lntern1tlon1llst cooperation end advice In several other countries.
Many difficult t11ks await the members of th• Ministry of the
Interior.
A college offering technlc1I and profe11lonal training courses
for i total enrollment of over 900 has already been estebllshe,d,
and steps are being taken to set up specialized graduate courses.
In the future, we will work to Increase requirements end controls, demand more discipline 1t all levels, strengthen our cadre
policy give priority to operational work, do away with bureaucracy end Intensify our political work for the fulf)llment of s~eclflc
tasks. Within the Revolutionary National Police, in particular,
leadership hes been strengthened end steps have be~n tak•n to
Improve working conditions, to provide better equipment for
patrol units end to raise the cultural end technical level needed
to guarantee top quality operational work.
We are fully convinced that the members of the MinJstry of the
Interior will continue to Improve their ideological education and
combat readiness.
This unbreakable, firm shield of our homeland wlll be constantly
strengthened, end its members - exemplary In their sens• of
responsibility and dedication to duty - wlll 1lw1ys merit support, trust, love and respect of our people.
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IV. MASS AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Undoubtedly, the mass organizations have played 1 declllve role
In our country throughout this period.
They have successfully mobilized their forces In dally confrontations of our class enemies; both at home and abroad. In the
political sphere, ever since the triumph of the Revolution and
during the period we analyze, they have worked to consolid1te
power In the hands of the working class, the farmers and other
manual and Intellectual workers in both urban and rural 1rHs by
means of revolutionary vigilance and ideological confront1tlon In
the streets and factorles; the dissemination of Marxist-Leninist
ideology thus contributing to Its predominance In the country; the
strive to raise production and achieve greeter savings end efficiency, strengthen our socialist e~onomy and creete end develop
the relations of cooperation end comradeship Inherent In 10cl11ism.
The mobilizing and work capacity of the mess org1nlzetlon1
h11 made 1 decisive contribution to the success of the Revolution
In the spheres of education, heelth, culture end sports end In our
society's moral and splrltu1I development. .
•
The mass organizations have been and are powerful 1llle1 of
the Party, constituting links the+ ensure close ties between the
Party end the broad masses.

The Workers' Org1nlz1tlon
The Central Organization of Cuban Trade Unions (CTC) h11
2 383 000 members - who constitute 97.1 percent of the active
labor force, or 4.7 more then In 1975.
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The 14th Congress of the CTC - 1 continuation of the 13th
Congress, to which our unforgettable comrade Lizaro Pena devoted the l11t days of his fruitful life - w1s held during this flveyeer period.
The basic decisions of the 13th Congress have been Implemented. This was 1 starting point for revitalizing our trade union org1nlzetlons end enabled the working class to make 1 greater
contribution to our country's development.
With regard to the decisions adopted by the 14th Congress,
the trade unions have clearly made progress In strengthening
their Internal activities; Improving the trade union structure; promoting their members' politlc1I, cultural and technical trlllnlng;
promoting socialist emulation; guaranteeing worker's rights; applying labor dlsclpline; linking wages to productivity; boosting
the 1ugarc1ne h1rve1t, the Innovators' and rationalizers' movement
and Internationalist missions; and contributing to our country's
economic, politlc1I and social development.
The CTC's structure and work methods are geared toward improving the work of the grass-roots organizations and strengthening the links between the top leadership bodies and the grassroots organizations. There is growing awareness of the importance of and the need for maintaining and reinforcing these efforts In the future.
This was the 20th year in which our workers' movement has
participated in the people's sugarcane harvests. During the current period, an average of 44 146 volunteer cane cutters were
mobilized each year, and the last cane-cutting plan was surpassed by 10 percent.
.
Since 1977, the trade union movement has organized special
Sundays of voluntary work on the anniversaries of the October
Revolution and other important events. Five of these special Sunday work sessions were held, for a total of 8.069 million man-days
of work. The last one, dedicated to the 63rd anniversary of the
October Revolution and the 2nd Congress of the Party, had
·the largest participation: 1 710 000 workers.
Workers and trade union leaders have taken an active part In
Implementing the Economic Planning and Management System.
Thirty are economists working in the trade union movement at
present, and another 30 trade union cadres are studying economics. Over 300 cadres have been graduated from the various
levels of the national and provincial schools of. economic management, and more than 400 000 workers have attended lectures
on economics, but these figures are still not high enough.
During the current period, the trade union movement continued
to participate In the discussions of national economic plans and
their projection; 1.445 million workers participated in the discussion of the 1980 plan. We must work to continue developing
and Improving this trade union movement activity.
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The Netlonel Association of Innovators end Retlonellzers w1s
created in 1976. This organization, which Is directed by th• trade
union movement, hes more then 33 000 members, who hive Introduced 14 872 Innovations In the current period, resultlng In
1 saving of 127 228 mllllon pesos for the n1tlon1I economy.
During the period, Important goals were set for strengthening
end furthering soclellst emul1tlon, end emuletlon Indices were
directly llnked to economic tasks end the strengthening of work
dlsclplln-.
Two hundred end thirty-two thousand more workers are participating In soclellst emuletlon now then In the previous period,
the number of workers In the vanguard workers' movement In the
various sectors of the netlonel economy hes also lncre11ed.
During the lest five years, 178 workers were declared N1tlon1I
Heroes of Labor, end the Councll of State awarded Jeslls Men'n·
dez Medals to 34 vanguard workers In 1980.
More then 19 580 work centers have won Monc1d1 Awards In
soclellst emul1tlon.
In honor of the 2nd Congress of the Party, the N1tlon1I CommlttH of the CTC revised more then 500 000 work norms end
Included over 1 mllllon workers In the program !Inking norms end
wages end 500 000 In the bonus payment plan. This goal was
fulfllled by more then 100 percent.
One of the main achievements of the trade union movement
during the period was related to the cultural end technlcel advancement of workers.
The campaign to have everyone finish the 6th grade was
completed successfully. Some 862 500 adults finished the 6th
grade between the 1974-75 course - with which this campaign
began - end October 1980. This is still 1 tentative figure, end It Is
estimated that more then 900 000 adults will be graduated from
the sixth grade In this period.
The historic magnitude of this task can be appreciated by comparing its results with the feet that, in the 12 years prior to the
1974-75 course, only • littl'e over 500 000 adults were graduated
from the 6th grade. Now, in half the time, we have achieved
nearly double the results. Since the triumph of the Revolution,
• total 1 397 636 working men end women have finished the 6th
grade In our country.
.
Inspired by this success, the trade union movement Is now undertaking the t11k of having ttveryone finish the 9th grade. il"hls
wlll undoubtedly constitute another victory for our workers In the
field of education end lead to greeter technlcel end productive
development of our soclellst Revolution. The trade union mov•·
ment hes set Itself the goal of having et least 700 000 graduates
from the 9th grade by 1985. At present, the enrollment figure
totals 131 974 workers.
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During the lest five years, 34 567 Cuban trade union cadres end
414 from other Latin-American, Caribbean end African countries
have studied in our trade union schools et 111 levels.
Progress hes also been made In the amateur artists' movement
1111d sports. Three amateur artists' festivals have been held, In
which more then 181 000 workers participated.
Every year en average of 900 000 workers participate in sports
activities organized by the Netlonel Institute of Sports, Physical
Education end Recreation (INDER). Participation in the Workers'
Gemes ro• from 620 934 In 1976 to more then 1.589 million in
1980.
The trade· union movement hes worked herd to implement the
decisions adopted for strengthening labor discipline. Encouraging
progress hes been obtained es e result of more rigorous, efficieM
work along these lln11t1.
Greet efforts have been made In training workers end trade
union cadres how to cope with infringements of labor end social
security legislation. More ~.en 250 000 grass-roots trade union
leaders have attended seminars for this purpose; et trade union
locals throughout the country stu,dy groups on six different aspects
of this leglsletion have been organized. Over 1 million copies
of the most Important labor end social regulations have been
printed, es have 200 000 copies of the Social Security Lew.
Not enough hes been done In the fleld of work safety end
hygiene, however, where !Imitations end shortcomings have bHn
noted In compllence with regulet4ons end supplying the workers
with the proper equipment end safety devices. The state agencies
ere largely responsible for this.
One of our trade union movement's most Important goals Is
to lncre11e the workers' polltlcel end ldeologlcel consciousness
through their participation In the struggle to promote economic
development; education; political studies; useful voluntary work;
1 better understanding of the theory end lncreered practice of
the lofty prlnclples of proleterlen lnternetionellsm; our contry's
defense; the self-sacrificing work of the members of our armed
forces; workers' guard duty; end the struggle against the remnants of the pest end for the development of 1 truly soclellst attitude toward work, society end social property.
Our workers' movement Is stronger now then .wer before, It
fully supports the Party end the Revolution. Its commitment to
socialism end lnternetlonelis.m Is 1 living monument to the immortal Ideas of Marx end Engels: "Let the ruling classes tremble
et I Communist revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose
but their chains. They have a world to win. Working men of ell
countries, unite."
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The Farmers' Organization
The N1tlon1I Association of Smell F1rmers (ANAP) h11 192 646
members, In 3507 grass-roots org1nlzatlon1 throughout the country: 1017 1grlcultur1I production cooper1tlve1, 2180 credit end
service cooper1tive1 end 310 farmers' 1ssoci1tlons. Its members
continue to pley en Important role In the production of tob1d:o
(they raise 79 percent of the n1tlon1I tolel), coffee (60 percent) end
root crops end vegetables (47 percent). Moreover, they own 27
percent of the cattle end 18 percent of the lend planted to sug1rc1ne. In the lest sug1rc1ne harvest, 367 brigades of ANAP cine
cutters were organized - 100 more then in 1975.
ANAP hes elso worked to set up end develop credit end service
cooperatives, which constitute en intermediate form of cooper1tion1
ieying the bases for future cooperation end ensuring that the farmers ere not esked to engage in no'lproductive tesks. The organization has elso worked to set up mutual help brigades (in coordination with the Federation of Cuban Women [FMC]) and cane
cutters; brigades 11 simple forms of cooperation. All this has promoted the farmers' gradual Incorporation In higher forms of production.
In line with the decisions of the 1st Congress of the Party and
the Sth ANAP Congress, farmers began to set up cooperatives on
a completely voluntary basis.
Prior to 1975, there were 43 productive cooperatives - which
were then celled "agrlcultur1I societies" - In the farming sector.
Founded In the Hrly 196011 this movement gr1du1lly sprHd: by
the end of 1978, there were 363 cooper1tlve1, with a total of 1246
c1b1llerf11 1 of land.
The 8th Plenary MHtlng of the Central Committee agreed that
the proce11 of estebflshlng new cooperatives shou,ld be 1cceler1ted, and ANAP Intensified Its work along th••• lines: 654 new
cooperatives, covering more than 10 000 c1b1llerf11 8 of land,
were crHted -In 1979 and 1980.
Thus, by the end of September 1980, there were 1017 agricultural cooperatives In the country, covering 14 700 c1b1llerf11 3
of land, or 11.4 percent of the total land area owned by farmers.
Twenty-five of these cooperatives 1)'e qL1ite large - from 35 to
1SO c1b1llerf1s 4 In· size. There are 26 454 cooperative members
now, 30 percent of whom are wo'r .en. Women have bHn very
influential In changing .• orklng .,nd living conditions for farm
families.
These achievements, obt .ined in a very short period, are the
fruit of hard work nd their quality augurs well for the movement.
16 21.3 hect1r11.
2 134 200 hect1re1.
a 14 007 hect1re1.
• 469.7 to 2 013 hectares.
1
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In general, cooperatives have high yields - twice or even
thrH times 11 much es the indivlduel lots that were incorporated
In the cooperatives - thanks to the introduction of mechanization
end technology.
It costs en average of 70 centavos to produce a peso's worth
of agricultural produce. This Is a highly encouraging index, esp•·
clally if we take into consideration that our tobacco crop w11
hard hit by blue m.,ld blight, end our sugarcane, by rust.
ANAP hes cooperated not only with the Ministries of Agriculture and the Sugar Industry but also with the various state agencies that promote the social and cultural advancement of farm
families - the Ministries of Education, Public Health and Culture;
the National Institute of Sports, Physical Education and Recreation; and the Cuban Institute of Radio and Television.
ANAP waged a campaign to get all farmers who could study
to finish the 6th grade during the period, and 31 376 of them
have done so.
The organization will continue to promote more ac~ve, knowledgHble participation by farmers In economic management, using
soclallst emulation for this purpose; the results so far have fallen
short of expectations.
Likewise., It will work to obtain better results es regards th•
payment of fees, for this Is not yet altogether 11ti1f1ctory.
The 1st National Meeting of Cooperative Farmers, held recently, showed thet progress hed been made In raising production
end adopting higher forms of work end 1ocl1I llvlng. With th•
support of the Party end the 1t1te agencies, ANAP wlll keep d•·
veloplng ind con1olld1tlng the cooperative movement. The 6th
ANAP Congre11, to be held next yHr, wlll be lnfluentlel In work·
Ing to achieve this goel.
The 1chlevements scored by the cooper1tlve1 In the 1ocloeco·
nomlc end polltlcel fields open up excellent prospects· for this
higher form of production which our Revolution should hive promoted Hrller. Now we ere 1dv1nclng et 1 good rhythm, though
not rushing or taking risks. Our farmers' greet p1trlotl1m, revolutionary spirit end humanity ere guarantees for success. Now, with
the full becking of the Party end the 1t1te, they wlll make up for
lost time. Heelthy emuletlon between Jtete f1rm1 end cooper1tlv•1
end between 1grlcultur1I workers and f1rmer1 11 1lreedy under
way, which wlll benefit our homeland, the Revolution and the
lde11 of M1rxlsm-Lenlnl1m.

The Women's Organization
Eighty percent of all Cuban women 14 end over belong to the
women's org1nlzatlon, which celebrated Its 20th annl .er11ry this
year. Its 2.42 million members Include workers, farmers, students,
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housewives,· career women and members of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces and Ministry of. the Interior.
Cuban women, led by the FMC, have worked hard during this
period to carry out the decisions of the 2nd Congrfts of th• FMC
and the 1st Congress of the Party concerning full equality for
women.
The results attained during the period were examined In depth
in the 3rd Congress of the FMC, held thli year.
Greet progress has been made promoting the integral develop.
ment of women and their full and effective participation In 111
the political, economic, social and cultural aspects of bulldlng I
socialist society. As a result, 141 500 women have started to work
and 1 far greater number have remained in the labor force, occupying 1 much wider range of posts. The 77 000 women who
now hold technical jobs account for 60.2 percent of 111 such workers and 55 percent of the women who have Joined the labor
force in this five-year period - a considerable Increase over the
previous period.
Improved conditions - accompanied by serious Ideological
work end practical guidelines - have made It posslble for more
women to work.
As 1 result of the Party's policy on the advancement of women,
they now represent 32 percent of the labor force, end this level
must be m1lnt1lned.
There must be strict on-going compliance with ,mployment poUcles for women to prevent f avoritlsm or discrimination In hiring
end promotion, especially In regard to the new system of direct
contr1ctlng which should open up Job opportunities for women,
p1rtlcul1rly In the agricultural ·sector end the local arts end crafts
industries under People's Power. Higher forms of 1grlcultur1I
production In the peeaant sector will 1110 offer more opportunities for women - many of whom already hold jobs In the farmers'
cooperatives.
·
It Is fitting to acknowledge the outstanding attitude of working
women. They account for 39.4 percent of the student-workers
end their prestige on the job has been recognized In trade unions
elections: 42. 7 percent of local leaders and 32.6 percent of executive committee members are·women.
Women's participation in the workers' movement Is extremely
encouraging and they have also been more active In the Party,
the Union of Young Communists and other social end mess organizations, but less so in People's Power. Work in this arH
must be continued.
The Federation of Cuban Women has made a valuabl91 cqntrlbution placing women in leadership posts, working diligently to
remove the obstacles that prevent this.
FMC activities during this period have also Included incorporating 1 498 000 women in the Militant Mothers for Education
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Movement, which has provided the schools with its all-out support;
seeing that 200 000 housewives finished primary school end that
hundreds ere now going on-to finish Junior high; providing women
workers for the sugarcane, coffee, tobacco end other harvests end
11 social workers In preventing crime; the voluntary Incorporation
of SS 000 women In health brigades to work In mother-end-childcare programs, and, especially during this period,, In the vaccination of housewives and pre-school children end In the realization
of 389 000 PAP tests In 1979 end more then 223 000 In the first
six months of 1980. Our women ere equally outstanding in the
defense of the homeland 11 well-trained members of the Civil
Defense.
It is impressive to see how much Cuban women have developed
politically end ideologically, their work In internationalist tasks and
their combat reediness in defense of the homeland, their staunch
end resolute participation In the struggle our people waged
against ,provocations by our enemies inside end outside the country. The FMC works constantly for the ideological 'advancement
of its members end cadres, 27.7 percent of whom have finished
basic end Intermediate courses either in Party schools or in the
FMC's Fe del Valle school, which also trains women cadres from
Africa, Asia end Latin America 11 pert of the FMC's program of
internetion~I solidarity~

The FMC has done outstanding end valuable work in the International field and it enjoys great prestige in the international end
women's organizations with which It hes working relations.
The Federation hes made every effort to comply with the recommendation made by the Bth Plenary Meeting of the Central
Committee on the need for self-financing, strictly controlling
expenditures and increasing income through 1 policy of austerity.
In this way, it covered BO percent of Its budgeted expenditures.
In fulfillment of one of the decisions adopted at the 3rd Congress of the Federation, structure and work plans ere now being
analyzed ·with a view to strengthening and Improving work methods end Internal operation.
The theses end resolutions adopted et the 3rd Congress of the
Federation of Cuban Women advocated an ongoing struggle to
achieve full equality for women. Our Party, together with the
state, the Union of Young Communists end mess and social organizations, reefflrm their resolute and firm support In re1chlng
this goal.
Only through socialist revolution can women's status be raised
so that she Is no longer 1 slave, a sex symbol or • victim of the
cruel social discrimination Imposed by • class society, but enjoys
full equality, dignity end opportunity. We have not quite attained
this, but the Federation end 111 revolutionaries ere advancing r"'
ward this historical, just end essential goal of our Revolutlo,.,,
which will benefit the country 11 a whole. For the future of

mankind, It is Imperative that society should benefit from the
spirit of sacrifice, the sense of responsibility and the polltlcal, administrative and human quelltles with which women hive bHn
endowed.

Th• Committees for th• Defense of th• Revolution
During this flve-yeer period, the CommlttH1 for the Defense of
the Revolution hive 1g1ln proved lndl1pen11ble In promoting
end carrying out ta1k1 that range from defending the country to
educating the people polltlcelly end ldeologlcelly end supporting
community activities.
The Theses end Resolutions adopted et the 1st Congress of
the CDR1, held In 1977, helped strengthen Internal operations and
raise the members' political con1clou1ne11. That Congress of our
broadest m111 organization once 1g1l.n showed our people's full
support for the Party and for building 1ocl11l1m In our country.
The CommlttHI for the Defense of the Revolution have diligently carried out their main t11k, that of revolutionary vlgllence, by
Increasing m111 partlclpetlon in nighttime neighborhood guard
duty to a dally total of 30 000, In answer to the call of the 8th
Plenary MHtlng of the Central CommlttH. This hes helped lower
crime end other antlsoclal acts committed against the Interests of
our working people and the security of our revolutionary State.
The CORs' significant role In raising revolutionary consciousness
was cle1rly shown In the tremendous people's marches that took
·place In April and May, In answer to provoc1tlon1 made by antlsoclal elements end enemies of the Revolution.
April 19, Mey ht, Mey 17 end September 27 were climactic
points In the march of the fighting people end will go down In
history 11 decisive battles waged end won by our people In dignified response to the 1ctivltles carried out by the Internal end
external enemies of the Revolution.
COR support of economic social end cultural 1ctlvltie1 wes demonstrated In the recycling of more than 81 mllllon pounds of
piper end cardboard, 224 mllllon of gl111 containers end almost
500 000 ounces of postage stamps, worth tens of thousands of
dollars.
.
Mort than a mllllon parents or relatives have received the
Exemplary Parents' Award for their support to education every
yeer. MHtlngs with parents to dlscu11 educ1tlon1I qu11tlons have
proved to be en effective way of develop Ing close f amlly-school
relatlonshlp and the COits have bHn especially helpful In
strengthening Parent-Te1cher Councils and other activities In support of education.
'
The antlpollo vaccination programs have bHn 1ucce11fully carried out, and 100 000 blood donations more then In the previous
flve-ye1r period were made. The CORs have suce11f ully pertlcl-
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pated In many preventive end curetlv.- 'P"'ogr1m1 under the auspices of the Ministry of He1lth.
The COits have been an enthusiastic element in moblllzlng the
ma11es to do voluntary work to help develop 1 communist 1w1r•n111. More than 50 mllllon CDR members helped out In agriculture end In sprucing up their towns end cities, end other tasks
during this five-year period.
·
From the moment People's Power wH conceived, the CDRs were
Its strongest ally, playing en active role In the elections, In preparing the mHtlngs for the delegates to render accounts to their
constituents and In spre1dlng Information about this Important tool
of socialist democracy.
In Implementing the agreements adopted et their 1st Congre11,
the CDR.1 h1v1 stepped up the work of collectlng dues end .Implemented a policy of austerity end savings. As 1 r11ult, the
organization managed to become completely self-supporting this
ye1r.
This powerful m111 organization - which recently completed
Its 20th ye1r of devoted, meritorious work - hes 1 membership
of 5 321 000. Membership rose by more then 500 000 In the fest
five ye1rs, end the organization worked ectlvely to promote, on
1 priority b11l1, the Incorporation of young people who had Just
turned 14.
The concept of the CDR1, en orlglnel ldee of the Cuban Revolution, which was the first to ever have created them, h11 bHn
1 contribution to the world revolutionary movement. Striking terror In the ranks of the counterrevolution, they ere 1 ground swell
of fighting people; ·and In staunch support for the Party, they
brought revolutionary Joy, enthu1l11m, organization and dl1cipll1'1e.
to our fighting people's march.

Stuclent Or11nlz1tlons
The Federation of University ·students (FEU) and the Federation
of Junior and Senior High School Students (FEEM), with a combined membership of more then 450 000, have helped to raise the
quality of· education end have gained influence and experience
In mobilizing the students.
Tht FEU end the FEEM have made the link betwHn work and
study one of their major t11k1.
The student org1nl11tlon1 have also· made greet efforts to channel young people Into priority majors and to .IH that university
gr1du1te1 serve where they ere most nHded.
Their efforts to Incorporate young people Into the Manuel Ascunce Domenech Ped1goglc1I Detachment - some of whose
members have served with such distinction In the Che Guevara
' ternatlonallst Detachment - have also bHn noteworthy.
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During vacations, students have been mobilized to work In the
countryside, weeding the canef ields and doing other agrlcultur1I
tasks, and this work has had positive results.
Among their basic tasks, these organizations should continue
working to ensure the students' taking full 1dv1nt1ge of the work
d1y; systematic indlvldual and collective study; en lncrHse In the
students' respect for their teachers, in their socl1I programs •nd
In their care for social property; and a proper attitude toward
study, work end the principles on which our society Is b11ed.
Substantial changes were made in student emulation list yHr.
This should IHd to better results and greeter student participation. GrHter recognition for outstanding students; better dissemination of student emulation results and the definition of the
incentives to be used will also help ensure the success of this
activity.
Student assemblies on communist education and student merits and demerits have helped to foster proper social and educational attitudes and develop a spirit of criticism and self-criticism among young people. They should be contlnu.0 end
improved.
In the coming years, FEEM and FEU should continue to represent the students and correctly channel their concerns and Interests. At the same time, the state agencies should support the
student organliations by solving whatever problems can be solved
and explaining clearly and convincingly why others cannot.
Both organizations should guarantee that their grass-roots
structures function with stability and quality, encouraging m111
participation In sports and cultural activities and the prop•r use
of leisure time.
It Is encouraging to see our students participating In our people's struggle for revolutionary excellence. Today's young students are more patriotic, Internationalist, cultured, aware and revolutionary than ever - 11 shown in this generation's flrit grHt
battle, waged last April and May, when our students took to the
streets with a fighting spirit that showed their greet potential and
proved that the efforts the Revolution had made regarding Its
young people had not been in vain. We can state with absolute
certainty and optimism that the young people who are• being
trained In our classrooms are worthy heirs to our Revolution,
guaranteeing Its contln.ulty and further advance.

The Jos• M1rtr Pioneers' Org1nlz1tlon .
The Jose Martr Pioneers' Organization (UPC) extended Its r1nk1
to Include 7th-8th and 9th-grade students and now has 2.2 million
members.
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The Pioneers should continue strengthening their ranks by
adapting their activities to flt the characteristics and Interests of
Junior high school stud~nts; lmp;ovlng the selection, training
ind work of f»loneer guides; and studying the amount of time
they should give to Pioneer activities. The UPC mwst give priority
to these activities and the Union of Young Communists should
give them constant attention.
For the first time last year, 9th-grade Pioneers were analyzed
ind the most outstanding selected to be evaluated for admission
In the UJC. This mHns that more demands can be made and
higher quality required of those joining the UJC, for .they will
hive had the benefit of a Pioneer background.
·
Additional Pioneer facilities have been built. A total of more
thin 84 000 Pioneers now participate on a regular basis In the
scientific-technical clubs for vocational training that meet In Pioneer Centers and hHdquarters, the largest of which Is the beautiful and useful Ernesto Che Guevara Pioneer Headquarters, built
during the last five-year period, and accommodating 45 000
Pioneers.
During this period, 1.4 million Pioneers also used the Pioneer
camping facilities, some of them more than once. In this period
better use has been made of these installations in terms of capacity,
activities, and better school results In the continuity of the overall
educational program.
We should continue our efforts to provide the best maintenance
and repair work for these facilities so they may play their social
role.
We now hive 484 school gardens and 630 plots tended by
195 700 Pioneers throughout the country. This activity Is 1n Important part of the children's work education and all Institutions
concerned should take the necessary measures to guarantee the
stable growth and functioning of this work.
Children - whom Marti called "the hope of the world" - are
much more than a hope: they are our future guarantee of scientific
development, technology, a high cultural level and increased communist awareness. Our Pioneers, who embody the future of our
Revolution, are growing up In an atmosphere of love and concern that emanates from all our society. In thcs future we will
spare no efforts or resources to fully develop their formidable
aptitudes.
·
We are proud of the strength, prestige, organizational ability,
political education and fighting spirit of our mass organizations
- Including, of course, FEU, FEEM and the Pioneers.
Thanks to them, our Party's ties with the people are very strong.
These organizations have participated in all the greet battles of
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our Revolutlon, because you cannot bulld 1ocl1ll1m 90 mlle1 aw1y
from Y1nkH lmperl1ll1m without the kind of alert, energetic
people they hive In their ranks. Our homeland's heroic and
bright future would be lnconcelveble without them, along1lde
the Party.

V. THE UNION OF YOUNG COMMUNISTS

Socl1I Org1nlz1tlon1
Our 1ocl1I org1nlzetlon1 continued to broaden end Improve their
efforts to solve the specific problems faced by the v1rlou1 prof••·
1lon1I sectors of the country.
The N1tlon1I Union of Writers end Artists of Cuba (UNEAC)
- which, In close coordination with other cultural org1nlzatlon1,
hes consistently promoted Cuben artistic end llterery efforts ·held Its 2nd Congress, strengthened Its IHdtrshlp, con1lder1bly
Improved the work of Its v1rlou1 sections, broadened Its intern1tion1I ties end prestige end set up br1nche1 in various provinces during this period. It Is now eveluetlng the nHd for 1ddition1l
branches. In the coming period, it should Improve its org1nizetlon1I structure end get its members more involved in its ectlvlties
end the general t11ks of building 1oci11i1m.
·The 'Union of Journalists of Cube (UPEC), which held Its 4th
Congress during this period, hes worked ec+ively to raise the
professlonel, political end ldeologlcel level of journellsts 10 they
cen mike 1 more effective contribution to our revolutlonery press.
The orgenlzetion hes decided to step up its 1ctlvltle1, emph11lzlng its members' commitment to 1 Journ1ll1m thet Is crltlcel, mil itent end creetlve.
The Union of Cuban Lawyers end the N1tlon1I Association of
Economists of Cube (ANEC) were established to represent these
two Important professlonel groups, th1t ere pleylng en ever
greeter role In our society's development.
Over the yeers, ell our professlonel end 1ocl1I org1niz1tion1
hive enlarged the scope of their work. Our Party will continue
to give them the attention end support they require.
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During the lest five yeers the Union of Young Communists (UJC)
h11 Improved Its work, organizing meny activities to help our
young people develop politlcelly end Ideologically.
The 11th World Festival of Youth end Students w11 successfully
held In our country in the summer of 1978 in recognition of our ·
people's struggle end of the lntern1tlon1I prestige won by the
Cuban Revolution end its worthy youth,
The p1rtlclp1tlon of more then 2000 orgenizetlons representing
1 wide renge of politlcel views end more then 20 000 young
people from 145 countries attested to the Festlv1l'1 scope unlver111lty end historical 1lgnlflc1nce.
'
This successful event w11 carefully organized by the UJC, the
mess end social org1nlzetlon1, 1t1te bodies end ell the people
under tM leedershlp of the Perty.
·
'
The Fe1tlv1l give us v1lu1ble experience in mobilizing the people end boosting socioeconomic plans by meens of specie! emuletlon. The collectlon of more then 78 million pesos w11 1 people'• victory thet went fer beyond the quotes set end mede it
po11lble to finance the mein aspects of thet event end set up
1 fund for building the new PlonHr centers end camps end other
socl'el works thet will be opened in the next few yeers.
The Code on Youth and Children was issued during the Festival, end, because of its contents and importance, it should be
given more publicity end attention by the relevant agencies.
During this period, the Union of Young Communists has also
improved leedership and grass-roots activities, but there ere still
deficiencies, mainly in systematic criticism and self-criticism and
in linking its members to the other young people it must mobilize
to carry out tasks in each school or work place.
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Since the 1st Congres·s, the UJC has improved its methods for
selecting new members, choosing an increasing number of them
from the worki·ng class; giving special attention to exemplary
young communist students; raising membership age to 30; and
setting up the category of candidate to membership for younger
students.
As 1 result of this work, UJC members and candidates increased
to more than 422 000 in June 1980 - 83 000 more than in December 1975. Following the guideline set forth by the 1st Congr4ss
of our' Party, the UJC increased the number of working-class
members to 79 000 - almost twice as many as in 1975 - and ac. cepted 25 000 new student members and candidates.
It is also significant that 41.8 percent of UJC members are
women - an increase from 30 percent in 1975 -as well as 14.3
percent of its professional cadres - an increase from 5.3 percent
at the beginning of this period, but still a low figure.
The Union of Young Communists should continue its present
policy on membership growth, giving priority to young workers
In production, education and services, particularly young manual
workers.
Keeping in mind that one of its tasks is to work with all the
you'rig people In the country, the UJC should continue stressing
the political and Ideological education of young students, with
1 view to training more young communists of quality and merit
within this group that Is so important to the organization.
The UJC also improved its efforts to train its members for Party
membership: 84 955 UJC members Joined the Party during this
period, representing 35.5 percent of all new Party members.
The UJC must develop this important activity and improve the
quality of these promotions.
The UJC cadre policy has shown positive results In the makeup
of the leadership bodies, but there must also be a struggle for
.a greater cadre stability In the UJC, pioneers' organization and
the other student organizations.
The Union of Young Communists has worked to fulfill Its specific role In the country's economic development, especially in
crash programs, 7 of which have been completed and 17 are still
being carried out. In addition, It has strengthened the Technical
Youth Brigades, which now have more than 100 000 members.
It has stepped up Its efforts in otlier aspects of socioeconomic
development, surpassing the targets set for 1980. We should get
our young workers to participate more actively in the daily struggle for production, offering their enthusiasm and their ideas to
help fulfill plans.
Our youth organization has worked quite successfully for higher
promQtlon and for a general improvement in educational activities, but some of our young communists have not been militant
or firm enough In deallng with the lndlsclpllne and negative at-
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titudes toward study, work and the care of social and private
property that are still evident among a. handful of young people
who violate the most basic rules of social behavior. Our young
communists are now fighting these attitudes resolutely.
The encouraging results of these efforts - especially In recent
months, when revolutionary awareness in our universities has deepened - show how effective adequate political and ideological
work among our students can be. The UJC should react with all
due concern and attention to any sympton of weakness, laxness
or lack of discipline among our students.
In their ideological work, the Union of Young Communists, the
student and Pioneer organizations have given special support to
defense activities and patriotic and military education. The attractive programs through which young people visit historical
sites deserve special mention: during the last five-year period
more than 300 000 young people learned about our heroic past
in this way. The Patriotic and Military Education Club has given
a new dimension to this activity, coordinating efforts so that even
better results can be achieved.
Young people's interests and concerns are also adequately reflected in a broad range of publications that present revolutionary
ideas in an attractive way. Nevertheless, we must study the possibility of improving the quality of these publications, increasing
their pressruns, avoiding publishing delays and solving circulation
problems within our possibilities.
For 15 years, the newspaper Juventud Rebelde, in addition to
providing better coverage of general news, has played an important role in mobilizing young people, reflecting their interests
and their activities in building socialism.
Young people's cultural groups, such as the Saiz Brothers and
the Raul G6mez Garcia Brigades and the New Trove Movement,
have been given a big boost during this period. They have now
a total membership of more than 5000 young artists, many of
whom are participating increasingly in national and international
events, and more high-quality wor'ks.
The Party has guided the structural consolidation of the Union
of Young Communists so that the scope of its efforts and activities
has been expanded and its influence among young people has
been drengthened.
It is our objective that the UJC, the student and Pioneer organizations will develop their personality and undertake their tasks
in an ever more active, enthusiastic and creative way.
it is very important fbr the Party to improve its working methods and style in dealing with our youth organizations. It is· particularly important for our executive bodies and grass-roots organizations 'to evaluate the UJC's and the students' work on a
regular basis, clearly indicating where the difficulties lie. Every
effort must be made to see that working relations between the
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P1rty ind fh••• org1nl11tlon1 ire fully developed. The members
of the Communist Party th1t work within the UJC'1 IHdershlp bodies
end gr111-roots commlttH1 c1n be very lnfluentl1I ind they
should give their close 1ttentlon to th••• bodies. We must try to
detect the wHkn•11•1 th1t show up In the UJC ind In our student ind PlonHr org1nl11tlon1 11 quickly 11 po11lble, determine
why they occur ind help these org1nl11tlon1 correct them, using
their own lntelllgence ind revolutlon1ry 1w1r•n•11.
We hive boundle11 trust In our young people.
Young people ire strengthening the r1nk1 and 1chool1 of our
glorious Revolutlon1ry Armed Forces ind, t1klng over from the
heroic comb1t1nt1 In our Rebel Army, ire firmly, 1elf-le11ly ind
v1ll1ntly defending. our people's achievements In 1 dlsclpllned
m1nner.
Dey 1fter d1y, In extremely dlfflcult conditions, young people
stand guard on our co1sts ind bHches, fighting 1g1lnst lnflltr1ted
cind hidden enemies, proud to be members of our Ministry of the
Interior.
Heroic, Hlf-11crlflclng young people ere right now 1t their b1ttle posts on .the desert planes of Og1den, In the trenches 1t Lub1ngo, In C1blnd1 end In m1ny other pieces. There Is where they
hive their Slerr1 Meestr1. There they ire defending those people's rights to frHdom, food, dignity ind llfe Itself. At one ind
the 11me time, they ire struggling for them ind for us, for the
revolution end socl1llsm.
M1ny of our exempl1ry, 1elf-11crlflclng lntern1tlon1llst workers
- who, In more thin 30 countries In Afrlc1, Asia ind L1tin Amerlc1, fir from their f1mllles, ire working under difficult conditions,
1usterely, without f1nf1re but with dignity, offering their- services
to other people - ere young people, u ire hundreds of thou11nds of our workers who, d1y 1fter d1y, give their best efforts
to 1dv1nce the Revolution In our f1ctorles, workshops, cl111rooms
ind countryside or 1t SH.
The Revolution 11 not over; It h11 Just 1t1rted down the long
ro1d of history. Tod1y's young people f1ce the ch1llenge of d•veloplng science ind technology, fully conquering n1ture, r1lslng socl1I ind polltlc1I consciousness, fulfllllng our lntern1tlon1llst duties, constructing socl1ll1m ind 1dv1nclng toward communism. ·They wlll meet the challenge, Just 1s their predecessors met theirs. They ire better prep1red, In every w1y, to be
the worthy heirs of present-d1y revolutionaries and carry on our
people's tradition of glorious victory.
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VI. THE PARTY

Our Communist P1rty, the Revolution's finest elCpreulon and
gu1r1ntH per excellence of its historic continuity, h11 some very
important succeues to Its credit 1s It enters this Congress. W•
have every right to be proud of the fact that our Party Is much
stronger, btttter organized, more experienced, more cultured and
even more .deeply and solidly rooted In the resp•'~ and affection
of the working masses than ever before.
In our 1st Congress, specl1I attention w1s given to the social
composition of Party rinks (the Jobs held b~· lh members and
c1ndld1tes) end to the need to promote Its 9rowth In the country's most Important 1ocloeeonomlc sectors. It w1s 1lso decided
th1t the number of women In the P1rty should be lncre11ed, 11
much 1s the conditions In HCh piece permitted.
In fulfillment of these go1ls, 1 bro1d growth process took place
during the flve-yHr period, In which the number of P1rty members ind c1ndld1tes. rose from 211 642 on December 31, 1975,
to 434 143 In July 1980. Thus, our P1rty rinks more then doubled
In the flve-yHr period.
In the midst of this work, quality rem1lned the main criterion
for 1ccept1nce In the r1nk1 of the P1rty. Our IHdershlp levels
and the grass-root org1nl11tlons hive been very careful to uphold
this prlnclple.
It· Is noteworthy that the main lncrHs• In our members and
candidates took place In the sectors that hid bHn given priority
- especially In the sug1r and other Industrial sectors, transportation, education and construction. Important results were also
achieved In agriculture and publlc health. The number of Party
nuclei was increased from 20 344, In December 1975, to more
than 26 500 at present. The fact th1t cluring the last thrH years
gr1ss-roots or.ganlzetlons were set up In 3195 work centers
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- 2222 In production end 808 In education - that either had
not had any before or were newly established is e positive factor
that hes doubtlessly enabled our Party to further increase Its direct Influence among the working messes end its possibilities for
supporting end controlling the work of those centers in which It
functions.
A significant Improvement hes been achieved In terms of the
work composition of the Party. The Party members who ere directly linked to production end services now make up 47.3 percent of the total membership compared to 36.3 percent of the
total in December 1975. In absolute terms, 2.9 times es many
Party members end candidates ere directly linked to production
end services now es in 1975.
Thus, the aim of having workers in these work categories constitute the nucleus of the Party - en aim expressed in the Jhesis
on Party Life that was epprqyed by the 1st Congress - has been
fulfilled.
As e result of this growth, the Party members end candidates
who ere linked to production, services end education - including professionals end technicians - now constitute e considerable
majority (62.3 percent) of ell Party members end candidates.
These results doubtlessly have e positive influence on the
Party's work, guaranteeing that its social composition will continue
to represent the most revolutionary class in society end enabling
us to exercise greeter influence among the working messes. ·
It is worth noting that, in view of the large growth registered
in Party membership dµring the lest few years, systematic, steady
work is required from now on to train these new members in
Party work habits end discipline. We should also continue to give
priority attention to the work of attracting new members for the
Party, in order to preserve end continue improving the work
composition we have already achieved.
During this period, the percentage of Party meinbers end candidates who ere women rose from 14.1 In December 1975 to 19.1
In July 1980.
The Party organizations end leadership branches - especially
fhe grass-roots organizations end municipal committees - did
e lot of intense end complex work, above eU in the last three
years, to achieve these aims.
We view es very positive the feet that 35.5 percent of those
admitted to Party membership in the last five years came from
the Union of Young Communists (UJC) - which shows that, in
spite of the extensive work done to stimulate growth In the period, the UJC is still one of our main sources for new Party
members.
During the five years that have passed since the 1st Congress
was held, the Party grass-roots organizations and leadership
branch.a have, generally, made correct use of the provisions
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In the Statutes end In the regulations on the eppllcetlon of dl1clplln1ry sanctions.
During the period, better use was made of sanctions w!thln the
Party, making them serve 11 a serious warning end educational
measure for ell Communists. Throughout the country, there were
more sanctions taken within the Party then expulsions In this
period.
,
In each case, the Party hes acted In accord with the principle
of being neither too tolerant nor too Inflexible with members end
candidates who make mistakes end commit errors,
We should recognize that criticism end self-criticism ere not yet
practiced as extensively ·11 they should be in the daily activities
of the grass-roots organizations end leadership branches of the
Party, even though they ere absolutely necessary for tackling end
correcting the weaknesses end shortcomings that arise In the
individual end collective activities of our cadres, members
end candidates - especially In the grass-roots organizations end
leadership branches - but some encouraging results have been
noted since the Secretariat of the Central Committee adopted en
agreement in this regard. The Party branches and organizations
should continue to give special attention to rigorously carrying
out this norm for Party activities.
The Party is determined not to take e single step backward in
its struggle against bed work, weaknesses and shortcomings end
to firmly maintain a demanding approach and uphold the discipline of its members and candidates so they will serve as examples
for the rest of society.
The Party Statutes approved in the 1st Congress went into ef'
fect on January 1, 1976.
Over the years, our cadres, members and candidates have come
to understand that the Statutes are the basic law in Party life,
Their study and an effort ~o apply them rigorously became a daily
task for all Cuban Communists, who are keenly aware of the need
to faithfully apply democratic centraJism as a sine qua non for
the Party's ideological and political cohesion and unity of action.
We also have a deep understanding of the importance of fulfilling the rest of the Leninist principles on leadership and organization that ere set forth in the Stetutei.
The ht Congress called for regulations to be drawn up and
implemented, and this was done. They facilitate .md guarantee
fulfillment of the provisions contained In the Statutes. The cadres
and other members and candidates have begun studying them.
The application of these documents has helped to incre •.ue ar.d
deepen the role and work of the Party at all levels and to improve
the mechanism used by the leadership branches and grass-roots
organizations in their relations with th•~ state institutions, the UJC
and the mass organizations.
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The Party 1houlf'l continue striving to mike effective use of the
v1rlou1 mech1nl1m• It cen cell on ln'1 Its rel1tlon1 with the UJC
ind the m111 orgfhl11tlon1, since they constitute lrrepl1cHble
llnk1 with the working ma11•1 and the people In gener1I.
Th• P1rty'1 work In economic activities h11 been 1 very Important factor contributing to th• advances and 1ucc•11•1 1chl•v•d
In this fleld. It h11 engaged In a 1u1talned and growing effort In
the sphere of control, coordination end support for our country's
development pl1n1.
The 1ctlvltle1 carried out by Party members, gr111-roots org1nl11tlon1 ind IHder1hlp branches - with their auxlllary 1ppar1tu1
at all levels - have bHn directed toward boosting ind con1olldatlng the Economic Pl1rining end M1n1gement System, Improving the mech1nl1m1 of economic IHder1hlp ind r1l1lng the
quallty of production. Serious efforts ere now being m1de to
furfher lncre1se the role of our vanguard detachment In economic
m1n1gement, efficiency end org1nl11tlon, to strengthen the authority of the 1dmini1tr1tion and boost and advance our lllCOnomlc
program· . piecing particular emph11l1 on priority sectors of th•
economy. The 1ctlvltles related to 1ug1rc1ne 1grlculture ind
the 1ug1r Industry, agriculture in general (Including c1ttle r1lslng),
dock work, construction work, the Investment ind lndu1trl1I
activities, transportation, services and the correct use of our hum1n
and m1terl1I resources, le1dlng to an lncrHse In production ind
productivity, are outstanding among these efforts.
We must continue advancing In this regard, improving our
economic management mechanisms end correctly guiding th•
whole productive process, In line with our policy of being more
demanding and efficient In economic matters.
It 11 Important to kHp on strengthening the 1uxlll1ry appar1tu1
of the IHdeuhlp br1nch1ot1 by Incorporating skllted c1dre1 In
them. In the specific case of the 1uxlll1ry 1pp1r1tus of the Central CommlttH, we- should seek to have cadre efficiency ind
qu1llty contribute more and more to f1clllt1tlng the work of the
Polltlcal BurHu end Secretariat.
During this period, the control and advisory 1ctlvltles th1t th•
higher-ranking branches carry out with the lower-ranking ones,
Including the gr111-roots org1nl11tlons, hive helped Improve the
work style and methods of the Party.
Providing Party cadres end members with reports on positive
and negative work experiences so these can be gener1llzed or
er1dlc1ted, 11 the case may be, has also had 1 positive effect.
Dlfflcultle1 1tlll remain, however. We ntust give Party c1dres
and members more training so they. can carry out their functions
better end apply other measures to make up for the shortcomings
that still exist.
In the IHdershlp branches end grass-roots org1nl11t.lon1 of th•
Party, there has bHn 1 grHt Improvement In collectlve work at
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111 levels, regular meetings have bHn held, and the members
have come to understand that the plenary commlttHs ere responsible for knowing about and making decisions concerning th• most
important matters within their spheres of competence. Nevertheless, these same leadershlr branches end org1nl11ttons, Including their plenary bodies, stll do not 1lw1y1 1n1lyze, discuss end
decide basic problems In the best wey. The Party should kHp
working systematically In this regard.
In the assemblies held In the gr111-roots org1nl11tlons end et
the middle levels of Party leadershlp, the 1dv1nces end dlfflcultles
observed In the work In Heh place and territory were crltlc1lly
analyzed es part of the process IHdlng up to the 2nd Congre11.
Members of the leaderships of the nuclei and Party commlttHs
were elected, end work goals end plans for their terms were •P·
proved. These processes were ch1r1cterlzed by frH, broad p1rticlp1tion in the 1n1lysls end 1pprov1I of the various topics discussed.
•
Our cadre policy is integrally linkea to the Party's leedershlp
role in economic, political and social spheres. During the lest five
years, the necessary steps were taken for implementing and controlling the directives approved by the 1st Congress of the Party
in this regard.
The main emphasis was pieced on selecting end piecing cadres.
We should keep working to ensure that cadre placements ere
made in line with the established norms, weighing 111 the necessery objective and subjective factors, including pollticel, ideological, moral, cultural, technical and professional qu11itle1 end the
essential practical experience. At times, these aspects have not
been given enough attention in drawing up proposals, end we
should ensure that such situations do not occur 1g1in.
One aspect of our cadre policy that has not bHn given enough
attention is the need to draw up a list· of substitutes so we wlll
know which comrade is best suited for filling Heh position. In the
coming years, we should make such a list. The larger the number
of candidates from among whom we select these cadres, the better chance we will have of selecting the most capable ones.
We must improve the mechanisms that will enable us to obtain
information on the results of each cadre's work In his present
position, his achievements, his shortcomings end his prospects, so
we can make a deeper, more objective ev1lu1tion of him.
The Party, the Union of Young Communists. and _the mass o~
ganizations have worked to carry out the orientation thet. their
leadership branches contain 1 large proportion of worker~ linked
to production, education or services. Eloquent pr~of. of this Is the
fact that in the last assembly process in the prov1nc1al end mun I·
cipal co mmittees of the Party, held in 1980, these workers con·
stituted 33 and 53 percent of their leadership bodies, respectively.
At the end of the UJC's 1979 assembly process, workers linked
1
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to production, education and services constituted 33. 7 and 52.4
percent of its ·provincial and municipal committees, respectively.
The mass organizations also achieve.d the established proportions
for the composition of their leader,hip ~odies in the lest assembly
processes they held.
These results will doubtlessly produce a clearer class approach
to matters, more discipline, collective work and self-sacrifice, They
will also help these bodies to give closer attention to the grass
roots.
As a whole, the efforts made during this period to implement
our cadre policy were successful, but we should still do more
exacting, in-depth work in this regard.
The Party schools, founded 20 years ago, have done a good
job in providing political and ideological training for cadres. During the last five years, 24 512 comrades were graduated from
these schools, and 519 obtained their B.A.s in social sciences.
As a result. of ,. sustained effort to provide additional training
for teachers, important advances have also been made in raising
the scientific level of education. More than 90 percent of our
teachers are college graduates or are working toward their college degrees.
The work of the UJC schools and those 9f the mess organizations has been improved considerably.
These schools have also trained more than 1200 students from
~ther countries - who, in add[.tion to the theories taught them
in the classroom, have also learned about Cuba's exper:ences in
building socic11lism.
In spite of these results, the Party, UJC and mass organization
schools should continue to improve their work so as to reach the
scientific level required for the ever more complex training of
cadres for building socialism.
The program of the political study circles has been further
developed, with satisfactory results in terms of raising the political
and ideological level of Party and UJC members and all the people. It is absolutely necessary to continue improving them and
to do away with the formalism that sometimes arises in them.
During the past five years, 81 324 Party members and candidates have taken courses in Marxist-Leninist theory. Of them, .16 034
were graduated from the bt!lsic courses in the provincial Party
schools, and 65 290 from Political and Ideological Advancement
Schools.
The ~xperience gained confir.ms that these schools constitute
the main means for providing Party members with Marxist-Leninist
trai.ni.ng. More that 2000 comrades - most of whom are Party
act1v1sts - work in them, either as teachers or. principals. In the
next five years, more of these i:-:hools will be opened, and the
level of their teaching will be raised. The courses for candidates,
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begun in September 1976, have served as a valuable means of
training these comrades.
Not enough workers in the field of journalism, art, education
and science are studying Marxism-Leninism. The pertinent trade
unions and state and social institutions should give this important
task more attention.
During the last five years, an important advance was made in
raising the educational level of Party cadres. The agreement of
the 1st Congress on the need to finish senior high school was
implemented, and 75.5 percent of them now have this level of
education (as compared to 16 percent in 1975).
·
Those cadres who have not yet reached this level should continue studying until they do.
The general educational level of Party members and candidates
hes risen considerably since 1975, when 60.3 percent of them.
had only an elementary school education. Now, 80.7 percent have
finished at least the 8th grade, es proposed in the agreement of
the 1st Congress. In spite of these achievements, however, all
Party leadership levels should urge Party members who do not
have physical or intellectual handicaps to finish the 9th grade.
It Is also important to push for and promote technical, professional
and on-the-job training and to insist that all Communists are dutybound to keep on studying and learning.
As a result of the agreements of the 1st Congress of the Party,
the teaching of Marxism-Leninism has developed favorably
throughout the national system of education. Hundreds of teachers
have been trained, and great efforts have also been made in
other aspects of this work. In order to continue raising the quality
of this activity in the next five years and make up for the shortcomings that still exist, more attention should be given to teachertraining to guarantee that, during the next five-year period, all
students be given classes in Marxism-Leninism, that our teachers
receive better training and methodological guidance and that the
need for reference materials be met.
Not enough research wes done in the field of Marxist-Leninist
theory In the lest five years, and this activity should be stepped
up, increasing the number of research projects, ensuring that the
topics studied are closely linked to the needs of socialist construction in our country, strengthening the scientific institutions that
work in this field and publicizing and applying the results obtained.
The National and Provincial Control and Revision Committees of
the Party began functioning.one and a half years ago on a small
stale, making •careful, in-depth analyses of each case and thus
acquiring the required experience for extending this delicate
activity. Positive, encouraging results have been obtained. The
purity of the Party has been rrgorously defended, and some errors
and injustices that had been .committed toward Party members
and candidates were rectified. The tasks of revision have played
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en Important role In the control of the fln1nce1 end other resources administered by the. Perty. 1,,. tlite coming yeers, the work
of these bodies, carried out 1n the fullest spirit of Justice, will continue to be developed end extended.
We ere pleesed to be eble to stete thet, 1t the highest levels
of the P1rty the principles of collective leadership hive bHn solidly 1pplied. Both the Political Bureau end the Secreteri1t of our
Party have met hundreds of times in the pest few yeers ind the
Central Committee hes held its plenary sessions 11 s~heduled.
The most dl1pa1 ate international topics of 1 state end Party n1ture
hev~ bee.n analyzed collectively. No important questions were
d~c1~ed 1n any other way. The rigor with which this euentlel
pr1nc1ple of Marxism-Leninism wes applied in our IHdership is
truly exemplary end 1 source of pride. No m1nife1t1tions of f1ctlon1li!m, or exclusive groups appeared in our IHdership; ind
the pr1nc1ples of Party democracy, democratic centr1lism ind the
most rigorous discipline govern ell Party activities.
We have grown 1 lot. in the lest few years, end we hive grown
well. We have not 11crlf1ced - nor will we ever 11crlfice - quality
for quantity. Today, more of us hive the greet responsibility of
being P1rty memb.-rs end candidates, but this only shows how
much. exemplary revolu·tionery spirit hes grown emong our people. With this imp~essi~e strength, how could we possibly fail
to o~ercome ell d1ff1~ult1esr Above ell else, the morale, authority,·
p~est1ge end revolutionary example of Communists must be m1int11ned, ~nd, !h• more we equate being Communists with being
outst1nd1ng 1n terms of work, self-sacrifice end revolutioniry
selflessness, the closer we will come to this go1I. We will be the
vanguard not because of whet we think of ourselves but because
of whet the people think of us. It is 1 difficult but worthy end
sti~uleti~g t~sk to be the vanguard of 1 vanguard people, to be
Commun!sts 1n. 1 country of Communists. The deepest, most perme.n~nt link with the messes hes been, is end will 1lw1ys be the
gu1d1n~ force of ~ur Party. Let .us 111 pledge to protect our Party's
revolut1on1ry purity, end our unity end ideology. Sy doing so we
will serve not only our homeland but also the world ceus~ of
socialism end communism.
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VII. THE IDEOLOGICAL STRUGGLE

.

At 1 certain point during this five-year period, It became clear
thet 1 number of bed habits were spreading in our country.
Perhaps it was felt that the institutionalization of the country, socialist legality, the creation of People's Power end the progressive
implementation of the Economic Planning and Management System
would, in themselves, perform miracles end that everything would
get much better automatically without the essential, basic efforts
of men. What is worse, there were increasing signs thet the
spirit of austerity was flagging; thet 1 softening up process wes
going on in which some people tended to let things slide, pursue
privileges, make accommodations end teke other attitudes, while
work discipline dropped. Our worst enemies could not have done
us more demege. Was our Revolution beginning to degenerate
on our imperialist enemy's doorstepf Wes thet en inexorable lew
for any revolution in powerr Under no circumstances could such
a thing be permitted. It showed that demands for orderliness
should never be neglected in a revolution. So these problems
were discussed openly, measures. were teken end the pernicious
tendencies began to be surmounted. But.that is not enough. We
must be constantly on guard end alert in our demands so we can
.deal firmly with the first signs of petit bourgeois, a,ccommodating
or indisciplined attitudes end even the slightest evidence of corruption. This should serve as a warning end en example. Our
people's unanimous support for the struggle to achieve higher
standards and against ell signs of softness end accommodation
shows how thoroughly our messes have ~bsorbed the moral principles of the Revolution end demonstrates that, fer from degenerating, our revolutionary process is growing stronger ell the time.
It hes been said that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. It is
also the price of the Revolution.
'

...
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Our people's communist end internetionelist consciousness hes
undoubte~ly been increased in recent years, When I say this, I em
not speaking only - or even mainly - of the important cultural
end t~eoreticel ~~ve~ces that hev.e be!n mede. I em primarily
referr!ng to spec1f1c circumstances in which our people show thet
consc1.ous.ness. Throu~hout the country, attitudes toward work,
~rgen1zet1on, h1.gher stenderds, combetivity end revolutionary
firmness ere ~II et e much higher level. This .is especially evident
!n our working class end hes been brillently manifested by our
intellectual workers es well. Tens of thousands of teachers doctors an~ other professionals end technicians have worked with
dedication here end enthusiastically undertaken difficult eAd honorable .mis~ions ebroed. Hundreds of thousands of soldiers end
re.serv1sts in our Re~~lutlonery Armed Forces heve expressed their
w1llln~ness to participate In Cube's lnternetionelist eid to sister
countries thet were under etteck, end millions of our compatriots
lead ~xe.mi;>lery, .genuinely proletarJen, austere, collectivist, honest
end d1sc1plined lives.
This, of course, does not mean thet we heve always done the
best possible political end Ideological work or that we cen cross
our arms end say we heve won the battle.
It Is necessary to understand the special situation In which Cuba
has been .waging for the last 20 years Its confrontation with Imperialism 1n the realm of Ideas. The existence, just 1 few miles
from our coasts, of the richest, most aggressive cepitelist country
in t~e world, 1 paradise of individualism, gambling, drugs, prostitution end other alienating vices has forced us to respond courageously to this open end unending challenge.
The United States. hes always been the sworn enemy of our
nation. Ever since the beginning of the 19th century, Spanish colonial rule end the powerful crlollos who owned most of the coffee
end sugercene plantations and hundreds of thousands of sleveJ
fostered 1 strong 1nnexatior1lst, inti-Independence current In our
country. Many of those landowners considered the preservation
of the slave system through ennexetlon to the United States more
Important than netlonel Independence. They feared that 1 sieve
uprising In the struggle for Independence would cost them their
socioeconomic. privileges or that Spain, pressured by England,
would emenc!pate the sieves. This explains why Cube wes the
last country 1n the Americas to obtain Its independence from
~pain - nearly 100 years later then the other Spanish colonies
in the region. Annexetionism did not, however 1 prevent the devel~pment of e strong patriotic movement, which fully demonstrated its strength end desire for freedom in the heroic wars of 1868
·end 1895.
Yen~ee intervention, the Imposition of the Plett Amendment,
the seizure of the country's wealth end the lnstelletlon of e neocolonlal regime frustrated our people's desires and were a rude
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blow to our national spirit. In practice, we were annexed to the
United States. The Yankee system, ideology, laws, culture, habits,
customs, prejudices and vices became a part of our neocolonlal,
dependent way of life. Our economy became an appendage of
US monopoly capital, end Cuba became another piece of Yankee
property.
·
·
Before 1959, a steady, stream of Cubans wanted to leave their
underdeveloped country and move to the metropolis, but the
United States Imposed a number of restrictions to limit to e few
thousands this economic migration.
After the triumph of the Revolution, the United States opened
its doors to Cuban wer criminals, torturers, embezzlers of public
funds, plantation owners, urban reel estate magnates, big businessmen and others of that ilk. At the same time, it went to great
lengths to rob us of our engineers, doctors, edministretors and
even middle-level technicians end skilled workers. It took edventage of its position es the world's most developed, richest country
- with a much higher standard of living and w•ges then Cuba to try to bleed us of our skilled personnel end thus destroy the
revolutionary process, linking this policy to economic blockade,
threats and aggNssion of all kinds. The Revolution veliently took
up the challenge and permitted everyone who wanted to leave
to do so. We were quite reedy to create e new homeland end
make our socialist revolution with men end women who hed freely
decided to stay; we elso began to develop our schools end universities - in which hundreds of thousands of specialists end skilled workers heve since been trained.
Millions of individuals - the vest majority of our people preferred to live here under economic blockade end the threat
of annihilation rather then ebendon their homeland. It was our
socialist Revolution, with its unselfish, heroic struggle, that forged
our Cuban patriotic netionel spirit once end for ell. A new generation of doctors, engineers, teachers and technicians bes been
trained in the years since the triumph of the Revolution, taking
their piece alongside the meny intellectual workers who remained
loyal to their homeland. Now we heve meny more trained, aware
revolutionary workers then we had before, and our technicians
are at present serving in more than 30 foreign countries.
Imperialism, however, has never stopped ettecklng our Cuban
national spirit, constantly putting It to the test. It employs the
gross exhibition of wealth, most of which was plundered from the
worlq's underdeveloped peoples; constantly bribes and Instigates
our citizens to desert and betray their country; and takes advantage of the separation of tens of thousands of Cuban femllles to
restrict legal travel to the United Stites while stimulating, publicizing and welcoming as heroes anyone who leaves Cuba by such
Illegal means es hljacklnH boats, taking hostages and committing
monstrous murders - 11 to feed Its cynical propaganda.
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In spite of the tremendous efforts the Revolution h11 made to
promote socioeconomic development - especially in education some social disgrace from the pest still remain: a total lack of national fHllng on the pert of some combined with the fact th1t
the socioeconomic conditions In our developing country still produce some decl1ssed, 1ntlsoci1I, lumpen elements that ere receptive to lmperl1ll1t enticements end ldees.
For these re11on1, 1 bitter ideological struggle hes bHn waged
by our lmperl1ll1t enemy end the Cuban Revolution - 1 struggle
that h11 bHn end will continue to be fought not only In the
realm of revolutionary ind political idees but also In the sphere
of our people's patriotic n1tlon1I fHlings. lmperlellsm refu1e1 to
resign Itself to 1 revolutionary, soclellst Cuba; a Cube that hes
frHd Itself from the United States forever; a Cuba th1t hes held
out end gained prestige In Its struggle 1g1inst the V1nkH giant;
1 Cube In which patriotic fHllngs are deeper, more solid 1ncf
more lestlng then ever.
It Is true that our country hes 1 modest way of llfe, one without
luxuries or extr1v1g1nce, but we ere fully convinced of the justice of our ldHs, our dignity end our morale end perfectly c1p1ble of using these Cf,u1lltle1 to defy 111 the rottenness of the
lmperlellst consumer society. This time, the lmperl1flsts were stopped by our people's courage end could not skim off our specialists end trained personnel. This time they got our scum.
The People's Marches - 1n outpouring in response to the acts
of provocation et the Peruvian end Venezuelan Embassies, to the
Meriel flotlll1 enc:Mo the VenkH mllltery threats - will go down
In history.
Never before hive there been such huge mess mobilizations
In our homeland. Once again, they underestimated our people's
level of consciousness. The Revolution end the messes decided,
once end for 111, to take up the challenge. We remained perfectly calm while the Imperialists ground out their version of whet
happened In the l'eruvl1n Emb1ssy. The 1nti1ocl1I lndlvldu1l1
themselves - whom the c1plt11i1t news agencies started off c1lllng "dl11ldents" - showed whet kind of people they rHlly were,
10 111 our enemy's lies were exposed to ridicule. The people d•·
mon1trated that their strength, unity, 1w1reness, fighting spirit end
dl1clpllne were unbHt1ble. Young people won their first rev·
olutlonery laurels In the vanguard ·of this greet polltlcel end ldeo·
loglc1I battle. Whlle Cube made the clHnest 1we~p In Its history,
the m111e1 were tempered ind tremendously strengthened In the
struggle, ind their 1pl~lt of p1trlotl1m end defense of the principles of 1ocl1ll1m ind proleterl1n lntern1tlon1llsm were dHpened.
The struggle 1110 boosted production end discipline end helped
us find solutions for our own internal wHknesses. The enemy once
1g1ln IHrned that our people cannot be challenged with Impunity.
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We consider the b1ttle that the m1sse1 waged l11t Aprll and
Mey to be on• of the most important politlc1I, ldeologlc1I ind
mor1I victories the Revolution has won In Its entire history.
As we hive 1lreedy noted, It is significant that this struggle had
positive repercussions In the national effort to er1dic1te 1 series
of ldeologlc1I problems that had been gaining ground in this
period.
The people's repudiation of the scum 1110 meent that they r•·
pudi1ted ·undisciplined behavior, sponging, 1ccommod1tlon, n•·
gllgence ind other such negative attitudes. The position the p•O·
pie took coupled with the political, legal, wage and 1dmlnlstr1tlve me~sures adopted during the pest few months, h11 led to
1 much greeter demand for higher standards and more order In
our' society. Naturally, this campaign Is not won In 1 day. We
Intend to continue striving to find permanent solutions for these
problems.
It Is still too eerly to determine how this policy hes effected the
Cuban community abroad. Following our people's Indignant
reaction to whit was going on and the repeated acts of provocation et the Venezuelan end Peruvian Embassies, their visits were
reduced to 1 minimum. Our policy on this will be determined by
the 1ttltude the new US administration takes.
We will have to sH whether or not Mr. Reagan suspends the
right of US citizens end residents to travel to Cube. It Is also es·
sentlel th1t visits here In the case of Individuals of Cuban origin
be allowed only to those who have never engaged In any hostile
acts against this country, who left Cube legally end who ere will·
ing to respect the Revolution. Drastic measures will be taken
against anyone who attempts to engage in any counterrevolution·
ary activities. Our policy will be based on these considerations,
disregarding any profit that accrues to Cube from such visits.
One of the factors that contributed to 1 certain degree of laxity
In socioeconomic activity was that frequently people were not 11
critical ind self-critical 11 necessary.
·
It became evident that this phenomenon was widesprHd ind
even 1ffected the Party to 1 certain extent. In some pl1ce1, the
general t1ttltude w11 formal, conformist end b11ic1lly petlt bour·
geols In the sense of avoiding problems with everybody - 11 If
the Revolution Itself were not always trying to straighten· out problems Involving Injustice and poor work. In the 1dmlnl1tr1tlve
sphere, this trend had negative eff.ects on labor dlsclpllne"' con·
trol ind 1dequ1te use of re1ourc••·
It h11 bHn 11ld, with good reeson, that our polltlc1I end ldeologlc1I work cannot be abstract but must be firmly linked to •P•·
clflc national and lntern1tlon1I socioeconomic tasks. While we
continue to give our Party cadres end members and the people
In general theoretical training end staunchly defend M1rxl1mLenlnlsm 1g1ln1t 111 distortion, we must 1110 be especially con·
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cerned with the workers' economic education, within the framework of the principles end l1w1 of soclelism; with the morel
training our children end young people receive; end with raising
the communist end lnternetionelist consciousness of ell our compatriots. We should continue to promote voluntary work giving
it special emphesis 11 en essential factor In creating 1 new attitude
toward work end society. Generally speaking, the experience of
this recent period hes reinforced our belief thet elements of 1
morel cherecter should continue to pley 1 major role In our Revolution, bec:euse they meke us invulnerable to bourgeois Ideology; strengthen our spirit in the fece of the. enemy's threats end
ects of aggression; end meke the people en invincible army, reedy
to fight for their cause no matter whet the cost.
Aware of the importance of this front, our Party is waging 1 determined ideological battle. Since the 1st Congress, this battle
hes included systemcftic work, including plans; special activities·
campaigns; exhibits; mess meetings to commemorate important
dates in history; end such major events es the 11th World
Festival of Youth and Students, the 6th Summit Conference of the
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, the 60th ennlversery of
the October Revolution, the People's Marches end the first SovletCuben spaceflight.
',;·
The economic education of workers hes been 1 major topic for
the mass media end in all Party prop1g1nd1, but we still heve
1 long wey to go in this direction. Our prop1g1nd1 should piece
more emphasis on production problems; present information on
the most useful experiencies; end, in general, provide 1 deeper
more consistent view of whet is happening.
'
Mess ideological training, especially the training of children end
young people in the principles of socialist patriotism end proletarian internationalism, requires systematic work. Historical
eve~ts should be used to. show these young people that our revolutionary process combines the purest national patriotic traditions with the universal principles of socialism end is pert of the
world revolutionary movement. The Party hes encouraged the
movement of history activists to·c'ontribute to this tesk.
The pri~ciples of inter!'letlonelism heve been set forth broadly
end consistently in our work of revolutionary orientation. We
have mede every effort to ensure that the true Image of the Cuban
Revolution is projected abroad, explaining both our successes
shortcomings, end difficulties end our socioeconomic edvences I~
building socialism. ·our people's political understanding Is Impressive, and they ere kept Informed about the meln aspects of
the world situation.
We will continue our efforts to give ell our people 1 scientific
concept of nature end society 10 old prejudices are eradicited
while developing new customs end habits that tend to strengthen
freternel relations of solidarity In our socialist society.
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In recent years, the Party hes worked diligently to find weys
of keeping its cadres and members more effectively informed
on important matters that require their attention, end today we
count with the valuable contribution of et least 7000 non-professional lecturers. This hes helped a great deal, but we ere working
to guerentee better theoretical training end follow-up courses
for them. Through the Party's publishing plan, more then 600
political and ideological titles were printed during this period and
heve been widely distributed and promoted in the libraries set
up in our grass-roots organizations. The Party's graphic propaganda hes improved, but its content end artistic quality could
still be better. We have an efficient system for organizing end
holding meetings, exhibits and other political activities. The People's Opinion Teams have continued to ask the people what they
think about specific problems. This can be an effective tool for
Party work and should be further developed.
The Party has given priority to improving the quality and
political-ideological level of the material that appears in the mess
media. In compliance with the Thesis of the 1st Congress on the
written press, radio, television and movies, a number of complementary documents have been adopted, including the Resolution of the Political Bureau on attention to the Perty newspaper
end other press organs; norms for circulating end distributing
publications; .a definition of the structure and staff of n11wsp1pers
and magazines; 1 policy on radio and TV programming, end
principles end standards for countering propaganda.
The mess media heve mede major gains in reporting on our
socioeconomic development end ideological ~onfrontetlon with
Imperialism in this period.
Our written press hes continued to grow, end 1 significant
effort hes been mede to ensure that each province - Including
the specie) municipality of the Isle of Youth - has Its own newspaper. These papers heve 1 total daily run of over 264 000. New
publications for children end young people, for workers end for
stet• end scientific use have appeared. The daily national press
run Is now up to 930 000, an average of one newspaper for every
eight readers. Noteworthy results have been achieved in distributing 1.2 million newspapers daily and more than S million magazines and tabloids each month. The technical base of our written
press will be modernized as much as possible in the next few
years:
Or1nm1, the official organ of our Central Committee, hes played
en outstanding role In keeping ·our people informed; guiding
them end helping to raise their level of education end revolutionary consciousness. It hes also carried out its responsibility of
setting an example for the rest of the mass media in implementing
Party guidellr.es.
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The magazine II Mlllt1nte Comunlsta (The Communist Party
Member) hes improved the quality end approach of its articles.
New municipal radio stations have been set up (two are especially directed at students attending schools in the countryside),
color TV programming has been increased, and Channels 2 and
Tele Rebelde have been joined so as to make better use of
technical and human resources. Investments in new equipment
have resulted in considerable technological improvements in bo.th
media, especially radio. Radio Havena Cuba has maintained the
high quality of its political, ideological and professional programming, broadcasting the truth about Cuba in eight languages and
increasing its programming by 27 percent, with few people.
Efforts have been made to improve program quality, in compliance with the agreements of the 1st Congress and the 8th
Plenary Meeting on Programming. Programs for children and
young people have been increased, as have informational and
cultural programs; sports programs have been broadened and diversified; 60 pefcent of all TV programming is nationally produced; high quality feature serials have been shown, though
sustained efforts must be made to reach greater stability. More
filmi from the socialist countries have been shown on TV; there has
been more extensive programming via satellite; and special summer programs were broadcast during this period.
We do not feel fully satisfied, however, with the work done by
our mass media. There are still many shortcomings. It is necessary
to Improve quality both i.n information and in the analysis and
criticism.
Because of their Importance In the Party's ideological work,
we should take special note of the efforts made by the Institute
of the History of the Communist Movement and the Cuban Socialist Revolution. In Its six years of existence, this Institute has
leld the bases for Its scientific work and done far-reaching historical research which has led to the publication of valuable books
and other Important works in progress.
·
Generally speaking, our Ideological work has advanced, but
we should keep working to overcome the shortcomings that still
exist.
Our grass-roots Party organizational work should be lmprove.d
so that every nucleus and every Communist is an active defender
of and propagandist for Party policy. We must also unify all
our ideological work and make the best possible use of the political education system, agit-prop work, the mess media, cultural
outlets, sports, recreation and other avenues of expression.
Ideology Is, first of all, consciousness; consciousness is revolutionary militant attitude, dignity, principles and morale. Ideology
is also an effective weapon in opposing misconduct, weaknesses,
privileges, immorality. For all revolutionaries ideologi~al struggle is today in the forefront; is the first revolutionary trench.
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Socialism Is a relatively new system in mankind's history, for
it has only been in existence for 1 few decades. Right from the
start it w1s opposed by imperialist threats, hostility, Intervention
and 'aggression. Fesclsm made a brutal effort to destroy the first
socialist state only 24 years after it had been founded. The socialist camp was built on the rubble and ruins that the Nazi hordes
left behind them in the most devastated parts of Europe, which
were also the continent's least developed 1reas. It has not been
easy, end circumstances have hardly been propitious for spreading socielist idets.
Our enemy hes used every means at its disposal to continue
fighting socialism. On the military front, it .has forced the .s.ocialist countries to invest huge sums of money 1n defense. Politically,
it hes made every effort to subvert, destabilize and discredit the
socielist countries.
This reelity should not be underrated - especially by our country, which is so close to the United States. Only by consistently
applying the principles of Marxism-Leninism can we be strong,
Invulnerable, invincible.
Ours Is 1 state of workers who exercise revolutionary power.
The P'1rty and its members must always be solidly, closely end
deeply linked to the masses. They must engage in rigor~us
criticism and self-criticism. They must not deviate from collective
leadership, internal democracy, democratic centralism and the
strictest discipline. They must lead a life of austerity and embody
the spirit of Nlf-11crifice, unselfishness, selflessness, honesty, solidarity ind heroism that should characterize every Communist.
Every Communist should be 1 staunch fighter, convinced of
the absolute Justice of his cause; he should be studious, hard·
workin1, demanding and deeply committed to his people. The
Party exists through and for the people. Bureaucratic and petltbourgeols attitudes are completely alien to Its principles. The
strongest, closest ties should exist between the Party cadres and
members and the people, mainly based on the example set by
revolutlonarles and the confidence inspired by their commitment
.
to the people.
Authoritarianism, demagoguery, a know-It-all attitude, vanity
and irresponsibility are inconceivable In Communists, for they
should always have a fraternal and huma~e a~ltude towa.rd
others and - especlelly - an internationalist spirit that, w~ile
including deep-rooted patriotism, is based on an un~~rst1nd1ng
that their homeland is more important than any ind1v1dual and
that mankind Is the most important of all.
If a Communist Party in power commits or tolerates serious
errors of principle, those errors will prove very costly to the
revolutionary process - as history hes shown. Betrayals have
done great damage to th'e world revolutionary movem.. nt.
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Is socialism in any given country irreversible or not? It is utterly
irreversible if principles ere applied. We are at Yankee imper:alism's doorstep, yet we do not fear its power, do not dream
of its wealth, do not accept its ideology and are not destabilized
by its actions.
Have we made mistakes1 Of course we have. Have we elweys
been consistent in strictly applying each end every principle, end
ere we, therefore, unblemished, exemplary Communists who heve
never done anything wrong - even out of leek of understanding, incompetence or ignorance1 No, but it hes always been our
policy to be honest, loyal to our principles end dedicated to the
revolutionary Cuban people. The Party's close links with the
messes make it stronger and guarantee that it will consistently
apply the principles that will make it invincible.
In our country, Marxist-Leninist ideas are also profoundly
linked to our people's patriotic, heroic traditions. Cespedes,
Agramonte, Gomez,· Maceo end Marti are, for us, inseparable
from Marx, Engels and Lenin. They ere linked in our consciences,
just as patriotic thinking is linked to internetionelism; netionel
liberty to equality and social justice; the history of one country
to the history of the world; end our homeland to mankind. The
foundations of the country in which we are now build!ng socialism were laid with the sweet, blood and hero!sm of our predecessors, and today we ere doing whet they did when they founded
our homeland.
Let us follow the example of those who created our homeland
and who opened up e new peth for mankind. Let us adhere to
these ideas loyally, and no force on earth cen separate our Party
from our people or deter our people frQm their revolutionary
course.
We still have e long wey to go and many problems to solve
as we build socialism, but history hes elreedv. shown thet our
ideas are far superior to end infinitely more humane than those
of capitalism. The clock of history never turns beck. Cepitelism,
with its egoism, crime and vice, will disappear, just es feudalism
and slavery did; end, even if one country should teke e step
backward, mankind never will.
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VIII. WORLD ECONOMIC SITUATION

j
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Several important events heve taken piece on the lnternetionel
economic scene since the 1st Congress of our Party wes held
five years ago. These include the worst crisis thet hes hit cepitel·
ism since World War II, followed by a period of stegfletion end
the worsening of living cond:tions in the underdeveloped world.
During the last 30 years, the imperialist monopolies extended
their operations on an ever larger, more international scale;
gained control of a larger part of the world market; and got
their hooks into al.I branches of production and services.
The monopolies' huge amounts of accumulated capital were·
invested in ways that caused major changes in the structures of
economic activities in the developed capitalist world.
Huge monopoly profits also accelerated the processes of internationalizing economic life, whose main vehicle has been the
so-called transnational corporations, imperialist monopolies characterized by the impressive size of their financial, technical and
organizational resources; by the world scale of their operations;
and by the great geographic and product diversification of their
activities.
None of these changes that have taken place in the capitalist
world would have been possible without the upsurge of state
monopoly capitalism.
The growing identification of the interests of the monopolies
and the state apparatus has taken on decisive importance during
the last 30 years.
The refusal of the governments of the developed capitalist
powers to make even the slightest concession to the underdeveloped countries that have been struggling for years to
achieve a new international economic order reflects the role of
those powers es tools of the large monopolies, which are the
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ones that are really interested in maintaining the present economic order based on exploiting and plundering the natural
resources and work of the peoples of the so-called Third World.
The development of the "military industrial complex" is the
most dangerous expression of the upsurge in this identification
of state and monopoly interests.
The 1974-75 crisis was followed by a period of economic stagnation and instability, combined with a steady inflatio~ary rise
in prices - that is, by the phenomeno~ of stagflation. .The
ruling financial oligarchies in the imperialist world have f.ailed
both to recover their growth rates of the '60s and early '70s and
to keep unemployment from rising. Their most renowned e~p.er~s'
predictions for the next two years are more and more pess1m1st1c.
They have also failed to control runaway inflation - ~ut, in any
case, inflation is one of the resources that monopolies use to
increase their profits, in spite of the crisis, by reducing the real
wages of the workers and exacerbating the unequal terms of
trade with the underdeveloped countries.
Unemployment in the member countries that belong to the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
which include the main imperialist powers - the United States
and such less developed capitalist countries as Spain, Portugal,
Greece and Turkey - was 3 percent between 1960 and 1973,
according to official figures, and rose to around 5,2 percent between 1974 and the first quarter of 1980. This means that around
24 million people are out of work, and it is estimated that this
figure will rise to 25-27 million people by the end of 1981. In the
United States, alone, more than 8 million people go from one place
to another in search of work. Estimates for Latin America list 30
percent of the work force as totally unemployed. .unemployme~t
is especially high among young people. In the United States, this
situation is even worse for blacks, Latins and the members of
other minority groups. In general, unemployment in the underdeveloped countries normally fluctuates between 15 and 40 percent of the population of working age. We do not have exact
statistics on this, bµt it may be assumed that the figures are even
higher now.
Meanwhile, inflation in the aforementioned OECD member countries rose from 7.9 percent' in 1979 to 13.9 percent in mid-1980.
Another factor in the present capitalist crisis consists of what
is emerging as a veritable crisis of neocolonialism.
OPEC is a case in point.
•
The rise in the price of oil generated a flow of capital toward the
OPEC countries which, though unequally distributed, was impressive. This flow of resources, however, was not entirely used to
the advantage of those countries, due to the specific characteristic of their socioeconomic structures, the narrow limits of their
markets and their technical limitations for absorbing more than a
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certain amount of productive ·capital. The result of this situation
was the creation of a financial "surplus" that is estimated to have
been around $36 billion a year between 1974 and 1978. It rose
to $68 billion in 1979 and will probably reach $115 billion in 1980.
This money was mainly sent to the developed capitalist countries
- where it was placed in short-term, highly liquid investments
(especially in the United States, Western Europe and the so-called
Eurocurrency market) - instead of being recycled in a way to
benefit the underdeveloped countries.
Because of this, the developed capitalist economies were not as
hard hit by the hikes in the price of oil, since the recycling of
surplus funds offset the negative side of their balances of payments.
The underdeveloped oil-importing countries, however, received
no such compensation and were forced to pay high prices for their
oll imports as well as put up with traditional unequal terms of
exchange, aggravated by inflation.
The way in which the OPEC countries with the main surpluses
have acted does not, however, diminish the historic importance
of OPEC's action, for this was the first time in the postwar period
that a group of underdeveloped countries dependent on the capitalist powers to a greater or lesser degree managed - thanks
to the present world correlation of forces and the support of the
other underdeveloped countries (that have not been given due
consideration and support in return) - to strike a blow against
the neocolonial structures, defending the price of their basic export
product and changing the rules of the imperialist game in a key
sector.
.
In addit!on to the economic crisis, there is also the crisis that
broke out in 1971-73 in the sphere of monetary relations. This
crisis stemmed from the United States' impo$ition of dollar hegemony and was aggravated by the present capitalist economic situation, but, in essence, it reflects more basic contradictions within
the system, mainly expressed in rivalries between different monopolies and imperialist powers that - at times, spectacularly - put
the United States, the European Economic Community and Japan
against one another in their struggles for markets for their capital,
merchandise and raw materials.
The monetary crisis has also exacerbated the economic problems
of the underdeveloped countries, which are especially hard hit
by monetary instability, that aggravates their structural imbalances,
makes their imports more expensiv,, lowers the actual value of
their exports and often nibbles away at whatever reserves they
have. Moreover, the collapse of the capitalist monetary system
has not even had the positive effect of putting an end to the
International Monetary Fund, which has survived the crisis, among
oiher reasons, because it has been shored·up by the United States
and other imperialist powers, that use it as a monetary-financial
gendarme in the underdeveloped world. Making the most of the
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difficult situation faced by the underdeveloped oil-importing countries - now overwhelmed by burgeoning deficits in their b1l1nces
of payments end by crushing foreign debts - the IMF imposes
onerous conditions for loins, promoting the most reactionary domestic policies that hurt the people within those countries end
mike them easy prey to imperialist exploitation end dependency.
Another factor that should be considered 1 cherecteristic of
the present world economic situation is the serious end unprecedented fin1nci1I crisis now hitting the underdeveloped oilimporting countries, whose deficits in the current accounts in their
b1l1nce of payments rose from $12 billion in 1973 to en 1ver1ge
of more then $42 billion between 1974 end 1978 end to $53
billion In 1979 end will rise to en estimated $70 billion in 1980.
As 1 result, the foreign debts of these countries rose from $1 f8
billion in 1973 to $343 billion in 1978 end it is estimated that
they will Increase to much more then $400 billion in 1980. This
crisis arises not from contingency factors but from the structural
conditions linked to the very nature of underdevelopment end
dependency. We cen see the present fin1nci1I mechanisms offer
no possibility for its solution.
How ere these huge debts end deficits finenced1
.
B1sic1lly, with resources from the so-celled official 1ssist1nce
for development, 1 crumb - 0.3 percent - of the Gross N1tion1I
Product of the c1pit1list powers, through foreign private investments funds, government loins end (for 1 handful of countries)
commercial loins from intern1tion1I banks. In other words, these
enormous deficits ere mitigated by the 1lw1ys unpredictable end
Jsuelly meager contributions of 1 handful of c1pit1list powers,
obtained by the recipients' accepting the generally onerous conditions imposed by the luge b1nking-fin1nci1I corisortiums, piecing
the n1tur1I resources end work of their peoples in hock, mortgaging their present end future exports end reducing their essential
imports for development end for the very survival of the vest
majority of the people - in short, by accepting greeter dependency, larger indebtedness, more exploitation end more underdevelopment. This is the situation, in brief.
Whet prospects does imperialism offer the underdeveloped
world1
It is significant in this regard that the World Bink - that creature of the United Stites end the other imperialist powers whose
demagogic attitudes ere well known - predicts that, by 1990
(within 1O years), the underdeveloped countries' 1nnu1I deficit
in the current account of their b1l1nce of payment will hive risen
to nearly $128 billion 1nnu1lly. It even forescests how this monstrous figure will be financed: $66.6 billion through the so-celled
government funds for deve1opment, $16.4 billion through foreign
private investments end $44.7 billion through commercial bank
loins. As mey be observed, the World Bink Is not trying to
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solve the problem. Rather, It Is limiting Itself to magnifying If
end projecting it into the future. This position, however, is of grHt
strategic significance, since imperialism ho1>•• to be able to cope
with the ever more serious finenclel difficulties of the underdeveloped world, turning those difficulties Into e rroflteble bu1lne11 - that is, perpetuating the dependency o the underd•·
veloped world by using en eye-dropper to dispense eulstence
for development end especlelly by exploiting the 1ltu1tlon In
such 1 wey that It reeps maximum benefits from the profits of
foreign private investments ind Interest payments· on Its b1nk
lo1n1. In llne with this lmperl1ll1t strategy, b1ckwerdne11, ind
underdevelopment, hunger end poverty end unequal terms of
exchange would persist, end these countries' deficits end debts
would Increase even more. The underdeveloped world would
remain underdeveloped - only more so. lmperlelism would be
the same, only richer, end mankind would be the 11me, only
with e billion more people living in the most abject poverty.
As the representative of Cube stated in the 16th Regional FAO
Conference for Latin America, "Every five days more then 1
millton people ere born, 90 percent of them In the underde·
veloped countries that face such major problems es technlc1I
backwardness end e leek of materiel input for food production.
This world population now totals 4.3 billion. It will reach some
6.4 billion In the next 20 years, end 80 percent of those people
- more then 5 billion - will live In whet Is known es the Third
World ...
"Every yeer, some 25 million children In the underdeveloped
countries die before their fifth birthday, most of them from curable
diseases end hunger.
" ... The forests ere diseppeering et the rite of nurly 20 million
hectares 1 year ...
"Erosion, loss of organic m1teri1I, seliniution end other factors
hive transformed millions of hectares 1 yeer - just about equal
to Cube's entire 1r1ble lend - into deserts end 1rid soil ... Ten
years ego, the world population in 1gricultur1I 1re11 wes one
person per 0.5 hectares. In 20 years' time, it will be one person
per 0.25 ... "
In 1974, et the Initiative of the Movement of Non-Aligned
Countries, the General Assembly of the United Nations approved
e decleretion supporting the program for e new lntern1tlon1I
economic order.
Nevertheless, after more then six years, of negotiations, little if
1ny progress hes been made In lmplemenfing its demands.
Through their representatives in the various UN agencies, the
c1pit1li1t powers hive system1tic11ly refused to accede to 1ny
of the legitimate demands presented by the underdeveloped
countries end most recently hive even refused to agree with
them on the main points end methods for discussing these prob93

lems in the new worldwide round of negotiations proposed by
the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and the underdeveloped
countries in general.
The struggle for a new international economic order, however,
has had the positive result of uniting the underdeveloped countries in a single front - a phenomenon that, in view of their
tremendous economic, political and social heterogeneity, can only
be explained on the basis of a generalized contradiction between them and imperialism, a contradiction that includes the
governments of countries that are allies of imperialism on the
periphery of the underdeveloped, dependent world but are no
longer reedy to accept unchanged the system of inequality and
exploitation to which the monopolies of the capitalist powers
subject them.
In view of the strategy employed by the most reactionary
circles of imperialism, it is necessary for the underdeveloped
world, the socialist countries, other progressive forces throughout the world and even the more realistic sectors in the developed
capitalist powers to unite in tackling the serious crisis with which
mankind is now faced.
In the 34th session of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, in October 1979, speaking on behalf of the Movement
of Non-Aligned Countries, we voiced the pressing need to create
an additional fund of at least $300 billion (1977 real values), to
be distributed in the form of donations and long-term soft credits
among the underdeveloped countries, granted annually over the
next 10 years. More than a year has elapsed since this proposal
was made, yet, in spite of the support it received in various fora
of the United Nations, there has been no decision to set an international mechanism in motion to promote this flow of resources.
During this same period, the situation in the underdeveloped
world - and in the developed one, as well - has continued to
deteriorate, and more and more people are calling for a massive transfer of financial resources to the underdeveloped countries, not only as a contribution toward solving some of their
most pressing problems but also as a means for stimulating a
real demand that can help push the developed capitalist· economies out of the stagnation in which they are bogged down.
In our days large-scale international cooperation is required
if we really want to raise the peoples' standard of living, pull
most of mankind out of underdevelopment and preserve international peace.
The arms race must be stopped. The present stockpiles of
nuclear weapons are already large enough to destroy the world
many times over, as was noted about two years ago in a UN
report, which also stated that, according to conservative estimates, the stockpiles of nuclear warheads (not counting the so-
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called tacticil nuclear weapons), contained 1.3 million times 11
mu~h explosive power as the bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
Figures on arms expenditures are just as incredible. Thea
runaway expenditures have caused enormous imbalances in the
capitalist economy and constitute one of the main factors In its
present inflation.
Tens of millions of people - Including hundreds of thousands
of scientists, technicians and engineers, some of whom are the ·
elite .of the world's skilled personnel - are working to maintain
and increase these war resources. Hundreds of millions of tons
of nonrenewable resources, including the most sensitive reserves
of energy and other raw materials in the world, are consumed
in the arms race. From 5 to 6 percent of the Gross National
Product of some powers is now spent on war preparations each
year, amounts that, in the '70s, averaged $350 billion a year nearly a billion dollars a day, '·10 million an hour or $700 000 a
minute. At present, annual arms expenditures amount to around
$90 per capita for the entire world's pQPulation - more than
the annual per capita income of hundreds of millions of peop.le
in the underdeveloped world.
Those expenditures do not benefit anybody. The are completely unproductive, and the materiel turn out becomes quickly
obsolete and can only be scrapped.
This folly is even more striking when it is contrasted to the
amount of money needed to solve some of the most pressing
problems facing the world's population.
The senseless arms race, which can break out into the most
destructive, universal holocaust at any moment, must not continue.
It is absolutely necessary to end this suicidal policy if we wish
to guarantee a future of peace and well-being for all mankind.
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IX. FOREIGN POLICY

Foreign policy - Its complex development end our Party end
government's participation in it - hes been e constant concern
in the work done by the Perty leadership in the 1976-80 period.
These five years have been filled with events. Many peoples
have Joined the growing family of progressive, revolutionary
countries.
.
Angola's firm, heroic struggle wes still in ,progress 1n. late 1975.
Under the leadership of the MPLA end President Agost1nho Neto,
the Angolan people emerged triumphant e few months later,
effecting e change .in Africa's political life end openi,ng up new
horizons for ell the peoples of black Africa by helping to consolidate the independence of some end strengthening the liberation struggles of others.
.
,
One of the most encouraging aspects of recent events 1n Africa
is that, in spite of the lamentable death of President Neto, the
Angolan Revolution has been strengthened.
,
,
The Ethiopian people's victory over the clumsy, traitorous Som1l1
invasion that took place because of Siad Barre's outrageous ambitions was also very significant.
The consolidation of the Ethiopian revolutionary process under
the firm revolutionary leadership headed by the outstanding
African combatant Mengistu Haile Mariam and the first steps toward creating a Marxist-Leninist Party there will also have tremendous repercussions in the continent.
,
Another revolutionary milestone in Africa was the victory of
the Patriotic Front of Zimbabwe, which, after a long armed struggle firmly backed by the Front-Line States and benefiting from
the solidarity of all the other progressive peoples, got the government of the United Kingdom to sign an agreement that forced
the Rhodesian racist minority to hold an election in which the
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people of Zimbabwe voted in a genuine people's government
headed by Robert Mugabe.
,
Mozambique is consolidating its independence and advancing
along the road of soclellsm, led by FRELIMO and Samora Machel,
Its brilliant, capable leader.
In Southeast Asia, the criminal Pol Pot-Ieng Sary clique that hed subjected Cambodia to Inhuman conditions of oppression end becked by China, blocked the construction of socialism
in the old lndo-Chlnese area - was overthrown. This victory by
the K1mpuchean people wes threatened by military pressure from
Chine, which launched en unprincipled attack on Vietnam. Once
more, the Vietnamese people, Party, government end armed
forces made a contribution to the struggle for peace, national
Independence end socialism by Inflicting e humllletlng defeat on
the Chin••• Invading forces.
In Afghanistan, the triumph of the April 1978 Revolution did
ewey with the pro-Imperialist, reactionary, feudal regime and
established e progressive people's government.
Liter on, In e heroic end exemp,lary struggle, the Iranian people
overthrew the Shah, imperialism's gendarme in the Middle East.
Our pert of the world wes the scene of other important struggles in the peoples' confrontation with imperialism. After a heroic
unyielding battle, the Nicaraguan people, led by the Sandinista
National Liberation Front, overthew the brutal Somoza tyranny;
rooted out that bloody, exploiting regime, that had been created
end maintained by US Imperialism; and started a truly antiollger'.'
chic, entl-lmperielist, deep-rooted people's revolution.
The greet upheaval in Nicaragua came a few months after the
resounding victory scored by the Grenadian people, who, led by
the New JEWEL Movement, gave a boost to the struggle in the
former European colonies in the Caribbean.
The Important peoples' victories that have been won in the lest
five years should not, however, lead us to have a distorted view
of the lnternetlonel scene - much leu underestimate the great
dangers that threaten the peoples' peace and national liberation.
The threat posed to International d'tente by the most reactionary
sectors of lmperlellsm - e threat denounced by the 1st Congress
- hes become more end more evident and hes led to the Interruption of lntern1tlon1I d•tente, whose Incipient, difficult progress
- made possible by the Soviet Union's foreign policy of peace
(expressed In the 24th end 25th Congresses of the CPSU) - was
noted In 1975. The threats of the cold-war period have bHn
renewed, end there are real possibilities of e generalized lntern1tlon1I conflict.
lmperl1llsm - especially US lmperl1llsm - must bear full r•·
sponslblllty for this eggrevetlon ·Of the International situation.
The United States organized end orchestrated a world campaign
concerning the supposed military superiority of the Soviet Union,
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aimed at justifying Weshington's and its allies' new escalation of
the arms race.
Taking advantage of the nefarious position of the Chinese
government and its leeders' betrayal of socialism and internationalism, US imperialism set about weaving an alliance with China
and Japan, aimed against the Soviet Union.
US imperialism seized on the toppling of the Shah in Iran and
the later development of a clearly anti-imperialist people's process as a pretext for increasing its military presence in the Indian
Ocean, enlarging its installations at the Diego Garcia base and
trying to turn that vital part of the world into a US possession.
For this purpose, it took steps to set up bases in Kenya, Somalia,
Egypt and Oman.
The United States compelled the other NA TO member countries to increase their military budgets in 1978 while, just a few
hundred miles from Washington, where this decision was made,
the United Nations was holding its Special Session on Disarmament.
The United States forced its European NATO allies to agree
to having 572 intermediate-range missiles placed in Europe, aimed
agaihst the Soviet Union, in the near future. This dt}cision was
a very serious, adventuristic, dangerous step. Remember that the
presence of a few dozen intermediate-range missiles near the
United States brought the world to the brink of war in October 1962.
In this same period, the United States also decided to create
powerful intervention forces - rapid deployment forces - that
pose a threat to all the peoples of the world, especially those in
the progressive, revolutionary countries of Asia, Africa and ·Latin
America that are struggling for their liberation.
This US policy is what lies behind the United States' position
on the Middle East and its opposition to recognition of the Palestinians' national rights a~-d the Arab countries' aspirations of recovering the territories torn from them by Israel. Since 1977, the
United States has turned its back on world negotiations on the
Arab-Israeli problem and set about imposing the Camp David
Agreements and increasing its opposition to the Palestinian cause.
Moreover, US imperialism, which has not resigned itself to
accepting the independent democratic social transformations that
some Latin-American and Caribbean peoples are carrying out,
has reacted to the Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua and the
revolutionary insurgency in El Salvador with an arrogant attempt
to reaffirm its rule in Central America and 1'he Caribbean, an area
in which it brazenly declares it has a "special interest."
Under the pretext of protesting against the presence of a small
group of Soviet military personnel in Cuba - a group that has
been in our country since the 1962 October crisis, as all the US
administrations since then have known perfectly well, and which
the Carter administration raised in a demagogic, malintentioned
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attempt to offset the 6th Summit Conference of Non-Aligned Countri.es - t~e US governme~t set up a command p()st in Florida
with special forces for making a rapid Yankee strike in any LatinAmerican country. Other results of this campaign included the
approval of a $ 42-billion hike in the military budget and an
appropriation of $33 billion for the construction of MX nuclear
warhead plants.
Th~ US gover~ment's military development throughout the world
and its threatening language were accompanied by the decision
to postpone ratification of the SALT II Treaty.
All this took place prior to the events in Afghanistan.
In that country, imperialism and the international reaction's
savage acts, of provocation,, ~~bversion and interference against
the Revolution, plus the d1v1s1ons among and serious mistakes
c~m~itted by the revolutionary Afghans themselves, brought the
s1tuat1on to such a point that the USSR had to help save the process. and preserve the victories of the April 1978 Revolution. The
Unite~ States used this as a pretext for trying to jtistify the
hawkish tu~n of its fc:>reign po!icy, which had been begun several
years earlier, and its adoption of more aggressive measures
against the Soviet Union.
T.he n.ew Afghan revolutionary leadership seems to be consolidating itself at present, and we hope that the situation in the
area will continue to be normalized, on the basis of full sovereignty, noninterference in internal affairs, peace and good relations
among a.II the states in the re~ion. Cuba has striven to improve
the relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan and Iran - all
non-aligned countries - in order to contribute to these goals.
There is no doubt that imperialism is once again trying to turn
back the course of history and - with renewed aggressiveness
- reassume its role as international gendarme and obstacle to
the s.ocial and political changes that are taking place in the world.
This already tense and dangerous international panorama was
further complicated by the explosive situation in Poland. What
happened there was partly a result of imperialism's subversive
policy toward the socialist countries and its long-range design
to penetrate, destabilize and wipe out socialism in Eastern Europe,
thus weakening and isolating the USSR and, if possible destroying
socialism throughout the world.
'
Especially in Poland, imperialism is orchestrating a sinister act
of provocation directed against the socialist camp. The success
the reaction has had there is eloquent testimony to the fact that
a revolutionary Party in power cannot deviate from Marxist-Leninist principles, neglect ideological work and divorce itself
from the masses; and, when the time for rectification comes, this
should not be done on the basis of concessions to the class enemy
either inside or outside the country.
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We firmly hope that the Polish Party will be 1ble to save the
situation through its own forces. There Is not the slightest question
about the socialist camp's right to save Its Integrity, to survive
ind resist 1t 111 cost imperialism's onslaughts, but Polish Communists are duty-bound to use their own forces end their own
efforts to countered the 1ntlsoci11ists ind counterrevolutionaries.
Under the current l11tern1tion1I circumstances, this Is the best service they c1n render not only to their own homeland, but to the
cause of socialism, the•revolution1ry ind progressive wor1d movement, d'tente end peace 11 well. We ere confident that the
courageous sons of this heroic people ind their communist vanguard will be 1ble to recover from their initial setbacks by overcoming pest errors, raising their fighting spirit, leaning on the
healthy forces of the country ind taking 1dv1nt1ge of the enormous morel, patriotic, end revolutionary reserve of the working
cl111.
Under these circumstances, the November 4 election in the
United States was especl1lly significant, as It took piece in the
midst of the US econom!c di11ster (1 result of the continued worsening In the crisis that characterizes the already critical situation
of world economy) involving massive unemployment, especially
among blacks end young people; 1 lower reel income for 111 US
workers, due to run1w1y inflation; end a desire for political change
1mong many people, while others simply stayed away from the
polls.
The lntern1tlonal situation, In which the United States has continued to lose hegemony ind prestige, cleverly exploited by
the contending political parties; the people's frustrations and
skepticism about badly managed situations such as that of the
hostages In Iran, who were not freed in the end, also helped
defeat the Carter administration.
In a country that prides itself on its "representative democracy,"
-47.1 percent of the eligible voters stayed away from the polls.
The Republican candidate was elected by 26.7 percent of the
tot1I number of eligible voters.
Nevertheless, It would be a mistake to overlook the meaning of
the US election. ReagaPl's electoral triumph is 1 right-wing victory th1t signifies a cle1r move In th1t direction by an Important
sector of US public opinion. This Is confirmed by the defeat of
the most liberal Senators, Including some who were firm advocates of ratifying the SALT II Treaty. The 1pp1rent national becking that the election returns give RHg1n open up the po11lbility
th1t he may throw c1utlon to the winds ind return to his earlier
1ggre11lvene11 In supporting the most rHctlon1ry pl1n1 In the
Republican Party pl1tform.
All these events and the atmosphere surrounding them on the
International polltlc1I scene confirm the position we took at the 1st
Congress - namely, that d'tente Is what the peoples want, that
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it is 1n essential condition for mankind's survival and that it is
constantly threatened by the most reactionary sectors of imperialism, which simply will not accept it.
There is still a possibility of saving detente, even though it is
in serious danger in the current difficult situation. That possibility
is dependent, first of all, on the Soviet Union's firm and constant
policy of peace, on the support the other socialist countries give
that policy and on the backing it receives from all othe..r progressive forces. One essential element that no one can ignore is
that the USSR is fully prepared to throw back any kind of attack
aimed 1t submitting it. A nuclear adventure against the Soviet
Union would be suicidal for those who made the attempt. Even
the most aggressive imperialists are aware of this. Moreover, the
allies of the United States will not follow its lead docilely, since
that would mean their own destruction at the outset of a global
war.
Still, it would not be wise to ignore or underestimate imperialism's aggressive capacity. It has a dangerous military arsenal especially in terms of nuclear weapons - which it is making
every effort to increase and improve technically. It is also extending and modernizing its international network of military bases
in every area, arrogantly encircling the Soviet Union. The United
States is working hard and using every possible means to reduce
the contradictions that exist within the Atlantic alliance, in order
to rebuild its military alliances in Southeast, Central and Southwest Asia and maintain the Rio Treaty as an aggressive, antisocialist pact.
US imperialist policy has an ally in the government of China,
whose leaders are fomenting aggr,ession · by NA TO, proposing
that it step up the quantity and technical development of its
arms; inciting and aiding the United States in its efforts to turn
Japan into a springboard for attacks against the Soviet Union;
openly continuing its nuclear preparations, developing carriers
for nuclear warheads and proclaiming that the USSR is the enemy
to be destroyed; and trying to expand into Southeast Asia by
threatening its neighbors in the Association of South-East Asian
Nations and attacking Vietnam, forcing that country to interrupt
its peaceful national reconstruction and socialist construction in
order to defend itself. They are also playing a similar role in
Africa and Latin America, allying themselves with the most reactionary forces and making friends with the most repressive representatives of every corrupt regime.
This is why we must prepare for the serious difficulties that
may arise in international life.
Tens of thousands of atomic weapons hang over mankind's
head, like a sword of Damocles. Never before has man gone
through such an experience. It may be said that the most important problem of our epoch, for all peoples, is to avoid the out101

break of another world war. Absurd as It may seem and unbelievably catastrophic as its outcome would be, that is a real
danger. The peoples will not remain indifferent to it.
The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries can also play an important role in the struggle to maintain peace and avoid a war
that wouJd devastate the world. The fact that a numerical majority of countries in the international community, including almost all
the developing countries, now belong to this Movement, makes
it an international force that nobody can ignore, one whose influence in almost all world events is ever on the rise.
The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, born of the peoples'
age-old struggles to break the chains of colonialism and foreign
domination, has become an immeasurably valuable instrument in
their efforts to consolidate their independence and overcome
backwardness end poverty.
The 6th Conference of Heeds of State or Government of NonAligned Countries, which the Movement did us the honor of
holding in Havana in September 1979, was e solid demonstration
of the Movement's strength end of its influence on international
policy. In spite of ell US imperialism's efforts to play down the
importance of that 6th Summit Conference and negate the basic
anti-imperialist orientation of the Movement, in ifs general declarations end in the way it took up each of the specific international
problems it examined, the Movement ratified its anti-imperialist
nature as well es its independent position end made e valuable
contribution to peace end the greet efforts that the developing
countries ere making to do away with injustice, inequality, .oppression end racism end to achieve ree.1 socioeconomic development.
After the Summit Conference, the Movement had to confront
the insidious, systematic activities of our peoples' enemies, who
also tried to take advantage of the complex international situation to sow division in the Movement end hinder end weaken
our countries' joint action. In spite of ell these obstacles, the
Non-Aligned Movement hes intensified its efforts to implement
the decisions of the 6th Summit Con.ference end hes preserved its
unity.
Cube is serving as Chairmen of the Movement of Non-Aligned
Countries et e time when international tensions have been sharpened. Many conflicts have developed, new focal points of tension have broken out in various regions end some non-aligned
countries ere et loggerheads with others. At the same time, the
international economic crisis and the lack of solutions for the
underdeveloped countries' problems and difficulties make things
more difficult for the peoples of Africa, Asia, Latin America end
the Caribbean.
Cube has sought to find solutions which ere both fair end unifying in tackling the differences that have arisen between some
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of the member countries - differences that, in certain cases,
have led to some opposing others - for it is aware that the
Movement must preserve its internal unity if it is to fulfill its important role in the international political arena. Considering that
the military confrontations between Iraq and Iran ere seriously
damaging to both countries, pose e serious threat to peace in
that region and the rest of the world end harm the non-oil-producing underdeveloped countries economically, Cube decid'9d
shortly after the outbreak of the conflict to offer its services es e
mediator as part of its duties es Chairmen of the Movement. We
will not desist in this effort as long as there is any possibility
of helping to restore peace.
Not only the two countries that ere fighting each other but
all the other members of the Movement have expressed their
unanimous appreciation for our attitude, which has also won the
approval of the international community es e whole.
Cube will continue to carry out its responsibilities as Chairmen
of the Movement. It has devoted end will continue to give its
b~st efforts to this purpose, convinced that the non-aligned countries must strengthen their cohesion and solidarity in these circumstan~es and redouble their struggle to attain peace, a just
economic order and a correct solution for the serious problems
•
that affect our peoples.
Our country's position as one of the large group of underdeveloped and developing countries that has been called the
Third World is also expressed internationally in our sustained,
firm and militant position in demanding recognition of these
countries' demands. During the last five years, Cuba has sent
delegations to represent her actively in all the international fora
in which the problems that affect the relations between the industrialized and the developing countries were discussed. Others
have sought to disguise these contradictions under the deceptive
name of "North-South relations," but they cannot disguise the
basic differences between the relations of long-term exploitation
that still persist between the former colonial countries and their
imperialist successors, on the one hand, end our exploited countries, on the other, and the relations that link us with the socialist
countries.
The battle for a new international economic order is really a
continuation of the struggle for emancipation from colonial rule
and imperialist plunder. This is but a small part of e long historic battle, and mankind must stop et this point and consider
whether it prefers to solve these old problems - which are now
aggravated - by means of confrontation or through cooperation~
This was the underlying theme of the statement which Cuba
presented to the 34th General Assembly of the United Nations on
behalf of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. The choice
has not yet been made, and there is still time to try to coordinate
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the interests of the developed c:epitelist countries, the soc:lelist
countries end the developing countries in seeking constructive
solutions. It is e very difficult, perhaps romantic: end singularly
logic:el tesk, end one thet would do e greet service to peec:e.
As mey be seen, it is impossible to Isolate Latin Americ:e end
the Ceribbeen from the rest of the internetionel situation. In referring to our more immediate eree, however, we heve sought
to give its problems the importenc:e they deserve - espec:ielly
es regards our relations with the United States, e neighbor whic:h
ell our Letin-Americ:en end Ceribbeen lends heve in common.
The 1st Congress of our Perty mede e special mention of the
crisis of the US foreign policy es well es of the irreconcilable
contredic:tion between US imperialism end the interests of the
Letin-Americen end Ceribbeen countries.
The prolonged economic crisis of internetionel c:epitelism hes
mede it inc:reesingly evident thet the United States c:en no longer
soothe the countries of the region with promises of reform. The
USA is bringing pressure to beer on oil-producing countries like
Mexico end Venezuela to secrific:e their long-term pro~rems for
the exploitation of their nonrenewable resources for the seke of the
immediate economic needs of the Yankees, who obstinately pursue consumerism end squander energy resources. The underdeveloped non-oil-producing countries, on the other hend, bogged down by the galloping belenc:e-of-peyment deficits, ere
streight-jec:keted by the lnternetionel Monetary Fund - whose
strings ere pulled in Washington - to force them to adopt
policies thet will not only stifle their economic development but
elso generate more poverty end suffering for their workers.
The United States hes no market for whet the Letin-Americ:en
end Ceribbeen countries cen potentially produce on their own,
neither does it heve finenc:ing to promote their industrial development. The only elternetive "solution" it offers them is continued
dependence on the Yankee trensnetionels, on-going deformation
of their ec:or.omies end the perpetuation of the unbeereble structure of their economies, where over 80% of whet is left of the
netionel income after it is skimmed by foreign plunderers is grabbed by e monopolist end oligerc:hic: minority.
The elternetive offered by US imperialism to the c:oloniel Puerto
Ric:o is not freedom but finel ennexetion.
This inverieble imperialist potic:y hes led the United States to
renounce its mendec:ious "humen rights" rhetoric: end renew its
support for neofesc:ist military regimes.
Reagen's electoral victory hes serious immediate implic:etions
for Letin-Americ:en politic:el life. In its lnternetionel epproec:h on
the mejor problems of wer end peac:e, the United States . will
be forced to teke into ac:c:ount the reel factors of the world situation, the undeniable potential of the soc:lelist countries end
the c:eutious stend of its allies. On the Letin-Americ:en sc:ene,
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however, the US imperialists feel freer to c:erry out their reectionery schemes. Therein lies the evident danger for Letin Americ:e
of Reagen's election to the presidency.
Reagen hes not hesitated to proc:leim thet he considers reectlonery oligerc:hies end fesc:ist military dic:tetorshlps to be velueble
allies who should not be needlessly heressed with the mention
of human rights end with whom it is recommended thet tolerenc:e
be used.
He hes questioned the validity of the Peneme Cenel treaties.
He hes used e threatening tone when talking about Cube. He hes
shown hostile ideologic:el, political end economic: intentions
egeinst Nic:eregue end hes wielded the threat of intervention over
Central Americ:e, starting off with offers of economic:, military end
technic:el eid .to the brutal rulers of Guetemele end El Selvedor.
He elso expressed the wish to enlist support for his policy from
the three most powerful countries in the erea: Argentine, whose
violations of democrec:y end liberty he offers to forego; Brazil,
whom he courts; end Mexico, whom he seeks to forc:e together
with Cenede into en undesirable end unequal politic:el end economic: ellienc:e with the US in order to bring both countries under
perpetual US domination.
Reagen's Letin-Americ:en policy is ell the more dangerous es
it expresses the espiretions end intentions of en important section in the US finenc:iel cepitel end trensnetionels, of aggressive
wings within the Pentagon end the CIA, end is presented to the
people of the United States es being in the US interests for reasons of n1tio1iel security, allegedly threatened both by LetinAmeric:en "subversion," wherein Cube is assigned en outstanding
role, end by e secret end ominous intervention of the Soviet
Union in the eree.
It is evident thet these positions of the in-coming US edministretion enc:ourege end inspire the c:onfidenc:e of military fesc:ists
in Chile, Uruguay end Bolivia. They enc:ourege those who refuse
to democ:retize the Argentine process end c:eter to the interests
of the genocide regimes of Guetemele end El Selvedor. The
defeat of Manley's government in Jemeice provides imperialist
plens with e useful tool in the Ceribbeen.
However, events elso show that it is not eesy tesk for imperialism to impose itself in its former bec:kyerd. The resounding
victories of the peoples of Nic:eregue end Grenade end the irrepressible struggle of the peoples of El Selvedor end Guetemele,
should be teken into ec:c:ount together with other factors when
enelyzing the situation in Latin Americ:e end the Ceribbeen.
The reediness of the messes to fight - whic:h hes reec:hed
unprecedented levels - should be especially underscored. The
fec:t that revolutionary netionel liberation movements with e strong
soc:iel content ere on the rise end thet mess movements in various
countries reec:h new heights, indic:etes thet the system of im105

In spite of the well known ideological differences we find b~
tween Marxist-Leninist revolutionaries and social democrats, in
the first analysis, under today's historical conditions, the participation of social democrats and the social democratization of old
bourgeois and oligarchic Latin-American parties, shows a positive
balance. They join forces and extend the battlefield against US
imperialist domination in Latin America. Moreover, social-democratic propaganda contributes to the socio-political. awakening
of the masses, where Marxist-Leninist ideas are totally repressed.
A new feature in the political structure of the continent is the
fact that the countries with greater industrial growth - the strongest in the area - are trying to escape total US domination and
seek an independent position.
Mexico has a long tradition of independence. The discovery
of huqe oil resources, which makes Mexico an e~er more coveted
objective for the imperialists, enables the Mexicans to pursue a
policy of economic resistance which provides a stable foundation
for its independent position. That has been the international stand
of Lopez Portillo's Government, whose de.finitions concerning the
decisive issues of peace, energy and development have been
definitely progressive and whose support for the principle of noninterference, and sympathy for the just causes of the peoples
in this hemisphere and friendship and respect for Cuba have been
significantly influential on today's Latin-American political scene.
Against this background the straightforward and categorical
message of the President of Mexico to the new President of the
United States acquires greater significance, in demanding "noninterference, respect for the internal processes in countries that
search for definitions, that are mature and capable of exercising
self determination.''
It is very important to take into account that if Brezil were to
make democratic changes and implement transformation for which
broad segments of the people, mainly the working class, are struggling, it would be included in that trend of .i~dep~ndence against
Washington .. After the failure of the "Brez1han miracle" and the
unmasking of the pernicious role of transnationals and foreign
capital which have introduced dangerous malformations in Brezil's
economy the fact remains, however, that the economic growth
_ uneq~al but noticeable - in Brazil generates interests which
clash with those of US imperialism. The world's Inevitable economic tendency makes Brezil - destined not to be a simple
pawn in the US imperialist policy. and to express its own interests
- a potential opponent of the United States.
All this adds new and complex elements to the Latin-American
and Caribbean political struggle, which the revolutionary forces
will have to evaluate. But obviously they are not aimed at strengthening US imperialist stands but, on the contrary, limit its maneuvering capacity when faced with the peoples' struggle.

perialist and oligarchic domination in this region is going through
a more and more profound crisis; while at the same time revealing
the maturity reached by the movement of the workers, peasants,
youth, women and all other sections of the population, now led
by experienced vanguards.
The heroic struggles of these Central-American and Caribbean
peoples are graphic examples of this progress.
This readiness to fight manifested itself also in the staunch
resistance of the Bolivian people to the onslaughts of the military
who have failed to put them down. In Chile and Uruguay, Pinochet . and the Montevidean "gorillas" sought to thwart with
pseudodemocratic masquerades the people's resolve against the
neo-fascism they represent.
Additionally we could say that during the period we are now
analyzing, the Latin-American working class clearly showed that
it was both mature and strong, and that its trade union movement
is powerful. In Peru, Ecuador and Colombia strikes of unprecedented magnitude took place; and the workers of Argentina have
continued their "struggle.
The unity of the revolutionary forces in some countries and
the progress achieved in this sense in others have been a significant factor in the triumphs and advances of the Latin-American
revolutionary movements for national and social liberation. This
unity has also promoted solidarity with the struggles in various
countries.
In Latin America the active participation of the Christian forces
which go beyond the conservative - at times reactionary stands of the Christian-democratic parties in the region and actively join the ~struggle for national liberation, democracy and
social change of our peoples, becomes increasingly important.
The fact that leftists are joined in the shoulder-to-shoulder battle
by Christian revolutionaries, including occasionally Catholic
priests and high-ranking clergy, is .a notable aspect of the great
historic changes that are taking place in our countries.
When referring to the revival of the people's forces we must
not overlook another new element in the Latin-American situation:
the presence of the social democrats.
In Latin America and the Caribbean social-democratic trends
and organizations have always existed. But then social democracy in Europe, centre of the Socialist International, did not view
them as important enough. At present, however, Latin America
has become a permanent stage for social democrats. To a large
extent, this is due to the attempts of that ideological and political
trend to achieve world hegemony in the process of changes that
the general crisis of capitalism has opened up. That presence also
reflects the econom!c interests of the financial capital of some
European countries.
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In our Main Report to the 1st Congtiess we said that "The Communist Party of Cuba considers itself a modest, but reliable detachment of the international communist movement" and we went
on to say: "Our Party participates in this rrogram with independent criteria but, at the same time, with ful loyalty to the common
cause, together with the communists of all countries." We should
state before the 2nd Congress that our Party's leadership has
strived to fulfill those postulates to the letter.
We then spoke of the need and advisability of strengthening
relations with other revolutionary and peoples' progressive organizations in the continent and the rest of the world. In this
period, ties with parties, organizations and movements with which
we have for many years cooperated in the most fraternal way
have not only consolidated but new bonds have also been forged
with an increasing number of parties and progressive political
forces brought forth by the political development of the masses
in those countries.
The Communist Party of Cuba has had frequent and fruitful
contacts - at times at the highest level - with socialist and
social-detnocratic parties and personalities, both from Latin America s!!nd Western Europe.
In the future, we will continue to adhere to the strategic orientation of working for the broadest possible unity to achieve our
goals and thus contribute to their realization. In this connection
we will work with all those willing to do something to promot~
peace and detente - regardless of their class character, or their
political views or religious beliefs. We will also join forces with
all those.. patriotic governments and anti-imperialist movements
that in one way or another challenge Washington's domination.
In this context, we consider necessary to promote and support all
the actions. and attitudes of t~e governments and political forces
of the regron that constitute an expression of sovereignty and
defense of legitimate national interests.
Our official foreign policy is inspired by the same principles
and strategic considerations.
For that reason, we are increasingly close in our friendship and
comradeship, in the first place, with the Soviet Union, which has
always shown fraternal solidarity with our country and to whom
we are linked by inpestructible bpnds of friendship; with the
German Democratic Republic, with the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Socialist Republic of Czechoslovakia, the Hungarian
People's Republic, the Mongolian People's Republic, the People's
Republic of Poland and the Socialist Republic of Romania, all of
whom are our associates within the Councll for Mutual Economic
Assistance. We also maintain relations of close friendship and
cooperation with the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia.
The Socialist Republic of Vietr,am is an inseparable sister of
revolutionary Cuba. Strong bonds link us to the Lao People's
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Democratic Republic end such bonds hive been renewed with
K1mpuchH, after its liberation from the obnoxious Pol Pot-Ieng
Sary regime. We maintain ties of mutual friendship and comradeship with the People's Democratic Republic of Korea, which
struggles for the reunification of its people.
Although we condemn its foreign policy positions end for that
rHson hive no political relations with China, we do maintain
normal Inter-state relations which find expression especially in
the tr1de sphere.
Our Inter-state relations with the People's Socialist Republic
of Alb1nla develop normally.
It 11 only n1tur1~ that our links with the countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America, in p1rtlcul1r with those that belong to the
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries ere of a permanent character
ind grow in Intensity. It goes without saying that we enjoy the
strongest and closest relationship which embraces an identity of
views on the m1in lntern1tlonal problems with those that have
opted for socialism or 1dopted a socialist orientation: ~thiopia,
Angol1, Moumblque, Congo, GuinH-Bissau, Cape Verde, Mad1g11c1r, Benin, 510 Tom' ind GuinH in Africa; Algeria, Democr1tlc Yemen, Iraq, Syria and Libia among the Arab countries. Our
rel1tion1 with T1n11ni1 1 Zambia, and Zimbabwe are excellent.
We hive est1blished diplomatic relations with Iran. Friendship
and a close joint work within the Movement of Non-Aligned
Countries characterize our relations with India.
Although we hive no diplomatic relations with some fellow
member countries of the non-aligned movement, diplomatic relations hive only bHn broken off in the cue of the Republic of
·Somalia which took th1t step when we opposed its intervention
ag1in1t Ethlopl1, ind in the case of Morocco, which suspended
relations with Cube because our country, in fulfillment of its internation11i1t ind non-aligned duty, gave its support to the people
of Western S1har1 1nd recognized the existence of the Arab
Qemocratlc Sah1r1uwl Republic.
Latin Amerlc1 11 still the arena of political contradictions which
must perforce expre11 themselves In relations between Cuba and
Its neighbors In the 1rH. This explains the fact why apart from
our well known ind Irreversible rejection of regimes such as
those of Chlle, Urugu1y, Par1guay, Guatemala or El Salvador,
there are still cases where the respective governments are solely
re1pon1lble for the 1bsenc• of diplomatic relations.
Recently, the use of violence In entering embassies and the
Improper ind llleg1I use of the right of asylum by small. groups
of delinquent elements who faced no political persecution of any
kind ind tried to ensure their departure from the country without
fulfilling leg1I formilitl•s at th• expense and under the protection
of other governments which normally denied them visas through
regul1r channels, determined the decisive response of the Gov109

ernment of Cuba. It made our relations with some governments
difficult, especially with that of Venezuela, which preferred to
protect those elements instead of coming to agreements that would
guarantee the respect for and the security and immunity of the
diplomatic missions, while rigorously maintaining ..t the same time
the principles, the norms and the objectives of the right of asylum.
The situation between the two governments hes worsened even
more as a result of the monstrous attempt to exonerate those
responsible for the horrid crime committed in Barbados.
All those who believed that the threat of a propag1nd1 drive
against Cube in other countries might force the Cuban Government to accept erroneous solutions, have now seen for themselves that Cuba is sufficiently confident in the correctness of "its
policy to defy any campaign and firmly maintain its principles.
In the long run, the truth cannot be concealed from the peoples
of the world who will know our country's real situ ...tion end
Cuba's true position.
The incidents involving the Embassy df Peru ended in a reaffirmation of Cuba's principled stand.
In the United Nations General Assembly, the United Stites
pressure - to which some of the most repressive Latin American governments readily yielded - gave rise to a division within
the Latin-American group end e shameful political blockade
which prevented our country from becoming e member of the
UN Security Council to which it was rightfully entitled by its international standing end its holding the chairmanship of the NonAligned Movement, in spite of having obtained continuously e
clear majority in votes - which reached the overwhelming figure
of 90. Under these circumstances, Cuba gave up in favor of the
friendly end deserving government of Mexico. Interference
against Cuba established a negative precedent in the United
Nations and harmed Colombia's international authority end prestige. The latest voting in the United Nations - which prevented
Costa Rica from obtaining a seat in the Security Council - represented e sanction against those who had seconded the interference with Cuba's election to this high UN body.
Nevertheless, we can say that a significant number of LatinAmerican end Caribbean governments have rejected continuous
US pressure aimed at curtailing their relations with Cuba. This
applies not only to member countries of the Non-Aligned Movement like Guyana and Panama, or those, like Nicaragua or Grenada, in which recent revolutionary changes have taken place.
Others, like Ecuador - which has resumed a civilian democratic
path - chose to follow Mexico's outstanding example of longestablished traditions of Latin Americanism that does not yield
to the influence of those who work against the unity of our
homeland.
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It is necessary that the Party Congress reiterate its resolve to
maintain relations of friendship and cooperation with ell who
show respect for our country, regardless of differences in ideology or social systems.
We must insist before Latin-American public opinion that unity
in Latin America and in the Caribbean is for us e permanent
objective and that we view it es the best instrument to attain our
America's historical goals and the democratic end independent
consolidation of our countries.
This five-year period hes proved that the policy set out by
the Party concerning relations with capitalist countries is correct.
This policy is based on the possibility to maintain ties of fruitful
.. ooperation and mutual respect, regardless of differences in
social systems. It differentiates between countries with an everege
level of development that have not yet become greet powers end
those with greater economic power, which have never possessed
colonial territories end avoid hegemonistic attitudes. It likewise
takes into account the inevitable contradictions existing between
major capitalist powers which lead them to positions which ere
not always unanimous; this has made it Impossible for Yankee
imperialism to have greeter success in its policy of blockade
against revolutionary Cuba and to stifle it economically and
politically.
Those relations with the developed capitalist countries have
been subject to the ups and downs of the political events that
have occurred in them. Thus, the defeat of the Scandinavian
social democrats or of the Liberal Party led by Trudeau in Canada, created temporary difficulties but did not stop en important
commercial exchange with those countries.
Our ties with Finland are excellent and tend to increase. As
to Spain, traditional relations continue to prevail, which were
encouraged by the visit of the President of the Spanish Government, Adolfo Suarez, to our country.
Relations with the member countries of the European Economic Community have not been homogeneous and have not always
been easy. Nonetheless, we can inform the Congress that economic financial movement has not been interrupted even with
those countries with which we have had circumstantial political
friction. Japan is one of our most important clients. There has
been an increase in political exchange and en improvement in
the possibilities for economic exchange with the Federal Republic
of Germany, and the level of our exchange with Italy is stabilizing. There is high level communication with France, and significant economic exchanges have taken place. The plenitude of
those relations, however, has been hindered because the principled stands of the Cuban Revolution on colonial remnants in
Latin America have not been understood by certain circles in
France.
I
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is reedy to come to re11on1b1e end constructive agreements o·,
this matter.
With regard to skyjacking, the attitude of the Cuban government wlll depend on the policy the United States will adopt for
those who hijack Cuban planes or vessels to go to the United
States, encouraged by the authorities of that country. If it applies
drastic measures, then we shell also apply them to those whb
h!j1ck US planes or vessels to come to Cube. If it is tolerant,
then we shell 1110 be tolerant. This is another matter we ere
prepared to di1cu11 on en absolutely reciprocal basis.
Reegan's election Introduces an element of uncertainty rather of danger - In US-Cuban reletlons.
No president can be Judged before he assumes office. No
one knows right now Just whet Reagen's plans ere. We must
Judge strictly according to the Republican Platform, the public
statements made by the presidential candidate end the ideas
openly expressed by the advisers of the new President of the
Unlte.d Ste~es. The Intentions they have expressed ere extremely
reectronery end dangerous. There Is no doubt that it has been
1 sucHu of the extreme right in the politics of the United States.
It •s the duty of the peoples to be realistic, to have no illusions,
and prepare themselves to staunchly oppose the polic:y announced by imperialism end by the reactionary group that hes just
come to power.
It would have been better to wait until January 20 for the new
President to be installed in office end study his official statements
es the heed of the United States government. But our Congress
starts today, end it is our most sacred duty to prepare the Party
end the people for the struggle we may have to wage in the
future.
Statements have been made threatening the world, Latin America end Cube in particular.
Reagen end his advisers ere trying to attain military superiority
end negotiate with the socialist camp from 1 position of strength,
but this idea is simply absurd. This would lead to an unbridled
arms race in the midst of the worst international economic crisis
the world hes recently had to suffer, It would be equivalent to
declaring that the peoples ere fatally doomed to destroy themselves mutually. This might apply when harquebuses end bellistee
were in use, but not in our ere of thermonuclear arms. Does
anyone have the right to play with the 14rviv1I of the human
racer
In our opinion Reagen will be unable to solve any of the main
problems effecting the United States: inflation, unemployment,
energy crisis, economic recession, vice, drugs, violence, crimes,
corruption, end his ideas on foreign policy can endanger world
peace.

Comre.des,, It Is not possible to refer to each end every one
of the srtuetions we face In our contacts with the intern1tion1l
community; however, we should stop to examine the problems
wit~ o~r closest neighbor, which is, et the same time, the major
c1p1t1lrst power of our times end the hegemonic end decisive
element with regard to our Latin America.
Relations with the United States sum up our major contradictions In the lnternetionel 1ren1. Although there ere permanent
end unsurm~u~teble elements in those contradictions, resulting
from the soc11lrst character of the Cuban Stete end the lmperlelist
nature of the United States ruling system, it does not justify the
extr•m~ hostility by successive US governments towards Cube
w.h1ch 11 mos~ ~~ ell the ,result of their obstinacy in rejecting the
slightest possrbrlrty of existence of soclelist countries Jn the eree
end of their hopeless stubborness to sweep Revolutionary Cub~
off the map of Latin America end the Caribbean. The 1st Congress adopted the principled policy of the Central Committee·
of the Party, based on our willingness to settle the historical dif!•ren~es. created by the acts of aggression of the United States'
r~perr~lrst governme~t ~nd, consequently, on the possibility of
drscussrng the normelrzatron of our relations with that country, 11
well es on Cube's firm stand not to take official steps to that end
unless the United States is willing to lift the blockade discus~
the, issue of Guantanamo end refrain from violating Cube's sovere:gnty.
Some time during the early stage of Carter's 1dmlnlstr1tion
there ~eemed to be 1 certain inclination among the leaders of
the Unrted States along the path of negoti,etions. Carter, no doubt,
had some gestures towards Cube: et the beginning of his term
he cancelled spy flights, allowed United States citizens to travel
to Cube end proposed the creation of en Interests Section.
~ube w~s recepti,ve to these gestures, but in the end the re1ct1on1ry rdees of some of his advisers prevailed over the len
aggressive trends in the State Department under Vence end Muskie, end the relations became tense once 1g1in.
There ere some current problems pending. The c11e of Meriel
has n~t. been solved; It hes simply been suspended. If the US
1uthor1t1es keep encouraging Illegal departures from our country
end It Is Impossible to solve pending problems on femlly reunification, then Cube believes It hes ell the right to authorize
the departure from any pert of the country of ell those citizens
who wish to do so. The United States created this problem end
It Is now up to It to solve it.
The con'structlon of socl1ll1m 11 1 completely free end volunte~y task Is still 1 prlnclple of our revolutionary process. It lmplras freedom of emigration. Whet does the United States have
to Hy on this, when It speaks so complacently of human rights
end freedom of movement for the citizens of the worldr Cube
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Kissinger - one of the future President's current advisers .is hinging on to the obsolete, reactionary and fascist geopolicy
of d:v!ding the world into spheres of influence, which is equiv1lent to frHzing progress and change throughout the world,
suppressing the n1tional Independence of any country and its
right to decide on what socioeconomic., regime is best suited for
it. The soci1list countries will not accept this, nor will the revolutlon1ry ind progressive forces of the world. It is an illusion, but a
disturbing ind d1ngerous one. Cuba will categorically oppose
these stile ind M1chiavelian objectives.
Reagin ind his advisers have announced that they intend to
est1blish an 111iance with the rightist, reactionary and fascist
forces in this continent. But the peoples of our America will never
submit themselves to this ignominious subjugation. The workers,
the peasants, the intellectuals, the students will know how to
resist such cruel fate. Our hemisphere's recent history has demonstrated our peoples' combat capacity. It is useless to 'despise,
ignore and underestimate them; Nicaragua, El Salvador, Grenada
ind '"uatemala have proven that so doing is an error.
How many Yankee and fascist soldiers will be needed to subjug1te hundreds of millions of Latin Americans? There are no
long•r 1nv Switzerlands in our America. Chile and Uruguay are
eloquent ex1mples of such illusions. There are no longer any
m1sks to disguise our oppression. There are no longer military
or repressive mech1nisms developed by the US intelligence
1gencies, no m1tter how cruel and sophisticated they may be,
c1p1ble of curbing the insurgency of the peoples. Who can
prevent our peoples from fighting sooner or later? Oppression
will not list forever, terror and fear will not rule forever. The
aw1kening of the peoples '1as become more frightening than
1nything the oppressors have devised to submit them. One must
be blind not to see that. The crueler internal tyranny is, the
stronger imperialist oppression becomes, the more rebellion there
will bel And this rebelliousness will be invincible!
It is truly incredible that in today,'.1 world some should speak
of mllit1ry interventions and of applying the "Big Stick'' policy
1g1in in our continent. They should best awake from such drear.is.
Others 1lso dre1med of dominating the world and turned into
ashes. Currently the peoples have many varied forms of struggle. Latin America and the Caribbean have a population of over
300 million; their surface area is twice that of the United States.
Reagan has said th1t in Vietnam the mistake was not making
war but losing it. In Latin America the mistake of making war
might represent a greater defeat than that of Vietnam. Who has
told Mister Reagan that making war means the right to win it?
There is talk even 1bout a probable intervention in Central
America. All Latin-American peoples will fight with determination
and courage against Yankee intervention in their territories. If
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Yankee m1rine1 or intervention forces land in Centr1I America,
the people of the United States will again witness the painful
sc•n• of their soldiers' coffins arriving home. Those who go
to klll Latin Americans, will also have to resign themselves to die.
The blame will fall on those who refuse to acknowledge the lessons of history and the irreversible changes that have taken place
in our world. No one is threatening life in the United States, but
no one will accept, without a determined and heroic struggle,
the thre1t of the United States against our lives.
The time has come to say that Latin-American peoples do not
fear anything or anyone; that, outraged, they reject the stick.
and furthermore despise the imperialist carrot. The myth must
ceasel Blackmail must ceasel The repulsive intent of intimidating
Latin-American patriots, the sons and daughters of Bolivar, of
San Martin, of O'Higgins, of Sucre, of Hidalgo, of Morelos, of
Moradn, of Maceo and of Marti must ceasel
Reagan and his advisors speak of a military blockade of Cuba,
under any pretext, even if as they assert, the Soviet Union were
to carry out an action in any other part of the world. This is a
·
repulsive and cynical thought.
Cuba will be ready to defend itself against any military blockade or Yankee imperialist invasion! In this country the struggle
shall not cease as long as one single patriot remains capable of
fighting, and there are millions ready to do so to their last drop
of blood. "Whoever tries to seize Cuba - Antonio Macao, the
Bronze Titan said - will gather the dust of its soil drenched in
blood, if he does not perish in the struggle."
The world knows that the United States authorities conceived,
organized and promoted the assassination of leaders of the Cuban Revolution and of other governments. The CIA was the center
of those repulsive practices. What can be expected now of that
institution, when Reagan's advisers state that it will have carte
blanche, and when no less a person than Goldwater will be the
chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee?
We believe that one of Reagan's first statements should be
that his administration shall not organize, authorize or allow any
CIA plans to assassinate leaders of other countries.
We sincerely hope that these practices will not be repeated;
otherwise, the United States government would be institutionalizing and stimulating the worst form of terrorism in the world, and
it will be responsible and will answer for all the consequences
of its acts.
If there is an olive branch, we shall not reject it. If hostility
continues and there is aggression, we shall respond strongly.
Cuba believes that for the world it is a historical necessity that
normal relations exist among all countries, based on mutual respect on the acknowledgment of the sovereign right of every
one ~nd on non-intervention. Cuba considers that the normalizeI
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tion of its relations with the United Stites would Improve the
political climate in Latin America ~nd the C1ribbHn ind would
contribute to world d'tente. Cube, therefore, is not opposed to
finding 1 solution to Its hlstoric1I differences with the United
States, but no one should expect Cube to change Its position nor
yield in its principles. Cube Is ind will continue being socialist.
Cube Is ind will continue being 1 friend of the Soviet Union end
of 111 the socialist Stites. Cube Is and will continue b•lng 1n Inter·
national country.
~rinciples cannot be negotiated.
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